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The calibration procedure that is required for manufacturing accurate sensors is, presently, time-consuming and difficult to automate. Hence, it contributes considerably to the sensor fabrication costs.

This book explains how to include a digitally programmable calibration feature in an integrated smart sensor. Several related topics are discussed as well, including calibration and linearization techniques. Calibration circuits using analog signal processing, digital signal processing, or a mixed-mode technique based on sigma-delta modulation are presented, as well as the other circuits needed in a smart sensor.

The combination of a programmable calibration circuit and a digital bus interface, integrated together with the sensor, enables automation of the calibration procedure for a large batch of such integrated smart sensors at a time. This will help to reduce the costs of the sensor calibration, and, thus, to decrease the price per sensor, in particular for mass-produced sensors.
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1.1 Introduction

The (signal processing and storage) capacity of the human brain enables us to become powerful autonomous beings, but only if our brains operate in conjunction with (at least some of) our senses and muscles. Using these organs, we can interact with our environment, learn to adapt, and improve important aspects of our life. Similarly, the signal processing capabilities of modern electronics (computers) could be combined with electronic sensors and actuators to enable interaction with, and adaptation to, the (non-electrical) environment. This will lead to smarter and more powerful automated tools and machines. To facilitate and stimulate such a development, easy-to-use low-cost sensors are needed. The combination of electronic interface functions and a sensor in an integrated smart sensor, that provides a standard, digital, and bus-compatible output, would simplify the connection of sensors to standard electronic signal processors (microcontrollers, computers, etc.). Currently, the calibration procedure, required for standardization of the sensor output signal level, contributes largely to the production costs of accurate sensors. To enable automation of the calibration procedure, and hence reduce the sensor fabrication costs, a digital calibration function should be included in the smart sensor.
1.2 Sensors and actuators

In industry many processes are electronically controlled. As depicted in Fig. 1-1, to be in control of a process one needs to be able to gather all necessary information about that process through sensors, then to examine that information and maybe modify it using a controller, and take the proper actions through actuators to influence the process according to the desired algorithm [1]. The results of these actions can be measured, which enables a feedback control [2].

![Diagram of sensor and actuator system](image)

Fig. 1-1 Gathering the process information, and controlling the process, using sensors and actuators.

To gather process information we measure process parameters, such as pressure and temperature, using sensors. To control the pressure and temperature of a process we use actuators, such as valves and heaters. Due to the evolution in microelectronics of the past decades we now have powerful control and processing tools available which operate in the electrical signal domain. Therefore, we need sensors which convert signals from any of the five other signal domains; mechanical, thermal, chemical, magnetic, and optical to an electrical signal which can be processed electronically and passed on to an advanced digital computer [7]. For the control action, we need actuators which can be electrically driven to effect changes in one or more of the five other signal domains.
1.2 Sensors and actuators

Based on a large diversity of underlying physical principles, many sensors and actuators have been and are being developed. Each of these devices has its own unique properties and requires its own special electronic interface. Therefore, the realization of a system as depicted in Fig. 1-1 has become the terrain of many different technical specialists, thus limiting the possibilities from a system-level point of view.

From a system-level point of view, a configuration as shown in Fig. 1-2 is much more practical: sensors and actuators that are able to communicate with a digital controller using standardized signals on a low-level communication bus. The digital controller is able to communicate signals on a high-level bus to a user interface, for example.

![Bus structure for sensor/actuator communication.](image)

Bus architectures and protocols that have been successfully introduced on a higher system level (FIELD, PCI, etc.) clearly show the many advantages with respect to star routing. Besides reduced wiring, advantages of a low-level bus set-up in data-acquisition systems are also found in the exchangeability of devices, in multiplexing options, and in easy maintenance and expansion [3,4,5]. Furthermore, it simplifies division of a complex system with high-level bus communication, into sub-systems using low-level bus communication; Fig. 1-3 shows how the system can be divided into a data-acquisition sub-system to interface the sensors, and another sub-system for controlling the actuators, each having its own
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low-level bus and digital controller. It is also possible that some devices communicate on a high-level [6] and others on a low-level bus [1].

To enable the proposed configurations, many interfacing functions will have to be integrated with the sensor or actuator device. Such smart sensors and smart actuators have been only sparsely available up to now. Whereas most actuators, micro-actuators excluded, are large and power consuming, the addition of smart electronic circuits to generate driving signals will enhance performance, for a relatively small increase in price and energy. Sensors are generally micro-devices which are often manufactured using special processing. At first sight, the investment needed to include or add electronic functions with a sensor device seems relatively large.

Fig. 1-3  System division into two low-level sub-systems.

A focus on the realization of sensors in standard Integrated Circuit (IC) technology or IC-compatible technology, as envisioned at the Electronic Instrumentation Laboratory, will not only help to reduce sensor prices in mass production, but will also make it easier to integrate the required functions in electronic circuits with a sensor device [8,9,10]. In the next paragraph we will focus on the functions that should be integrated on a smart sensor, in order to simplify setting up configurations as proposed in Fig.1-2 and Fig.1-3.
1.3 Integrated smart sensors

In order to realize a smart sensor which is able to communicate on a standard bus level as previously proposed, the following functions must be included in the sensor package [8]:

- sensor(s), preferably silicon sensor(s)
- analog sensor readout and signal conditioning
- analog-to-digital (AD) conversion, to provide a digital output signal
- bus interface, to simplify communication to microcontrollers, PCs, and other devices
- calibration of the sensor transfer curve, preferably a digitally programmable calibration

First of all, the sensor converts the physical input signal into an electrical signal. Second, the usually weak analog sensor signal needs to be amplified and converted into convenient electrical signals (voltage or current, rather than capacitance, resistance, etc.). Third, an AD-converter is necessary to allow communication with the digital world of microcontrollers and computers, often a serial 1-bit output is preferred here. To simplify setting up systems with multiple sensors and actuators, each device will also need a bus interface on board to transport the sensor signal to a digital microcontroller or computer, which further processes the sensor signal into a digital multi-bit (e.g. bytes) format. Fig. 1-4 shows the signal processing chain of a smart sensor containing these functions, and clarifies the signal conversion realized in each block.

**signal domains:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>physical</th>
<th>electrical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>analog</td>
<td>digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-bit</td>
<td>parallel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Integrated Smart Sensor**

Fig. 1-4  *Signal processing chain of an integrated smart sensor.*
Last but not least, on-board calibration electronics will make it possible to realize smart sensors with standardized output signals, allowing easy exchange of sensors and easy re-calibration [8,11]. Calibration is necessary to ‘pinpoint’ the transfer from the physical input signal, temperature for example, to the electrical output signal, so that the manufacturer can guarantee that a temperature of 0 degrees Celsius always corresponds to a digital output signal 0. In the manufacturing of the sensors this transfer often shows a large device-to-device variation. Different options to correct this will be discussed in the next paragraph.

1.4 Measurement errors and correction

Before studying measurement errors in sensor systems and ways to correct such errors, it is important to contemplate what we want to measure and what we intend to do with the information on the measurand. It is not always necessary to relate the sensor signal to a well-defined standard unit (SI1 or SI-derived unit). In a trained (expert) or self-learning (neural) system, a sensor signal is judged subjectively, based on experience, to take the proper actions; our human bodies are not equipped to measure the temperature outside in degrees Fahrenheit, Celsius or in Kelvin, yet with our senses we are perfectly capable to make a healthy decision on whether to go outside in shorts or to put on a coat. The scientists named have taught us that we can relate our human temperature sensing to standardized numbers, which we can communicate in weather reports for example. This brings us to the advantages of relating the sensor signal to the measurand in a standardized unit, such as Kelvin for temperature:

- **interpretation;** we can easily learn how to interpret numeral information and, moreover, we can let computers do it
- **comparison;** using numbers we can objectively compare temperatures at different times and places
- **exchangeability of measurement equipment and sensors in instrumentation and control systems**

We have to conclude that a sensor signal can only be usefully processed in measurement or control systems, excluding neural systems, when it can be related to a well-defined standard unit. In some control systems the target

---

1 SI=Système International d’unités, or International System of units.
1.4 Measurement errors and correction

is to regulate an error signal to zero. In that case it is sufficient to know only the offset, while non-zero signals do not have to be known in precise units. For example, when placing a robot arm on top of an object it can be sufficient to know when the measured distance between the arm and object has become zero.

The process of relating the measurement or sensor signal to the physical input signal in precise well-defined units is referred to as calibration.

1.4.1 Process variations and time variations

Calibration would be simple if all sensor devices in a production line had the same properties. In that case, the relation between electrical output signal and physical input signal should be traced (measured) for only one sensor, and then it can be applied to all sensors of that type. Unfortunately, many variations in the production process must be tolerated and, therefore, also the properties of the sensors will vary from device to device. Particularly in IC-technology we know to expect large absolute variations (50%) and smaller relative (on-chip) variations (1%). For example, micromachined pressure sensors based on piezoresistors show large variations in offset (due to resistor mismatch, initial stress, etc.), in sensitivity (position/orientation of resistors, mechanical properties of the diaphragm, etc.), and also in cross-sensitivity to temperature. An error band in the output signal range as large as 30% of the full-scale can be expected [11]. Each sensor device will have to be calibrated individually in order to guarantee that it exhibits a well-defined and fixed transfer from input to output. This usually means that each device must be measured individually, in a controlled environment, using reference signal conditions.

This individual attention per device is very expensive in mass production, which explains the large price difference between uncalibrated mass-produced sensors and calibrated measurement equipment. To reduce the costs of the sensor device calibration, we should look for ways to automate the calibration of many sensors at a time, in a so-called batch calibration. The smart sensor configuration proposed in the previous section makes this possible: many such smart sensors can be put (simultaneously) in a controlled environment (such as a temperature oven or a pressure chamber), via a bus connection each sensor output can be measured quickly, and the integrated calibration can be programmed to obtain precisely the desired transfer. Furthermore, the number of necessary
reference measurements must be minimized, in order to save time and thus fabrication costs.

Another problem which can be encountered in the transfer of a sensor is that it may alter slowly over time; some sensor characteristics depend on material properties which degrade or "wear off". Although these changes are usually small, over a long period (months or years) they may cause a significant error, known as drift. This drift error has to be reset at a certain interval by a re-calibration. For this reason, it often makes sense to integrate at the sensor some kind of actuator, which can generate a well-defined, additional input signal for the sensor; this introduces the possibility of self-test and self-calibration. The terms calibration, self-test, and self-calibration in the context of sensor technology\(^1\) will be further clarified in the succeeding paragraphs.

1.4.2 Calibration

To define calibration in general we quote Nicholas & White [12]:

"The word 'calibration' has changed its meaning with time and three distinct meanings can be distinguished. …

The word appears to derive from an Arab word for a mould for casting metal. This is presumably because calibration originally referred to the making of guns by casting metal. Calibration referred either to the means used to determine the calibre (or bore) of the gun or to the determination of the range of the gun. …

The second and more common meaning of the word calibration is the checking and adjusting of the bore of an instrument and the application of a scale by the manufacturer. … That is, a calibration refers to the set of operations carried out by an instrument manufacturer in order to ensure that the equipment has a useful measurement scale. …"

It is difficult to objectively define the terms scale, ensuring, and usefulness, so a more official definition of the term calibration is unavoidable:

---

\(^1\) Unfortunately the terms self-test and auto-calibration are also popular in electronic circuit technology, especially for sensor interface circuits. The terms could be used with much more care, by specifying exactly what is tested or automatically adjusted.
CALIBRATION, The set of operations which establish, under special conditions, the relationship between values indicated by a measuring instrument or measuring system, or values, represented by a material measure, and the corresponding known value of a measurand.

NOTES, (1) The result of a calibration permits the estimation of errors of indication of the measuring instrument ... or the assignment of values to marks on arbitrary scales. (2) A calibration may also determine other metrological properties. (3) The result of a calibration may be recorded in a document, sometimes called a calibration certificate or a calibration report. (4) The result of a calibration is sometimes expressed as a calibration factor, or as a series of calibration factors in the form of a calibration curve.

This definition is best seen as a pointer to a meaning of calibration acceptable to modern quality assurance and accreditation practices. It represents the current practice and if emphasis is put on the NOTES the definition gives rise to a valuable concept of calibration...."
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1. Calibration Phase

outputs are processed in order to retrieve a signal which relates to the original physical signal in accordance with the desired transfer curve.

After calibration the correction should be maintained so that the calibrated sensor can be used to reliably measure the physical signal in an uncontrolled environment, as indicated by phase 2 in Fig. 1-5. The manner in which the correction curve is obtained and implemented can be referred to as the calibration method. A traditional calibration method for pressure sensors is to insert trimmable resistors (potentiometers or laser-trimmed) in the Wheatstone bridge and manually adjust them, see also section 4.2.1. This book will discuss several possibilities of implementing a more attractive digitally-programmable transfer correction in the circuitry of a smart sensor interface.
Fig. 1-6  Determining the sensor transfer and calibration curve.

To summarize, the essential elements of calibration are listed as:

- a calibration phase in a controlled environment
- generation of physical reference signals for sensor excitation, and measurement of the sensor output signal
- correction of the signal transfer based on those calibration measurements

Officially, the reference signals used in the calibration measurements should be traceable\(^1\) to an SI-unit.

When referring to a ‘sensor with calibration’ we mean that the possibility of correcting the sensor transfer is integrated with the sensor or sensor interface.

### 1.4.3 Self-testing

By installing one or more actuators close to the sensor, see Fig.1-7, it is possible to influence the physical input signal of the sensor at the command of an on-chip control circuit. This controller then verifies whether the sensor has detected the change in signal, if not it generates an error signal to indicate that the sensor (or actuator) is not functional. This

\(^1\) Traceability is also clearly defined in Nicholas & White [12]
can avoid incorrect interpretation of the sensor signal inside the system in which the sensor is used.

Fig. 1-7  Schematic explanation of a sensor with self-test.

For some types of sensors we can realize an additive, for others a multiplicative test signal. On a temperature sensor, for example, we can integrate a heater element (i.e. a resistor) which, when turned on, increases the chip temperature with respect to the ambient. An additive test signal of a few degrees can be realized. It is important to realize that the self-test signal has to be detectable under all conditions, since the sensor environment is not controlled as in the case of calibration. During the self-test the sensor output signal should be ignored.

Although from the operation point of view we might have improved reliability, from the production point of view we have added an extra element which can fail, namely the actuator. This may affect the yield in the production and the mean-time-before-failure of the product. It is thus important to verify that the reliability of the actuator is not much worse than that of the sensor. For many types of sensors this will not be the case, or an appropriate actuator which can be integrated with the sensor will not be available at all.

Summarizing the essential elements of a sensor with a self-test function:

- an integrated actuator which
- allows a test of the functionality
- realizes an improved reliability
- operates in an uncontrolled normal sensor environment
1.4 Measurement errors and correction

1.4.4 Self-calibration

As can be seen in Fig. 1-8, the self-calibration\(^1\) function is very similar to the self-test function, but needs the addition of accurate actuator(s) and a possibility of correcting the transfer, based on sensor measurements which can be obtained by using different actuator signals.

![Schematic explanation of a sensor with self-calibration.](image)

It is essential for a self-calibration function that the actuators can be used to improve the properties of the sensor, which means that the transfer of the actuator has to be more accurate, in some respects, than the transfer of the sensor. Few examples of sensor/actuator combinations for which this is true can be found. One example is that of a magnetic Hall-plate sensor which may exhibit a relatively large drift in sensitivity and also a cross-sensitivity to temperature [13]. As a magnetic actuator, a coil can be realized around the sensor. With an accurate reference current and a well-defined geometry, the coil produces an accurate magnetic signal which is added to the magnetic input signal. The resulting change in sensor output can be measured and should always be the same (for a constant sensitivity). To correct the measured sensitivity errors, the current through the Hall plate can be adjusted. It is also necessary to be able to separate the self-calibration signal from the physical input signal using a multiplexing technique, either in time or frequency.

\(^1\) Often the term auto-calibration is used, which means the same as self-calibration if the word auto is interpreted as the Greek word for self, as in autodidact, but not as an abbreviation for automatic.
To self-calibrate for offset errors, a multiplicative actuation signal is needed. The magnetic sensor, for example, could be mechanically turned around 180 degrees [14], or electronically chopped by inverting the Hall-plate current [15]. This should result in an exactly opposite sensor output signal while the offset stays the same. In fact, the signal can be multiplied by plus or minus one. The offset is found by taking the average of the two (inverted and non-inverted) signals. By subtracting the two signals the offset is eliminated.

Essentials for self-calibration, in addition to those for self-testing, are:

- **accurate actuators**
- **transfer correction**
- **clear separation of input signal and calibration signal**

Since it is very difficult, if not impossible, to realize on-board actuators which generate independent reference signals traceable to SI-units, officially the term self-calibration can be considered contradictory [12]. Self-calibration of sensors does not eliminate the need for ‘real’ calibration. It should rather be seen as a method to monitor the parameters of a sensor and *automatically adjust* them, so that the time between (re-)calibrations can be extended. More precisely, we could speak of *auto-zero adjust* and *auto-gain* or *auto-scale adjust* instead of self-calibration.

It is useful to extend the potential of self-test and self-calibration by considering tandem transducers. A tandem sensor obtains the desired transfer from physical input signal indirectly via another physical signal into the electrical domain, and vice versa for a tandem actuator [7]. In such cases we can distinguish self-test or self-calibration options on different levels. For example, in the case of a thermal flow sensor, which first converts the flow signal to a thermal signal and then to an electrical signal, it will be difficult to realize a self-test signal for flow, whereas thermally, using a heater, it can be feasible [16]. In the case of a capacitive accelerometer it is possible to use a tandem actuation for generating a self-test signal: by applying a charge on the sensor mass and generating an electrical field, an electrostatic force and thus an acceleration signal result [17, 18].
1.4 Measurement errors and correction

1.4.5 Redundancy improvement or feedforward testing

In the self-test and self-calibration principles explained above, an actuator was used to enable feedback to the sensor input signal. In the feedback loop the sensor and actuator operate in series, which means that the ensemble can only work properly if both the sensor and the actuator are operational. Hence the smart sensor can test itself. If the actuator and sensor have exactly compensating errors this may remain undetected, but this is very unlikely.

It is also possible to improve reliability by putting multiple sensors in parallel or by using extra sensors to monitor and feedforward the operating conditions, as suggested in Fig. 1-9. By processing the signals of multiple sensors in a certain way, single sensor defects can be detected and failure of the measurement can be prevented. Defects or “out-of-range” indications can be indicated with an error signal. By using the increased redundancy provided in the combination of the sensor signals, a more reliable measurement of the physical input signal is realized. The reliability is best improved when combining dissimilar sensors with different failure mechanisms.

It is important to realize that the feedforward principle does not make it possible to test the operation of the sensor but only to verify the validity of the output signal.

Fig. 1-9  Schematic explanation of feedforward self-test using multiple sensors.
1.4.6 Concluding remarks

For many sensor types self-test or self-calibration is not (yet) feasible because the essential actuator does not exist or does not fulfil the requirements. Unless an actuator with a standardized reference signal can be integrated, self-calibration cannot eliminate the need for calibration, as described in section 1.4.2. Only in neural (learning) or fuzzy controlled systems the relation of the sensor signal to a precisely defined unit is not so important. In all other cases, sensor calibration is indispensable. Whenever the sensor output signal must relate precisely to an agreed standard unit for the measured physical signal, it is necessary to correct the sensor transfer based on calibration measurements. This is unavoidable if we want to make sensors a ‘plug-and-play’ technology.

1.5 Objectives and Organization

1.5.1 Objective of the thesis

The objective of the research discussed in this dissertation is the incorporation of a calibration function in the smart sensor concept. The integration of such a calibration function with the sensor device, next to other smart sensor functions such as AD-conversion and bus interface, is an attempt to develop accurate, economically feasible sensors. It is important that the calibration function can be programmed digitally because this will allow automation of the manufacturer’s calibration procedure which, in conjunction with batch calibration, can minimize the calibration costs per sensor. Once reliable smart sensors are available at low cost they will not only be applied in industry, but they may also enhance consumer products and improve our personal comfort.

The book’s title ‘Integrated Smart Sensor Calibration’ allows interpretation of the words integrated and smart either as adjectives to sensor or to calibration. Preferably both should apply.

\[1\] Nevertheless, the development of self-test and self-calibration techniques should be further stimulated, as it offers other advantages, especially with respect to reliability improvement of the sensor.
1.5 Objectives and Organization

1.5.2 Organization of the thesis

By recalling the smart sensor signal chain presented in Fig. 1-4 we can clarify the organization of this thesis:

In chapter 2 the 'state-of-the-art' smart sensor concept will be explained, each of the function blocks - sensor, analog interface, AD-converter, and bus interface - will be discussed briefly and illustrated by implementation examples.

In chapter 3 the errors which may be encountered in the transfer function of a sensor will be explained. Different approaches to linearize the sensor transfer function by means of calibration will be explained from a theoretical point of view. A special polynomial calibration method will be presented.

The practical possibilities to correct the overall signal transfer of a smart sensor for calibration purposes, can roughly be divided in three categories, according to the three function blocks in which the correction can be implemented. These categories are issued in the subsequent chapters.

In chapter 4 different options to change the transfer of analog circuits in a digitally programmable way are examined. The one-dimensional polynomial calibration method presented in chapter 3 is worked out in the realization of a programmable analog calibration circuit.

In chapter 5 digital alteration of the transfer of the sigma-delta AD-converter by use of bitstream signals is discussed. This involves mixed-mode circuits. It is illustrated by the realization of a digitally programmable smart temperature sensor.

In chapter 6 the proposed polynomial calibration method is extended to the two-dimensional case, considering pressure sensors which have a cross-sensitivity to temperature. The calibration algorithm is implemented in a simple microcontroller program, which realizes the calibration correction in the digital signal domain.

1.5.3 Design constraints

Considering the complications of designing modern smart sensor interface circuits (certainly as single-designer projects), it was decided to make use of only one IC process, and hence reduce the effort required to set up the
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CAD tools for the IC design flow. The 3-Ghz bipolar process ‘Dimes-01’ of the Delft Institute for Microelectronics and Submicron-technology, DIMES, was available at low cost, and was therefore an obvious choice for this research project.

A lot of effort has been put into optimizing the design of smart sensor interfaces in the Dimes-01 process by developing libraries with standard digital cells (emitter-coupled or current-mode logic) as well as libraries with analog cells. In addition, the money and time investment in acquiring advanced design tools for Place&Route, Extraction and especially Layout-Versus-Schematic (LVS), has been important to guarantee successful realization of IC designs. The fruits of the obtained improvement in design time and efficiency may be noticed in the work presented in this dissertation, but hopefully also in many other projects.

Although the choice for the Dimes-01 process may not be optimal from the economical point of view for all the encountered designs, a consistent use of the same process throughout the research project was favored. Furthermore, the many silicon sensor developments in the Dimes-01 process can now easily profit from the advances in the sensor interface designs in the same process.
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Integrated Smart Sensor Concept

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will present a concept for implementing smart sensor interfaces [1]. Within the scope of this work we cannot discuss many types of sensors or sensor interfaces, hence we limit ourselves to two common sensor types, for measuring temperature, and for measuring pressure. This limitation does not mean that the presented matter cannot be extended to other types of sensors.

We will explain the basic principle of operation of a monolithic temperature sensor, and a pressure sensor based on piezoresistors. We will then show the circuitry which is necessary to read out the sensors and derive signals suitable for AD-conversion. The preferred type of AD-converter, a sigma-delta converter, will also be explained, as well as a possible serial bus interface.
2.2 Silicon sensors

The temperature sensor and the pressure sensor are both IC-compatible and thus very suitable examples in the context of smart sensors.

2.2.1 Temperature sensor

The difference in base-emitter voltage of two transistors with different current densities exhibits a linear relation with respect to the absolute temperature [2,3]. We take two equal transistors and bias them with currents that are scaled by a factor of four, as illustrated in Fig. 2-1.

We can easily derive from the formulas for the collector currents,

\[ I_{C_{Q1}} = I_{S_{Q1}} \cdot e^{\left(\frac{q}{kT} \cdot V_{BE_{Q1}}\right)} = 4 \times I_{BIAS} \]

\[ I_{C_{Q2}} = I_{S_{Q2}} \cdot e^{\left(\frac{q}{kT} \cdot V_{BE_{Q2}}\right)} = I_{BIAS} \] (2-1)

that a (PTAT) voltage proportional to the absolute temperature \( T \) results:

\[ \Delta V_{BE} = V_{BE_{Q1}} - V_{BE_{Q2}} = \frac{kT}{q} \cdot \ln \left(4 \cdot \frac{I_{S_{Q2}}}{I_{S_{Q1}}}\right) \] (2-2)
In which \( k \) represents Boltzmann’s constant, \( q \) the electron charge and \( I_S \) the transistor saturation current. The case of equation (2-2), using a current density ratio of four, and \( I_{SO1} \approx I_{SO2} \), results in a small positive temperature coefficient of approximately 0.12 mV per Kelvin. The base-emitter voltage itself demonstrates a much larger but slightly less linear temperature dependency which can be expressed in the form of a Taylor expansion of the \( V_{BE} \) curve at a reference temperature \( T_R \):

\[
V_{BE} = V_{BG_{T=0}} + (\eta - m) \cdot \frac{kT}{q} + \lambda_{T=T_R} \cdot T - \frac{1}{2} (\eta - m) \cdot \frac{kT}{q} \cdot \left( \frac{T - T_R}{T_R} \right)^2
\]  

(2-3)

In this equation \( V_{BG} \) represents the silicon bandgap voltage, \( \lambda \) the linear temperature coefficient which measures approximately -1.9 mV/K at \( T_R = 300K \), and \((\eta - m)\) a physical parameter of about 3.5 which is somewhat process dependent. The voltage signals \( V_{BE} \) and \( V_{PTAT} \) are displayed in Fig. 2-1, where the PTAT voltage had to be magnified by a factor of 16 to obtain a comparable temperature coefficient. Both effects can be used for measuring temperature. In section 2.3.1 will be shown how to combine both signals in a fully integrated circuit and to circumvent the need for an external reference voltage.

### 2.2.2 Pressure sensor

A well-known principle for measuring pressure is by the use of a thin membrane or diaphragm, because a diaphragm tends to deflect under pressure. Micromachining techniques make it possible to fabricate thin mechanical structures on a silicon wafer, even without harming the integrated circuits processed on the same wafer [4,5,6,7,8,9]. A common technique, known as bulk-micromachining and also accomplished at DIMES, is to (KOH) etch the masked backside of the wafer (p-substrate) and obtain an electrochemical etch stop by applying a voltage to the n-epi or buried-\( n \) layer at the frontside. In that way the wafer thickness (~500\( \mu \)m) can be locally reduced, under an angle of approximately 55°, to epi-thickness (~3-7\( \mu \)m), whereas the horizontal dimensions can be controlled by the backside mask [10,11,12]. In this way, a structure as illustrated in the pictures of Fig. 2-2 can easily be fabricated.
Now the art is in electrically sensing the pressure induced deflection of the micromachined diaphragm. A capacitive technique seems attractive but has the disadvantage that another capacitor plate is required, which has to be fabricated/mounted as close as possible to the diaphragm for maximum capacitance signal [13,14,15]. This is problematic considering the packaging and the electrical connections, as well as incompatible with some of the pressure sensor types indicated in Fig. 2-3 because of the required backside opening [7]. Solutions making use of wafer-to-wafer or wafer-to-glass bonding are still under development [5,11,16,17].

An already well-developed method makes use of silicon piezoresistors [7,18,19]. As indicated in the cross-section and top view of the sensor in Fig. 2-2, the deflection of the diaphragm results in a shear stress at the surface of the diaphragm. Provided that the silicon lattice is correctly oriented, the piezoresistance effect of silicon can be used to sense the change in stress [4,19,20]. The topview also gives an impression of the (absolute) stress profile when under pressure; the darker areas have larger stress, and the stress-sensitive piezoresistors are thus placed in those areas.

The orientation of the resistors is such that the stress results in an increase of resistance for R₁ and R₃ and a decrease for R₂ and R₄. The silicon resistors (shallow-p diffusion) can be fabricated using standard IC
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Fig. 2-3 Different types of pressure sensors.

processing (on the same wafer), and are connected in a Wheatstone bridge configuration, as shown in Fig. 2-2. A pressure-related output voltage signal, $V_{out}$, proportional to the bridge supply voltage, $V_{ref}$, is thus generated [7,12].

2.2.3 Measurement errors

In the fabrication of sensors certain changes in process parameters and also in material (wafer) properties will have to be tolerated, and, ergo, a variation in the properties of the sensors, even when produced in the same process, must be expected. This usually results in a statistical (Gaussian) distribution of the errors in the transfer of the sensors with respect to the average sensor transfer. The manufacturer tries to get the average sensor transfer as close as possible to the desired sensor function, and to minimize the deviation of the transfer errors. Generally the spread in the error is much larger than the desired accuracy, and selection or calibration is required in order to obtain accurate sensors.

In case of the PTAT sensor the variations in the transfer are determined by the matching properties of standard electronic components. This will be examined in section 2.3.1.
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In the framework of a master thesis' project on pressure sensor self-test some bulk-micromachined pressure sensors have been developed and realized in the DIMES-01 process [12]. We will use those sensors as an example. Several of these devices have been measured using DRUCK test equipment. Fig. 2-4 shows the transfer, relative bridge output voltage versus pressure, of two sensors (Sensor1 & Sensor2) with a diaphragm of $400 \times 400 \ \mu m^2$, and two sensors (Sensor3 & Sensor4) with a larger diaphragm of $800 \times 800 \ \mu m^2$. Naturally, the dimensions of the diaphragm (size and thickness) determine the pressure sensitivity and the pressure range in which the sensors can be used.

Fig. 2-4  Measured transfer of pressure sensors developed in DIMES-01.
Despite the fact that the sensors come from the same wafer, a significant difference in offset and sensitivity between two sensors is found, for both cases. An even larger difference can be expected when also taking into account the variation in temperature coefficients of offset and sensitivity. The large offset errors in the shown examples are mainly due to imperfections in the first resistor layout, which can easily be improved in a next version. Nevertheless, error sources such as initial stress, geometrical variations, doping concentration profiles, and resistor mismatch will result in a large error variations. The sensor construction does not allow to put resistors close together to improve matching. The source of the signal errors also explains why there is not a typical sensor-characteristic nonlinearity error but a large device-to-device variation. An overview of error contributions in piezoresistive pressure sensors can be found in [7:chapter 4] and [21]. A total error band of 30% of the full-scale can be a reasonable expectation.

Notwithstanding, one of the largest sensor markets is that for pressure transducers. Thus a strong push from that market is expected for stimulation of integrated calibration techniques. We have to conclude that in order to realize production of a pressure sensors with standard transfer from pressure range to output range, the calibration will have to compensate large error variations.

## 2.3 Analog Interface circuits

### 2.3.1 Temperature sensor readout

To enable the read-out of a temperature signal, as presented in section 2.2.1, by an AD-converter, another signal has to be generated which can be used as a reference. Hence, we will first describe the construction of a so-called bandgap reference. The temperature signal and the reference signal must be combined in such a way that a ratiometric signal is obtained which makes optimal use of the AD-converter’s signal range. This will be explained next.

By summing a \( V_{BE} \) signal and a signal proportional to \( V_{PTAT} \) the first-order (linear) temperature coefficients can be cancelled, and a reference signal results, which is referred to as bandgap reference. As can be seen from equation (2-3) it relates directly to the bandgap voltage \( V_{BG} \), although a
small offset error and second-order error are present. Bandgap references and PTAT current sources are well-known circuits in IC design as they are often used for biasing purposes.

The left half of the circuit displayed in Fig. 2-5 shows a low-voltage PTAT source [22], which makes use of the ratio-ed transistors Q1 and Q2. These transistors are inserted in a control loop that establishes equal bias currents for both transistors. Because of the ratio in current density the difference between the base-emitter voltages is proportional to the absolute temperature, as already shown in equation (2-2). The value of the bias current is determined by the PTAT voltage at the emitter of Q2 and the value of resistor $R_1$. The current $I_{\text{VTAT}}$ inherits the proportional-to-absolute-temperature property of the voltage. The current mirror on the left-hand side only serves to generate a small start-up current to prevent a zero bias solution at start-up.

The right-hand side of the circuit, around Q3, generates a current which is determined by the base-emitter voltage of Q3 and the value of resistor $R_2$. The current $I_{\text{Vbe}}$ thus inherits the $V_{\text{be}}$ temperature characteristic, including the negative temperature coefficient.

The two current signals can easily be summed at the output, resulting in $I_{\text{VBG}}=I_{\text{Vbe}}+I_{\text{VTAT}}$. When inserting that current in a resistor $R$, it is converted back into a voltage signal. The voltage will then be proportional to the weighed sum of the PTAT voltage $V_{\text{PTAT}} \cdot R/R_1$ and the base-emitter voltage $V_{\text{be}} \cdot R/R_2$, which can be equalized to the silicon bandgap voltage.
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A simulation of the circuit, see Fig. 2-6, shows the PTAT signal with a positive temperature coefficient, the $V_{BE}$ signal with a negative temperature coefficient, and the constant sum signal. By correctly dimensioning the ratio of the resistor values of $R_1$ and $R_2$, in this case a ratio of 16, the temperature coefficients of both current signals can be matched so that the sum of the currents, referred to as $I_{VBG}$, remains constant as a function of temperature.

![Current signals as function of temperature, using ideal resistors.](image)

The simulation shown in Fig. 2-6, was done for ideal resistors, meaning that the resistance was considered independent of temperature. In reality the temperature coefficients of the resistors directly affects the curves of the current signals. However, when using the same kind of resistors for $R$, $R_1$, & $R_2$, the bandgap voltage signal will not be affected because it depends on the resistor ratios. Similarly, the effect of the temperature coefficients will cancel if we use the ratio of two current signals.

**Temperature sensor circuit**

For use in a smart temperature sensor with AD-converter we like to realize a circuit which generates two current signals of which the ratio varies approximately from 10% to 90% for the intended temperature range. Within the operating temperature range of IC technology, the ratio of the PTAT and the bandgap reference signal varies from 35% to 65%. Therefore, we prefer not to use that ratio directly, but to modify the current signals.
This can be done by combining the PTAT and bandgap currents, for example in the way shown in Fig. 2-7. A fraction of the bandgap current is copied and subtracted from the PTAT current to generate a new temperature current signal $I_T$. A down-scaled copy of the bandgap current is used as a new reference current signal $I_{REF}$.

![Circuit Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2-7** Temperature "sensor" circuit generating $I_T$ and $I_{REF}$: $I_{VBG}$ and $I_{VPTAT}$ come from the circuit of Fig. 2-5.

The simulation displayed in the upper graph of Fig. 2-8, shows the two currents as a function of temperature, now taking into account the temperature coefficients of the resistors in the IC process. It clearly shows

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 2-8** Ratio of $I_T$ and $I_{REF}$ used as measurement signal.
that the absolute current $I_{REF}$ is certainly not constant, and that $I_T$ is not so linear. However, the ratiometric signal $I_T/I_{REF}$, displayed in the lower half of Fig. 2-8, is good and is not affected by the temperature dependence of the resistors. The sensor circuit is dimensioned in such a way that the ratiometric signal range of $[0.1-0.9]$ maps on the temperature range of $-40 \degree C$ to $+125 \degree C$. The current mirrors in the sensor circuit of Fig. 2-7 can be dimensioned differently to obtain a different temperature range, within the operation limits of ICs of course.

To study the effect of process variations on the signal, a simulation has been done for a worst-case relative mismatch of $\pm 0.5\%$ and an absolute variation of $\pm 25\%$. Fig. 2-9 shows the results on the ratiometric signal and the error with respect to the desired linear curve.

![Fig. 2-9 Effect on transfer and error curves resulting from worst-case relative (1%) and absolute (50%) variations.](image)

First of all, it demonstrates that the effect of relative errors is much larger. Second, it can be concluded that, in fabrication of such temperature sensors, a spread in offset and gain errors of several percents, say $\pm 5\%$, should be expected. The linearity error will be relatively small, in the order of $1\%$, for the specified temperature range. To realize a silicon temperature sensor with exactly the desired transfer from temperature to ratiometric output, these errors will have to be calibrated. Furthermore, it has to be noticed that the nonlinearity curve has a shape that is characteristic to this type of sensor. The shape doesn’t vary much from device-to-device. It is determined by the nonlinearity in the $V_{BE}$ curve as expressed in equation (2-3). The temperature coefficient of the resistors is a second
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source for nonlinearity but results only in a very small device-to-device variation of the nonlinearity error.

2.3.2 Pressure sensor readout

The piezoresistive pressure sensors based on a Wheatstone bridge configuration inherently make use of a ratiometric conversion; as explained in section 2.2.2 a pressure signal will result in an output voltage signal related to the bridge reference voltage. The AD-conversion which follows the analog readout circuitry has to realize a conversion of this ratiometric signal, by using both the bridge output voltage and the bridge reference voltage. As seen in section 2.2.3, pressure sensors may display an offset which is in the same order of magnitude as the full-scale signal range. This offset can be eliminated by using a chopping technique. As an example, Fig.2-10 gives an overview of a bridge interface circuit which fulfils these requirements [23,24]. A combination of standard analog cells of the DIMES-01 library and custom cells has been used for the realization of this circuit.

![Bridge interface circuit diagram]

The chopping is implemented by using saturated bipolar transistor switches which invert the polarity of the bridge reference voltage. Changing the polarity of the reference voltage, inverts the polarity of the bridge output voltage signal but not that of the bridge offset voltage. By subtracting the inverted and non-inverted signal the bridge offset is eliminated. This is preferably done at the end of the signal chain, as shown in the figure, so that all other offset contributions are removed as well.
As seen in section 2.2.3, the ratiometric bridge signal usually does not get much larger than 1-2%. To optimally use the dynamic range of the AD-converter it is necessary to scale down the bridge reference signal. In Fig. 2-10 this is realized with, accurately scaled, and carefully laid-out resistors. Both the down-scaled reference voltage, and the bridge output voltage, are converted to currents, using VI-converters, and passed on to the sigma-delta AD-converter for a ratiometric conversion.

For the pressure sensor as well as for the temperature sensor we have shown how to obtain a current ratio proportional to the sensor signal. The same can be done for many types of sensors. The obtained current ratio can be accurately converted into a digital (bitstream) signal, using the continuous-time sigma-delta converter explained in the next section.

2.4 Analog-to-Digital conversion

Much effort has been, and is being put in comparing resolution, speed, and power consumption of several AD-conversion principles and architectures, however it does not fit in the scope of this work to discuss all the investigated AD-converter types. Information can be found in [25,26,27,28], for example. We will confine to summarizing the advantages of the preferred AD-converter type, the delta-sigma or sigma-delta converter\(^1\). Advantages of sigma-delta converters are:

- **serial one-bit digital clock-synchronous output**
- **simple and compact architecture which can be implemented using a small number of components**
- **a low-power consumption, especially at low sample speeds**
- **no accurate components or component matching required**
- **exchange of sample speed and resolution possible**
- **high resolution possible (16-bit)**

Disadvantageous can be the fact that the digital bitstream output needs digital post-processing in the form of an averaging, or noise-shape filter, in order to convert the one-bit output signal to multi-bit samples, which can

\(^1\) Both names, delta-sigma and sigma-delta, are common, and refer to the same type of converter.
be used in a digital processor. Such a filter might be implemented in hardware on a separate (CMOS) chip which can be connected to the sensor bus, or in software on a microcontroller or PC bus master. This enables a shared use of the filter for all the smart sensors that produce a bitstream output, see also section 2.5.

We will first proceed by explaining the sigma-delta conversion principle.

### 2.4.1 Sigma-delta converter

The sigma-delta principle is based on oversampling, and on feedback and filtering (noise-shaping) of the quantization error. The operation principle in the time domain will be explained using Fig. 2-11 and Fig. 2-12.

The basic sigma-delta converter consists of an integrator, often implemented in a feedback configuration using an OpAmp, and a clocked comparator, mostly implemented as a master-slave flipflop.

The fact that we largely oversample the input signal,

\[ f_{\text{clock}} \gg f_{\text{Nyquist}} = 2 \times \text{bandwidth} \tag{2-4} \]

permits the assumption that the input signal is considered constant for many clock periods.

The first figure illustrates the situation that the presumably constant input current is integrated on the integration capacitor, and results at the integrator output in a ramping voltage signal, with an upward slope proportional to the input signal. The clocked comparator compares this voltage signal to the comparator's reference level \( V_{\text{cmp}} \), and outputs a digital decision, low or high, only once each clock period, for example at the positive clock edge. In this situation the output remains low until the first clock edge after the integrated signal exceeds the comparator's reference level. Then the comparator switches the output signal to high, and turns the switch of the reference current, as illustrated in the next figure. Provided that \( I_{\text{ref}} > I_{\text{in}} \), an opposite integrator input current of \( I_{\text{ref}} - I_{\text{in}} \) results now in a proportional negative slope at the integrator output. The comparator output is high until the integration signal has dropped below the reference level, and a clock edge occurs. The output will become low again, and the sigma-delta converter switches back to the situation of Fig. 2-11, and the procedure repeats itself.
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Fig. 2-11  Sigma-delta converter principle, output low (A).

Fig. 2-12  Sigma-delta converter principle, output high (A).

When considering a larger number of clock periods we see that the integrator signal oscillates around the reference level, and the digital output produces a series, or pattern of ones and zeroes at the beat of the clock signal, as depicted in Fig.2-13 for an input signal of \( I_{in} = 0.19I_{ref} \).

The input signal range is usually limited to the signal range from \( 0.1I_{ref} \) to \( 0.9I_{ref} \), to avoid very low slopes in the integrator signal. Through simple reasoning it can be found that a large input signal results in steeper upward slopes, and less steep downward slopes, and thus a large number of high outputs. The reverse applies for small input signals; the number of high outputs will be small. Hence the output pulse density seems proportional to the input signal; in fact the value of the input signal
is encoded in the digital output bitstream. To obtain a digital number representing the input signal, the output bits will have to be counted (or otherwise processed) over a certain time interval, interpreting high outputs as +1 and low outputs as 0. The resolution is determined by the number of clock periods taken for the averaging, in other words by the *oversampling ratio*, which is defined as:

\[
OSR = \frac{f_{\text{clock}}}{f_{\text{Nyquist}}}
\]

A very high resolution AD-conversion can be obtained provided that integrator "leakage", clock jitter, delay, and hysteresis are minimized [28, ... , 33]. To fulfill those requirements accurate components are not required, as opposed to the requirements for other AD-converter types. Besides the OSR and the noise-shape order, the performance is determined by the circuit design and the invested bias power.

By realizing the sigma-delta converter in a fully differential topology, as depicted in Fig. 2-14, common-mode and supply interference, important error sources in instrumentation can be strongly suppressed. This configuration allows a differential input signal limited in signal range from \(-0.9I_{\text{ref}}\) to \(+0.9I_{\text{ref}}\). High outputs should now be interpreted as +1, and low outputs as -1. As often seen in practical realizations, the two displayed reference sources can be replaced by a single reference current of \(2I_{\text{ref}}\), provided that a common-mode (CM) control loop at the input of the...
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Fig. 2-14  Differential sigma-delta converter.

...
Essentially the principle of sigma-delta conversion is based on simple (one-bit) quantization of the (filtered) input signal, whereas the quantization error is fed back to the input, and averaged (filtered) to zero (for DC) by signal integration. The output signal is composed of the digitized input signal at low frequencies, and the quantization (noise-shaped) error at high frequencies. A more elaborate explanation of the sigma-delta converter, using frequency domain analysis, will be given in chapter 5.

Another approach is to look at the charge balance which is obtained: on the long term the signal at the output of the integrator averages to zero (i.e. the remaining charge error can be neglected). This means that over a long interval the integral of the sum of all integrator input signals is zero, or in the discrete time domain:

\[ \sum_{n=m+1}^{m+N} I_{in}[n] - \sum_{n=m+1}^{m+N} b_n \cdot I_{ref} = \frac{C \cdot \Delta V}{T_{clk}} = 0 \quad (2-6) \]

in which \( N \) is the number of clock periods in the interval, and \( b_n \) represent the corresponding series of output bits, referring back to Fig.2-13. The remaining charge, determined by the difference \( \Delta V \) between the integrator voltage, at the start and at the end of the interval, and the integrator capacitor \( C \), can be neglected if the time interval \( N \times T_{clk} \) is large with respect to the clock period \( T_{clk} \); \( N \gg 1 \). The maximum voltage error results when the minimum/maximum input signal is just not detected by the comparator, thus \( \Delta V_{max}=I_{ref} \times T_{clk} / C \). Which means the maximum error on the right-hand side of equation (2-6) corresponds to \( 1 \times I_{ref} \), whereas the maximum on the left-hand side of the equation is \( N \) times larger.

Provided the input signal remains constant during the interval, we can derive for the average of the bitstream output:

\[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=m+1}^{m+N} b_n = \frac{I_{in}}{I_{ref}} \quad (2-7) \]

which confirms that the output bitstream signal relates to the ratio of the input current and the reference current.
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2.5.1 Microcontroller compatible interfaces

The bitstream output of a smart sensor with a sigma-delta converter is microcontroller compatible in the sense that it can easily be read in, and interpreted by a microcontroller or PC, as it is a serial, one-bit, digital, and clock-synchronous signal [34]. The appropriate sigma-delta clock signal can be generated by the microcontroller, and is sent to the sigma-delta. The digital bitstream signal is sent from the sigma-delta to the microcontroller. The microcontroller processes the bitstream in order to obtain multi-bit samples with the desired resolution. In order to read out multiple smart sensors with bitstream outputs the microcontroller needs to be equipped with a multiplexer which enables the selection of the different sensors; the clock line might be shared by several smart sensor devices. This situation is pictured on the left side of Fig. 2-16.

![Diagram of microcontroller compatible interfaces](image)

Fig. 2-16  STAR-coupled versus BUS architecture.

It is clear that the with the number of sensors also the wiring complexity increases. Other disadvantages of this star-coupled architecture are that the number of sensors is limited by the multiplexing capabilities of the microcontroller (usually 8 to 16), that the position of the sensor determines the multiplex address, and thus sensors cannot be swapped, and that only direct sensor-to-master communication is possible.

The bus architecture shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 2-16, overcomes all these disadvantages. The sensors and the microcontroller/PC are equipped with a bus interface, and connected by common lines, a clock line and a data line for example. A bus-slave sensor will put its data on the bus data line only after it has been correctly addressed by the
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microcontroller/PC bus master according to a bus protocol. The sensor data can be read by the master but also by other devices on the bus, a digital bitstream filter for example. Bidirectional communication is also possible, for example to program the calibration factors of a sensor before reading it out. Other advanced features which become available in a bus architecture are sensor identification and alarm interrupts.

2.5.2 Smart Sensor bus interfaces

Because it often is not possible to integrate complex digital circuitry with the sensor device, the first requirements for a smart sensor bus is minimum complexity at the bus-slave side. Another requirement is to have a minimum number of wires, because for use in sensor systems each connection introduces extra fabrication costs. A sensor bus which fulfills these requirements is the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I^2C) bus, which has been developed by Philips as internal bus for example for consumer products with microprocessor control. The bus has two supply wires and two wires for communication, using a simple addressing and handshake protocol on open collector (OC) lines. A flow and temperature sensor with an I^2C bus interface has been realized in a BiCMOS process [35]. Unfortunately the I^2C bus protocol allows only serial byte communications, which means that for sensors with a serial one-bit (sigma-delta or duty-cycle) signal an on-chip conversion to 8-bit or 16-bit numbers is needed which requires a considerable amount of digital circuitry.

For this reason the Integrated Smart Sensor (IS^2) bus has been invented [36] at the Electronic Instrumentation Laboratory. The IS^2 bus is very similar to the I^2C: it also has two supply lines and two serial communication lines, but it has an open data transmission format [37,38,39,40]. In addition to the open collector technique Manchester encoding is used, so that in combination with the clock four different data states can be distinguished, as illustrated in Fig.2-17.

The clock and the data line are both pulled up by resistors, which are connected to the positive supply line. Using a strong open collector driver (R_{clk}=500\Omega), the master puts a highly stable clock signal on the clock line, which is indispensable for the accuracy of the sensors' (time-continuous) sigma-delta converters. The data line can be pulled down by any device on the bus, using a less powerful open collector
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Manchester Code

![Manchester Code Diagram](image)

Fig. 2-17 Using a Manchester encoding in combination with open-collector lines.

transistor \(R_{\text{data}}=5\,\text{k}\Omega\). Both the clock and the data line are read by the bus devices using high-ohmic input buffers.

When not a single bus device is active the data line remains high, and the bus is in idle state. After at least two idle states, a bus master can address a (sensor) bus slave by serially transmitting a start bit, eight address bits, and awaiting an acknowledge bit from the addressed bus slave, as explained in the bus protocol shown in Fig.2-18. The slave can then put its data on the data line.

Digital clock-synchronous data is transmitted according to the Manchester code described in Fig.2-17, a zero means pulling down the data line during the high phase of the clock, and a one means pulling down the data line during the low phase of the clock. When a one and a zero collide, because two sensors accidentally have responded to the same address, the line remains low during the whole clock period which corresponds to a stop signal which will be detected by the active bus devices, and reset the bus communication. This is also the way the master or an alarm sensor can send an interrupt. The length of a digital transmission is controlled by the master, so that it is possible to communicate bytes as well as any arbitrary number of bits, for example a long series of sigma-delta output pulses.

As mentioned before, it is also possible to put other kind of data on the bus. In that case the master keeps the clock line still (high) to prevent cross-talk distortion, and the slave can put an asynchronous digital signal (pulse-width or pulse-frequency modulated) or an analog voltage on the data line. It is up to the master to correctly interpret the data. Interruption
Fig. 2-18  Explanation of the IS² bus communication protocol.

is now only possible by (shortly) pulling the clock line down which should “wake up” the master, and get the clock running again.

It is also possible to make bus slaves receive data, for example to program a sensor's input range. At the side of the master the bus addresses will have to be organized in such a way that the master knows what kind of data to expect from or to send to the devices on the bus. This could be done by setting up a table with information about the sensors attached to the bus, containing address, type of data, number of samples, etc. or by splitting up the address range in sub-ranges for analog sensors, for sensors with bitstream outputs, etc. With eight address bits the maximum number of addresses is 256.

The hardware at the sensor (bus-slave) side is very simple. The scheme is shown in Fig.2-19. A Manchester decoder is needed to detect the status of the data line. After a start condition has been detected the decoded data bits are shifted in a register. A digital comparator is needed to compare the received address to the slave's own address. After positive comparison the slave immediately returns an acknowledge bit, and than puts its data on the bus. For digital data a Manchester encoder and OC driver are needed, and
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for other data an analog switch and a voltage driver. The slave set-up is thus very simple, and the necessary digital circuitry is so limited (approximately 20 gates and 12 flipflops) that it can be integrated in CMOS on a very small surface, but also in bipolar technology using for example Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL) as will be demonstrated in chapter 4.

![Diagram of IS^2 BUS interface](image)

**Fig. 2-19** Configuration of an IS^2 bus-interface, for a bus slave.

2.6 Integrating a calibration function in the smart sensor concept

The favored smart sensor configuration, for bipolar implementations at least, is reviewed in Fig. 2-20. Besides the (silicon) sensor it consists of an analog interface which realizes a sensor signal current and a reference current that are converted by the sigma delta converter into a digital bitstream signal. Next, the bitstream signal can easily be passed on by the IS^2 bus interface to the system's microcontroller or another bus master for example a PC. For many sensor types this scheme is probably the simplest way to realize a high-resolution AD-conversion and BUS interface

2.6.1 Error sources in the smart sensor signal path

Besides errors in the transfer of the sensor, from the physical input to the electrical output signal, we can also expect errors in the electrical transfer
of the other function blocks. Especially the analog interface may contribute offset and gain errors. However in the electrical signal domain we have methods available to reduce offset errors (chopping, auto-zero) and gain errors (dynamic element matching) to values which are much better than most sensor specifications \[41,42\]. Such advanced methods are not necessary in a smart sensor interface when we intend to calibrate the sensor anyway: we might as well calibrate the total error in the smart sensor signal chain. An exception has to be made when we expect considerable drift errors in the electronic circuit: in that case dynamic chopping or element matching methods will be useful.

2.6.2 Conventional sensor calibration techniques

Despite the smart sensor concept, most sensors are still fabricated (and distributed) separately from the electronic interface. Therefore, conventional calibration techniques concentrated on correction of the sensor transfer itself, during or just after fabrication. An example is the use of laser-trimmed resistors in a pressure sensor bridge, see section 3.2.1. A disadvantage of this approach is that it is difficult to automate the calibration, and that it is thus an expensive procedure in a fabrication line. Furthermore, it means that the electronic interface must match the specifications of the calibrated sensor, which could require a separate calibration or a more advanced circuit technique.

On the system level, sensor calibrations are usually performed on the systems computer. Data-acquisition programs, such as LabView, offer many possibilities for an advanced digital calibration. Disadvantage of this approach is that each new or replaced sensor in the system first has to be calibrated by the user, rather than by the manufacturer, which means the
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user needs (expensive) reference equipment. Furthermore, the calibration requires computational power of the system, and the calibration information is not attached to the sensor but stored in the system's computer. Altogether it will not stimulate the use of sensors in consumer products if such a calibration technique is needed.

2.6.3 Correction of the sensor signal transfer

As the objective of this thesis is to integrate a calibration function in the smart sensor concept, we can start by looking for different possibilities to change the signal transfer of one of the different function blocks that have been presented. In the smart sensor signal chain shown in Fig. 2-20 we can choose to alter the transfer in:

- the analog signal domain
- the AD-converter
- the digital signal domain

In all cases it is important that the calibration is made digitally programmable. This will make it possible to fully automate the calibration in a fabrication process. It is also important that the errors of the whole signal chain are calibrated, even when we apply the correction at the front of the chain. This is done by taking the final (digital) output signal when measuring the sensor transfer during the calibration phase.

The three options will be further elaborated in the succeeding chapters. The sensor signal can be passed through an analog circuit with programmable offset, gain, etc. To realize a digital programmability for analog signals Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) are needed. This will become clear in chapter 4. In the sigma-delta AD-converter we have a mixed signal circuit which offers different possibilities for a programmable correction as will be clarified in chapter 5. Concerning the digital signal domain, it is often not possible to integrate advanced digital circuitry on the sensor chip. Alternatively it is possible to hybridly integrate a microcontroller die in the sensor package, or to use the microcontroller bus master for a digital calibration. Therefore, chapter 6 concentrates on the realization of an advanced calibration function in the form of microcontroller software.

Before looking at those different practical implementation forms, the important aspects of calibration, and different linearization methods will
be explained in chapter 3. Also an attractive polynomial calibration technique will be proposed.

2.6.4 Calibration memory

An issue that has not yet been addressed is the storage of the correction factors after calibration of the sensor. Obviously it is desirable that the correction is stored in a non-volatile memory integrated with the sensor or interface chip. Possible forms of nonvolatile memories, such as (E)PROM, zener or metal fuses, are mostly not available in standard IC processes. The development of such a memory in the used process could easily turn into a separate research project, and has not been given any attention within this project. The work in this thesis concentrates on the development of the circuitry needed to execute the correction. For the storage of the calibration coefficients simple volatile RAM is used, in the form of digital flipflop cells. The advantage of developing digital calibration circuitry is that the memory can easily be replaced with whatever digital memory is or becomes available in the used IC process.
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3.1 Introduction

In the first part of this chapter we will identify and distinguish the different types of errors which affect the transfer of the sensor, and explain which errors can be corrected by calibration. In the following section we will explain different linearization techniques which can be used to calibrate the offset, gain, and linearity errors in the sensor transfer. In the last part we will propose and explain a polynomial calibration method which can be used to calibrate and linearize the sensor transfer in a step-by-step approach. It will be shown how the method can be expanded to a two-dimensional polynomial calibration to be used for calibration of a cross-sensitivity error.

3.1.1 Errors in the sensor transfer curve

In sensor production it is desired to produce large batches of sensors at a time, and to have all of the sensors respond according to the same well-defined transfer within a certain accuracy. To verify this the sensors could be measured individually or by sample. When measuring the
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Transfer of a sensor we may be confronted with one or more of the following error types [1,2]:

- **offset**: when a zero (or minimum) physical input signal is applied, the measured output signal is not zero (or minimum of output range) but shows an ‘offset’ value.

- **gain, range, or full-scale error**: the sensitivity of the sensor is not as intended, the maximum physical input signal does not match with the maximum electrical output signal.

- **nonlinearity**: the sensor output does not change linearly with the physical input signal.

- **cross-sensitivity**: the transfer curve changes when measured at different ambient conditions (temperature, for example), thus the sensor is not only sensitive to the input signal but also to other parameters.

- **hysteresis**: the sensor transfer curve is different for decreasing physical signals than for increasing signals, once the signal passes a certain level.

- **drift**: the sensor transfer curve changes (slowly) in time.

The errors are explained graphically in Fig. 3-1. Generally, some of these errors are larger than the desired accuracy allows. To correct these errors, all sensors should be measured and calibrated individually to guarantee the accuracy.

Gain, offset, and also linearity and cross-sensitivity errors may be observed for practically all types of sensors. Hysteresis and drift errors need to be examined for some types of sensors, but can be neglected for other sensors. Although it may be somewhat complicated, hysteresis errors could be calibrated. However, other sensor-specific solutions should be considered first as they will often be less complicated or provide better results. Drift errors are difficult, if not impossible, to compensate or calibrate as it would require prediction of the future errors (extrapolation), and time measurement. Sometimes it is possible to reduce drift of the sensor by means of self-calibration, using an additional transducer (sensor or actuator) with a lower drift, see section 1.4.4, Fig. 1-8, and Fig. 1-9. For many sensors it is acknowledged that in a certain time (~n years) the sensor transfer curve may drift out of the specified range of accuracy, and recalibrations will be necessary. The smaller the drift errors, the longer the time span that can be allowed between recalibrations.
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The treatise presented in this thesis is limited to calibration of the offset, gain, linearity, and cross-sensitivity errors.

3.1.2 Systematic and random errors

Some errors may be characteristic for the type of sensor that is considered. It can be described in a model of the sensor. A thermal flow sensor, for example, shows a typical nonlinear rather than a linear transfer from flow velocity to sensor output signal. The source of such systematic errors should be traced in the sensor construction or read-out electronics. Other errors show a statistical distribution, due to random variations in the production process. For example, the offset of a resistive sensor bridge might show a Gaussian distribution because of uncontrolled and unpredictable differences in the values of the four resistors in the bridge.

When the errors in the transfer are larger than the desired sensor accuracy, the sensors in production need to be calibrated (or selected on measured specifications). Both systematic errors and random errors could be
calibrated for each individual sensor. However, when the systematic error is much larger than the deviation of the random errors, this approach is not optimal. It is better to trace the source of the systematic error and correct it, or introduce a systematic error compensation for the whole sensor batch or production. After removing the systematic error, the remaining random errors can be calibrated per individual sensor, so that ultimately the error distribution fits within the accuracy limits. Fig. 3-2A may represent the statistical distribution of the offset for a large batch of sensors, showing an average ($\mu$) of 45 mV and a standard deviation ($\sigma$) of 5 mV. For the example, we suppose that the desired accuracy allows a maximum offset of $\pm 2$ mV.

![Graph A](image1)

![Graph B](image2)

![Graph C](image3)

Fig. 3-2 *Statistical offset distribution, before (A), and after systematic correction (B), and calibration (C).*
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Practically all sensors (99.76%) have an offset within the $\mu \pm 3\sigma$ range, and so, initially, none of them has an offset smaller than 2mV. To calibrate the offset error, a correction of maximum 60mV with a 4mV accuracy would be required. By applying a systematic offset correction of $-45$mV first, the shifted distribution of Fig.3-2B is obtained, and approximately 30% of the sensors have an offset according to the specification. Next, an offset calibration with a correction range of $\pm 15$mV and a resolution of 4mV ($-3$-bit) is sufficient to put almost all sensors in the $\pm 2$mV offset range. The offset error distribution of the sensors, after such a calibration is shown in Fig.3-2C. The calibration accuracy can be increased to further reduce the offset error and the width of the distribution.

3.1.3 Linear and nonlinear errors

We can distinguish between linear errors and nonlinear errors. Offset and gain errors and their first-order temperature coefficients are linear errors.

In order to correct linear errors only linear operations are required, which are easy to implement in circuit technology. In a straightforward manner a programmable offset and programmable gain can be realized. Some examples will be given at the beginning of chapter 4. The calibration or correction of the nonlinearity, referred to as linearization, is more complicated. We need to counteract the sensor’s nonlinearity and somehow realize an inversely nonlinear electronic transfer. Many different methods can be found in literature. The basic linearization principles are explained in section 3.2. In section 3.3 we propose and explain the polynomial linearization method which will be used in the realizations presented in subsequent chapters.

For linearity errors we should distinguish also between systematic and random errors. A systematic nonlinearity, which can be explained from the sensor’s physical model or reproduced consistently from measurements, should also be corrected systematically. An example of a systematic linearity compensation will be given in section 3.2.1. Preferably, calibration is used only to compensate random errors resulting from device-to-device variations. A certain number of measurements need to be taken in order to determine and correct a sensor’s nonlinearity. The number of measurements necessary to obtain a certain reduction of the linearity error, strongly depends on the linearization method used. To reduce the costs of calibration it is important to minimize the number of measurements, because measurements take (production) time. This is an
important criterium in the selection of an appropriate linearization method for sensor calibration.

3.1.4 Normalized sensor transfer functions

One-dimensional sensor transfer function

To simplify the mathematical descriptions of the linearization methods we will work with normalized sensor functions. The electrical output signal $e_{out}$ of a sensor can normally be considered as a function $S$ of one physical input signal $\varphi_{in}$: $e_{out} = S(\varphi_{in})$.

Through normalization, the range of interest $[\varphi_{min}, \varphi_{max}]$ for the physical input signal is mapped on the range $[-1,1]$ for a normalized input signal. Similarly, the desired output range $[e_{min}, e_{max}]$ of the electrical sensor output must be mapped on the $[-1,1]$ range for a normalized output signal.

We can derive the normalized input signal and normalized output signal of the sensor respectively as:

\[ x = \frac{2\varphi - \varphi_{max} - \varphi_{min}}{\varphi_{max} - \varphi_{min}} \]
\[ y = \frac{2e - e_{max} - e_{min}}{e_{max} - e_{min}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-1)

The normalized sensor output $y$ can be described by the normalized transfer function, which is expressed as a one-dimensional function of the normalized input signal $x$: $y = f(x)$. Furthermore, we assume that the desired normalized transfer is a linear function of $x$ with unity gain: $y = g(x) = x$.

A normalized transfer function example, $f(x)$, and the ideal transfer function $g(x)$ are shown in Fig.3-3. We will use the example curve for the explanation of the linearization methods in the next section. The shown function $f(x)=1.2*ln(1.7-x)$ is taken as an arbitrary example, and not because it would characterize a typical sensor. Assuming that for a real case sensor the systematic errors have been compensated first, then only arbitrary errors would remain. Thus we do not know beforehand how to describe the transfer function $f(x)$. Instead, we have to take several, say $N$, calibration measurements $f(x_n)$ [$n=1$ to $N$] which can be used to compose an interpolation function $f'(x)$ which resembles the real sensor transfer. On the basis of the interpolation function, we can linearize the sensor transfer so that it approaches the ideal sensor curve $g(x)$. The linearized transfer
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function $y = h(x)$ will thus be composed of the sensor output signal $f(x)$, the calibration measurements $f(x_n)$, and the corresponding ideal output values $g(x_n)$:

$$h(x) = H(f(x), f(x_n), g(x_n))$$ (3-2)

The obtained linearization can best be examined by looking at the error function, defined as:

$$\varepsilon(x) = h(x) - g(x)$$ (3-3)

Because of the normalization, the error curve can also be directly interpreted as the relative error (with respect to one half of the symmetrical scale).

Two-dimensional sensor transfer function

If we want to examine sensors with cross-sensitivity to another physical input signal, we must consider the sensor transfer as a two-dimensional function. We may express the electrical sensor output $e_{out}$ as a function $S$ of two physical input signals $\varphi_{in}$ and $\psi_{in}$: $e_{out} = S(\varphi_{in}, \psi_{in})$. Again, we may transform the electrical output signal to a normalized output $y$, and the
physical input variables to normalized input signals $x$ and $z$. We can then examine the normalized two-dimensional transfer function $y = f(x, z)$. Ideally, the normalized output $y$ should be linearly dependent on the input variable $x$ with unity gain, but independent of the other input $z$ (zero-gain). Thus the ideal normalized function is given by: $y = g(x, z) = x$. The two-dimensional transfer functions can be presented graphically as a surface in a three-dimensional (3D) picture. Examples are shown in Fig. 3-4. In this case, the goal of the calibration is to process the sensor transfer function $f(x, z)$ in such a way that a function $h(x, z)$ results, which resembles the linear function $g(x, z)$. This will require calibration measurements $f(x_n, z_m)$ for various input conditions defined by $x_n [n = 1 \rightarrow N]$ and $z_m [m = 1 \rightarrow M]$. Referring to the number of measurements this is called an $N \times M$ calibration. Similarly to equation (3-3), we can define the two-dimensional error surface $e(x, z) = h(x, z) - g(x, z)$.

### 3.2 Linearization

Some types of sensors show a characteristic nonlinear transfer, which can be explained from a physical model, or which can be reproduced consistently. In that case, the required calibration can be simplified by first applying a systematic linearization, as proposed in section 3.2.1. The
remaining random variations of the nonlinearity can then be calibrated by using a general linearization method. Such methods are applied directly for sensors with a more or less linear transfer, showing only linearity errors that vary randomly from device-to-device. The following sections will explain several such linearization methods. All those methods are based on the use of calibration measurements of the sensor output signal. Besides for linearizing the signal transfer, the calibration measurements are also used for correcting the offset and gain error.

3.2.1 Sensor characteristic linearization

Certain kinds of sensors always show a typical nonlinear transfer curve. The shape of the nonlinearity is reproducible and can often be traced in the model of the sensor. Such a systematic error should preferably be corrected by a systematic linearization, rather than by means of interpolation of multiple calibration measurements. A sensor may, for example, typically show a logarithmic transfer which could be written in the form of equation (3-4) with \( a, b, c, \) and \( d \) as sensor-dependent constants:

\[
e_s = f(\varphi) = a + b \cdot \ln (c + d \cdot \varphi)
\] (3-4)

Such a logarithmic transfer curve can easily be linearized by using an electronic circuit with an exponential transfer function. We could use the exponential relation between base-emitter voltage and collector current of a bipolar transistor [3], see equation (2-1). The idea is illustrated in Fig. 3-5. The sensor output signal \( e_s \) is applied at the base-emitter voltage. The collector current \( I_C \) is converted into a output voltage \( V_{out} \) by an IV-converter. For the overall transfer of sensor and circuit, we achieve:

\[
V_{out} = h(\varphi) = R \cdot I_C = R \cdot e^{K_T V_{be}} = R \cdot e^{K_T (a + b \cdot \ln (c + d \cdot \varphi))}
\] (3-5)

\[
= R \cdot e^{aK_T} \cdot e^{bK_T \cdot (c + d \cdot \varphi)}
\]

which can be written in a simplified form as:

\[
h(x) = A + B \cdot x
\] (3-6)
Due to the inverse transfer curve of the transistor with respect to the transfer of the sensor, the output is now linearly proportional to the physical input signal $\varphi$, and only the gain and offset errors remain to be calibrated. Attention should be paid to the temperature sensitivity introduced by $K_T = q/kT$. This temperature sensitivity could be cancelled easily by multiplying the sensor signal $e_s$ with a PTAT (proportional to $T$) signal, before applying it to the transistor [3].

It may not always be possible to find a way to integrate the inverse function of the sensor curve in an electronic circuit. Furthermore, the compensation applied may not sufficiently reduce the nonlinearity. In those cases, additional linearization can be improved, using one of the approaches presented in the next sections.

### 3.2.2 Linearization based on a look-up table

A simple approach to correct any type of transfer is to store the complete inverse function of the sensor transfer in a table and to look up the corrected output value corresponding to the sensor output signal measured [4,5,6,7]. An Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) is used to quantize the sensor output signal into a digital number, which can be used as an address of the memory containing the look-up table. At the memory address, the corrected digital value for the desired transfer curve can be read out. The digital output can be converted into an analog signal by means of a Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC). A graphical explanation is shown in Fig. 3-6.
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During the calibration phase, the correct output signals must be stored in the memory at the correct addresses. This can be done by (slowly) scanning through the range of the physical input signal of the sensor, and storing the desired digital output values in the memory, at each single address change. The correct digital output values could be obtained from a reference sensor with an ADC [6]. Filling the complete look-up table requires a large series or ‘scan’ of calibration measurements. Another approach is to limit the calibration to a few measurements, and use an advanced interpolation algorithm on a computer to obtain the required table values.

The quantization of the uncorrected nonlinear sensor output signal implies a very uneconomical use of the ADC’s dynamic range. First of all, when large offset and gain errors (distributions) are taken into account, it is possible that some sensors will use only a small fraction of the ADC’s input range. Furthermore, a nonlinear transfer may locally show a low sensitivity, which means less ADC quantization levels will be available for a certain range of input signals. This effect will become clear in the example, shown in Fig. 3.7.

A 6-bit quantization of the normalized input signal over the [-2,2] range was used, and applied to the example sensor function \( f(x) \). The quantized signal \( f_{LUT}(x) \) is shown in Fig.3.7. Each quantization level on the y-axis can be used to obtain a corrected output value, which results in the calibrated signal transfer function \( h_{LUT}(x) \). It is clear that for input signals \( x \) in the range \([-1,0]\), there are less quantization levels available than in the \([0,1]\) range due to the nonlinearity of \( f(x) \). The corresponding error curve,
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Fig. 3-7  Look-up table linearization of the transfer curve, and corresponding error curve.

also shown in Fig.3-7, demonstrates that the quantization error will not remain within the ±1/2 LSB limits.

The disadvantages of using a look-up table can be listed as:

- requirement of a large memory: for an 8-bit quantization 256 bytes are needed, for 16-bit 135 kilobytes are needed
- many calibration measurements needed or a good interpolation to obtain all values for the look-up table
- quantization of the (nonlinear) sensor output signal is needed
Advantages of the method can be summarized as:

+ once the look-up table is filled, a very fast correction of the sensor signal is possible, as no signal processing is needed
+ the look-up table calibration can be realized in a simple straight-forward hardware or software implementation
+ the calibration includes the errors of the sensor interface circuit and the AD-converter

The system configuration shown in Fig.3-6 can easily be expanded to achieve calibration of a two-dimensional sensor transfer curve. In case of cross-sensitivity to temperature, we can add a temperature sensor with an ADC. The digital temperature signal is then used in combination with the original sensor signal to compose an address for the look-up table. Naturally, memory requirements and the number of calibration measurements will increase accordingly.

### 3.2.3 Linearization based on piecewise-linear interpolation

Instead of storing the complete sensor transfer curve in a large memory, we could use a small memory and store only the coefficients of a model which describes the sensor transfer. We can measure the sensor output signals for a small set of known input signals. These calibration measurements represent 'knots' on the sensor transfer curve. Between all adjacent knots we can draw straight lines, described by \( y = a_n + b_n x \). These lines compose the piecewise-linear (PWL) interpolation \( f_{PWL}(x) \) of the sensor transfer curve. Based on these linear 'portions', the sensor output signal can be processed in a simple way to obtain a linearized transfer curve. In each sub-range an 'offset' and a 'gain' correction will be applied. Only the values indicating the sub-ranges and the required offset and gain corrections for each sub-range need to be stored in a memory.

The method is explained graphically in Fig.3-8. After the piecewise-linear model of the sensor transfer has been established in the calibration phase, a range detection is sufficient to determine what offset and gain correction must be applied to the sensor signal. Although a digital implementation is the most obvious, the signal processing can also be done in the analog signal domain. Hence the dotted print used for the ADC and the DAC in the picture of Fig.3-8.
A piecewise-linear interpolation of the example transfer curve is shown in Fig.3-9. It is based on five calibration measurements represented by the knots \((x_i, y_i)\) to \((x_5, y_5)\). The effect of quantization is not taken into account as it is not essential for the piecewise linearization to quantize the sensor output signal.

The linear interpolation between the first two knots can be found as:

\[
f_1(x) = f(x_1) + \frac{f(x_2) - f(x_1)}{x_2 - x_1} \cdot (x - x_1)
\]

Which can be proved simply by verifications with \(x=x_1\) and \(x=x_2\).

With \(N\) knots the complete PWL curve can be described mathematically by the sum of the \(N-1\) linear components \(f_n(x)\):

\[
x \in [x_n, x_{n+1}) \rightarrow f_n(x) = f(x_n) + \frac{f(x_{n+1}) - f(x_n)}{x_{n+1} - x_n} \cdot (x - x_n)
\]

\[
x \notin [x_n, x_{n+1}) \rightarrow f_n(x) = 0
\]

\[
f_{\text{PWL}}(x) = \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} f_n(x)
\]
3.2 Linearization

We are not really interested in the interpolation curve of the sensor transfer, but rather obtain an expression for the linearization function of the sensor transfer. Similar to equation (3.8) we can describe the components $h_n(x)$ which transform the output signal $f(x)$ as follows:

$$f(x) \in [y_n, y_{n+1}) \rightarrow h_n(x) = g(x_n) + \frac{g(x_{n+1}) - g(x_n)}{y_{n+1} - y_n} \cdot \{f(x) - y_n\} \quad (3.10)$$

$$f(x) \not\in [y_n, y_{n+1}) \rightarrow h_n(x) = 0$$

Fig. 3-9 Piecewise-linear interpolation, and corresponding linearization and error curve.
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based on the desired output values \( g(x_n) \) and the measured output signals:

\[
y_n = f(x_n)
\]

By substitution it can be proven that the values of components \( h_n(x) \) match the desired output values in two calibration points, \( h_n(x_n) = g(x_n) \) and \( h_n(x_{n+1}) = g(x_{n+1}) \). The linearization function \( h_{pwl}(x) \) is then defined as the sum of the sub-range components:

\[
h_{pwl}(x) = \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} h_n(x)
\]

and thus intersects the desired transfer function \( g(x) \) at all input values \( x_n \) used for the calibration.

The resulting calibrated transfer curve and the error curve for the example case with five calibration measurements are shown in Fig.3-9. The linearity peak error is reduced to 5%, while the uncalibrated nonlinearity was about 30%. The error reduction could be improved somewhat by optimizing the division of the sub-ranges, instead of taking equidistant calibration points \( x_n \). This would only be possible for specific transfer curves of which the shape is known beforehand. The linearization can be further improved by increasing the number of interpolation knots, at the expense of more calibration measurements and a larger memory requirement. Alternatively, a better interpolation between the knots of the transfer curve can be used to improve the linearization, as will be explained in the next section.

The advantages and the disadvantages of the PWL calibration and linearization method can be summarized as:

+ low memory requirements
+ a reasonably small number of calibration measurements is required
+ fast and simple signal correction; no advanced signal processing is required, only gain and offset correction
- reduction of the linearity error is limited; very nonlinear transfer curves still require a large number of calibration steps
3.2 Linearization

- separate calculation of offset and gain correction is required for each subsection of the signal range
- large discontinuities in the derivative of the linearized signal

3.2.4 Linearization based on piecewise-polynomial or spline interpolation

Rather than using linear interpolating between two knots on the sensor transfer curve, we can use a polynomial interpolation between three or more consecutive knots. These interpolations can also be expressed mathematically as splines [8,9]. A series of such interpolations or splines can be used to compose a ‘piecewise-polynomial’ or spline function which closely resembles the original sensor transfer function over the complete input range [10,11,12].

The second-order polynomial interpolation through three knots can be described by:

\[ f_n(x) = f(x_n) + a_n \cdot (x - x_n) + b_n \cdot (x - x_n) \cdot (x - x_{n+1}) \]  

(3-13)

with the coefficients \(a_n\) and \(b_n\) based on the three measurements \(y_n=f(x_n)\), \(y_{n+1}=f(x_{n+1})\), and \(y_{n+2}=f(x_{n+2})\) of the transfer function:

\[ a_n = \frac{y_{n+1} - y_n}{x_{n+1} - x_n} \]  

(3-14)

\[ b_n = \frac{y_{n+2} - y_n}{(x_{n+2} - x_n) \cdot (x_{n+2} - x_{n+1})} - \frac{y_{n+1} - y_n}{(x_{n+1} - x_n) \cdot (x_{n+2} - x_{n+1})} \]

We can divide the input signal range into sub-ranges, based on the measurement points \(x_n\). In each sub-range there are two polynomial interpolations available, except for the first and the last sub-ranges where just one interpolation is valid. Therefore, we define the linearization
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function \( f_{\text{spl}}(x) \) for \( N \) interpolation knots as the following combination of the interpolation components or splines \( f_n(x) \):

\[
x \in [x_1, x_2) \rightarrow f_{\text{spl}}(x) = f_1(x)
\]

\[
x \in [x_n, x_{n+1}) \big|_{n=2}^{N-2} \rightarrow f_{\text{spl}}(x) = \frac{f_n(x) + f_{n+1}(x)}{2}
\]

\[
x \in [x_{N-1}, x_N] \rightarrow f_{\text{spl}}(x) = f_{N-1}(x)
\]

Thus, in the sub-ranges where there are more interpolation functions available they are averaged.

Equations (3-13) to (3-15) describe the interpolation function of the sensor transfer curve \( f(x) \) and not the linearization function. We can apply the same approach as was used for the piecewise-linear case to find the demanded linearization function \( h_{\text{spl}}(x) \).

First, the sub-range components are described by:

\[
h_n(x) = g(x_n) + A_n \{f(x) - y_n\} + B_n \{f(x) - y_n\} \{f(x) - y_{n+1}\}
\]

(3-16)

in which the coefficients \( A_n \) and \( B_n \) can be based on the calibration measurements of the transfer function, indicated by \( y_n = f(x_n) \), as follows:

\[
A_n = \frac{g(x_{n+1}) - g(x_n)}{y_{n+1} - y_n}
\]

(3-17)

\[
B_n = \frac{g(x_{n+2}) - g(x_n)}{(y_{n+2} - y_n)} - \frac{g(x_{n+1}) - g(x_n)}{(y_{n+1} - y_n)}
\]

The linearization function \( h_{\text{spl}}(x) \) is then composed of the components \( h_n(x) \) in the same way as the interpolation function in equation (3-13).

Fig. 3-10 shows the interpolation and linearization function for the example case based on five calibration points \((x_i, y_i)\) to \((x_s, y_s)\), and also the resulting error curve.
3.2 Linearization

Clearly, the linearity error is reduced significantly from about 30% for the uncalibrated transfer function to below 1% for the linearized function. Here again, we see that the peak error is in the x=0.5 to x=1 range and could have been reduced by a better choice of the calibration points \( x_n \). For finding the optimal choice based on statistical information about the sensor function, Cray even developed an advanced computer program [13,14]. Again, it only helps for transfer curves with a clearly characteristic nonlinearity, and a limited deviation from this curve for a batch of sensors.

Advantages and disadvantages of the spline interpolation technique are:

+ good linearization can be obtained with a low number of calibration measurements

---

Fig. 3-10 Spline interpolation and linearization functions, and corresponding error curve.
systematic approach is used, which can be set up with recursive equations [9] very suitable for software implementations
- all calibration measurements need to be executed and stored before correction curves are computed
- for each sub-range a different correction function is computed, using different coefficients
- advanced computations are needed, preferably implemented in computer or microcontroller software

Further improvement in the linearization can be expected when even more knots are used for each interpolation, or, in other words, when higher degree splines are used [9]. When all measurements are used in one single interpolation function we obtain an expression of a curve that ‘fits’ the entire sensor function on the full input range. Similarly, we can obtain an inverse interpolation curve which linearizes the sensor transfer function. This case will be described in the next sections.

3.2.5 Linearization based on curve fitting

As explained in section 3.2.1 it is possible to counteract the nonlinear transfer of the sensor with an inversely nonlinear transfer when the expression for the sensor transfer curve is known. It is also possible when the sensor transfer function is not precisely known but only characterized by some calibration measurements [1, 2, 4, 5, 15, 16, 17]. Curve-fitting techniques make it possible to compute a mathematical function which intersects the actual sensor function in the measurement points. This is usually done by defining a weighted sum of expressions based on the sensor output \( y = f(x) \). The weight factors are calculated on the basis of the measurements \( f(x_n) \) of the sensor transfer function. One may then try to compute the exact inverse function of the found curve-fit function. A better approach is to compose a curve-fit function \( H\{f(x)\} \) for the inverse sensor transfer right away. The curve fitting then refers to matching the resulting transfer function \( h(x) = H\{f(x)\} \) to the desired linear transfer function \( g(x) \). The linearization function can usually be expressed in the following form:

\[
    h(x) = \sum_{n=0}^{N} c_n \cdot E_n \{ f(x) \} 
\]  

(3-18)
3.2 Linearization

The expression $E_n$ depends on the specific curve-fit technique used, and could be, for example, an exponential, sinusoidal, or polynomial function of increasing order ($n$). The weight factors $c_n$, also referred to as calibration coefficients, are calculated, using the calibration measurements $f(x_n)$ and the corresponding values for the desired transfer $g(x_n)$.

The computations required can be split in two groups. First, the calculation of the correct values for calibration coefficients during or after the calibration phase. This may be done externally of the sensor (on a computer). Second, calculation of the linearized output signal based on the sensor output and the calibration coefficients. This correction must be integrated with the smart sensor, either in analog or digital hardware, or in software in a microcontroller interfacing the sensor. Memory must be present to store the calibration coefficients. The procedure is explained graphically in Fig. 3-11.

![Fig. 3-11 Inverse transfer function method for linearity calibration.](image)

A well-known curve-fitting technique makes use of polynomial functions and Lagrange interpolation. For $N$ calibration measurements, the linearization function can be described by:

$$h(x) = c_0 + c_1 (f(x)) + c_2 (f(x))^2 + \ldots + c_{N-1} (f(x))^{N-1}$$

(3-19)

And the $N$ coefficients can be calculated by taking the complete set of calibration measurements:

$$c_n = k (x_1, y_1, \ldots, x_N, y_N)$$

(3-20)

which will not be worked out here. A modified polynomial calibration technique will be elaborated in section 3.3.
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As an example of the curve-fitting technique, Fig. 3-12 shows the linearized transfer curve \( h(x) \) based on a fourth-order polynomial of the sensor function \( f(x) \). The calculation of the coefficients then requires five calibration measurements. The corresponding error curve shows how well the method reduces the nonlinearity.

Advantages and disadvantages of the (inverse) curve-fitting technique can be listed as:

+ low number of calibration measurements results in good linearization
+ low memory requirements because of a low number of coefficients
+ one single correction formula for the complete signal range

Fig. 3-12 Fourth-order polynomial linearization curve, and corresponding error curve.
3.2 Linearization

- higher order polynomials might require high-accuracy computations (floating-point operations)
- rather complex calculation of calibration coefficients may be needed

This curve-fitting technique based on polynomial interpolation can be set up in such a way that is compatible with the spline function method. The main difference is that the spline method uses multiple polynomial interpolations over sub-ranges with a subset of the measurement points, while the curve-fit polynomial uses one interpolation over the full range, using all measurement points.

3.2.6 Conclusion

Different linearization techniques were presented, which can be used to calibrate the sensor transfer function. Sensor calibration techniques found in literature are practically all based on one of these techniques or on a combination of them [18,19]. Hardware and software implementations of the look-up table and the piecewise-linear techniques can be found, whereas the more advanced techniques are always implemented in software. Application of sensor characteristic linearity compensation in analog electronic circuitry can be found for thermal sensors especially [20,21].

With respect to the complexity of the hardware that needs to be integrated with the sensor, the look-up table and piecewise-linear methods are favored; the software implementations can be (hybridly) integrated in the form of a microcontroller. However, using a look-up table, it is required to vary the physical input signal step-wise through the whole signal range. This will be time-consuming for physical signals, such as temperature and pressure, having a slow response or large settling time (which depends on the actuator used). Dynamic scanning in combination with a reference sensor may sometimes be used to speed up the look-up table calibration [6].

Furthermore, it is made clear that, with respect to the number of calibration measurements, the best linearization can be achieved with the spline interpolation and the curve-fitting techniques.

In all cases, first a set of calibration measurements has to be completed and stored. These will then be used to compute the coefficients needed in the correction of the sensor signal. A disadvantage of that approach is that we
have to choose the number of calibration measurements beforehand. If the calibration appears to reduce linearity errors insufficiently, we have to execute additional calibration measurements or a new and larger set of measurements, and completely redo the calibration calculations. Using the polynomial (curve-fit) calibration technique that will be explained in the next section, such recalculations can be avoided.

3.3 Progressive polynomial calibration method

The polynomial calibration and linearization method we propose operates on the principle that each calibration measurement can be used directly to calculate one programmable coefficient in the correction function. The correction is then immediately applied to modify the sensor output. The next calibration step makes use of this corrected sensor signal. Each succeeding correction step is applied in such a way that the previous calibrations remain undisturbed.

The first measurement is done to calibrate the offset which means the transfer function is shifted or translated, as shown in the first picture of Fig.3-13.

A following calibration measurement is used to correct the gain error, without affecting the offset calibration. This is achieved by rotating the function around the previous calibration point, as shown in the second picture of Fig.3-13. In this way the previous offset correction at $y=y_1$ will not be affected by the gain correction. The cross-dependence between offset and gain setting, found in most other calibration methods, is eliminated in the calibration method proposed here.

The next calibration measurements are used to correct linearity, which is achieved by 'bending' the function in such a way that the previous calibration points stay fixed. The third picture in Fig.3-13 shows the second order linearity correction, and the last picture of Fig.3-13 shows the third order linearization. More calibrations can be done in the same manner to further linearize the sensor transfer function. This explains an incremental way of constructing a polynomial correction curve to fit the desired linear transfer function. In fact, at each calibration step, the calibrated transfer function progresses towards the desired transfer, hence the label progressive polynomial calibration.
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Fig. 3-13 Four steps of the progressive polynomial calibration/linearization method.

We will now describe the mathematical aspects of this calibration method.

3.3.1 One-dimensional functions

In accordance with section 3.2, the (physical) input variable is indicated as \( x \), the (electrical) sensor output is indicated by \( y \); the uncalibrated sensor response is denoted by the sensor transfer function \( y = f(x) \); the desired transfer function is denoted as \( y = g(x) \) and is assumed to be a linear function of the input signal \( g(x) = K \cdot x \). The purpose of the calibration is to obtain a calibrated sensor response function which closely resembles the desired transfer function. This is done by taking calibration measurements for a set of well-known input signals \( x_n \), and comparing the measured sensor output value \( f(x_n) \) to the desired output value \( y_n = g(x_n) \). The proposed approach is to calculate a corrected sensor transfer curve \( h_n(x) \).
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$h_1(x_4)$, $h_2(x_4)$, and $h_3(x_4)$, which enables the calculation of the fourth calibration coefficient $a_4$:

$$a_4 = \frac{(y_4 - h_3(x_4)) \cdot y_{ref}^2}{(h_1(x_4) - y_1) \cdot (h_2(x_4) - y_2) \cdot (h_3(x_4) - y_3)}$$  (3-29)

After four calibration steps, a calibration function $y = h_4(x)$ is obtained which intersects the desired transfer function $y = g(x)$ in the four chosen calibration points $(x_1, y_1)$, $(x_2, y_2)$, $(x_3, y_3)$, and $(x_4, y_4)$. In fact, we have been building up a Lagrange interpolation polynomial for the sensor transfer function. Equations 3-22, 3-24, 3-26, and 3-28 can be worked out to obtain the standard polynomial form:

$$h_4(x) = c_0 + c_1 \cdot x + c_2 \cdot x^2 + c_3 \cdot x^3$$  (3-30)

This would result in expressions for $c_0$ to $c_3$ which prove that each coefficient then depends on all calibration measurements.

Additional calibration steps can be built up in the same manner as described, increasing the order of the polynomial correction term. The equations can be generalized, and the expression for the $n$-th calibration function is given by:

$$h_n(x) = h_{n-1}(x) + a_n \cdot y_{ref} \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n-1} \left( \frac{h_i(x) - y_i}{y_{ref}} \right)$$  (3-31)

The calibration coefficient $a_n$ is calculated based on the $n$-th calibration measurement, giving $h_1(x_n)$ to $h_{n-1}(x_n)$, expressed as:

$$a_n = \frac{y_n - h_{n-1}(x_n)}{y_{ref}} \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n-1} \left( \frac{y_{ref}}{h_i(x_n) - y_i} \right)$$  (3-32)

Four calibration steps are illustrated in Fig. 3-13 on page 75. Clearly, the method achieves that the calibrated transfer function progresses the desired function in a step by step manner. The number of steps and the measurement points $x_n$ are not necessarily fixed beforehand.
The reduction of the error signal, the difference between the calibrated output and the desired output, $E(x) = h_p(x) - g(x)$, depends on the number of steps and the choice of the calibration points on the signal range:

1. **When taking only one calibration step**, the calibration measurement is best taken with a reference input signal $x_1$ at the middle of the input range.

2. **When taking two calibration steps**, the calibration measurements should be done for input signals at about 25% and 75% of the input range.

3. **For three or more calibration steps**, generally a good linearization is obtained when the calibration points are selected in the following sequence: the first point at one end of the sensor range of operation, the second point at the other end of the range, and further calibration points halfway between two previously selected points.

The method has been successfully tested on many different fictive sensor transfer functions. An example is shown in Fig. 3-14, where the sensor curve was expressed as $y = f(x) = -1.2 \ln(1.7 - x)$, and the desired sensor curve as $y = g(x) = x$. The input signal range from -1 to +1 was considered. The calibration measurements were taken respectively at $x_1 = -1$, $x_2 = 1$, $x_3 = 0$, $x_4 = +\frac{1}{2}$, and $x_5 = -\frac{1}{2}$. The figure shows the calibrated transfer function after one step $h_1(x)$, after two steps $h_2(x)$, after three steps $h_3(x)$, after four steps $h_4(x)$, and $h_5(x)$.

The corresponding error curves $E_p(x) = h_p(x) - g(x) = h_p(x) - x$, are shown in the pictures of Fig. 3-15. The initial and the first 3 calibrated error curves, then, the third and fourth error curve, and then, the fourth and fifth error curve are displayed, using different scales. We see that after calibration of the offset and gain, a linearity error of approximately 30% (peak-to-peak band) remains for this case, which can be reduced to approximately 6% by the third calibration step, and to less than 0.5% by the fourth calibration step, and even down to 0.2% by the fifth step.

The reduction of the linearity error that can be obtained depends, of course, on the initial nonlinearity of the sensor transfer function. When the sensor transfer function has a well-known typical nonlinearity, the selection of calibration measurements can be optimized accordingly. But a sensor-characteristic linearization would then be a better approach than the
Advantages of the proposed method are:

- a good linearization is obtained through a minimum number of calibration measurements
- a low number of calibration coefficients, thus only a small memory is required
- the required calibration coefficients can be obtained directly, without mathematical iterations
- a systematic step-by-step calibration, using a repetitive algorithm

**Signal Flow Diagram**

The last advantage becomes very clear when the signal processing is displayed in a flow diagram as shown in Fig. 3-16. The sensor output signal y, exhibiting a transfer function f(x) with respect to the physical sensor input signal x, is processed through a network of adders,
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Fig. 3-15  Error curve of the example transfer function, before and after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 calibration steps.

multipliers, and trimmable calibration factors $a_1$ to $a_n$. First, all calibration factors are set to zero so that the sensor signal $y=f(x)$, left in the diagram, goes straight through to the output signal $h_4(x)$ at the right side of the diagram. Then a first calibration measurement is done by providing reference input $f(x_1)$, and adjusting $a_1$ to obtain an offset calibrated signal $h_4(x)=h_1(x)=f(x)+a_1 y_{ref}$, which should be equalized to the desired value $y_1$. A second calibration is done at the next reference input $x_2$ by adjusting $a_2$, which will add a factor $a_2 \{h_1(x)-y_1\}$ to $h_1(x)$ so that a gain-calibrated function $h_4(x)=h_2(x)$ is obtained. The third part adds the term
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3.3.2 Two-dimensional functions

The output of a pressure sensor is determined not only by the pressure applied to the sensor but it is also affected to a certain extent by the operating temperature of the sensor, in such a way that the errors, offset, gain, and nonlinearity are temperature dependent \[22,23,24\]. Such a sensor has to be calibrated for both pressure and temperature, hence the term two-dimensional calibration. The calibration method explained in the previous section can be extended to handle two-dimensional calibration \[25,26\]. The basic principle is to select lines or ‘axes’ in one dimension by fixing the value for one input variable, and then proceed along each selected axis with different values for the other variable, as in the one-dimensional calibration. The values for the first variable must be selected according to the same procedure as for the one-dimensional calibration.

To explain this principle mathematically, we will use normalized input variable \( x \) for the desired sensitivity, and \( z \) for the cross-sensitivity variable. The uncalibrated sensor transfer function is given by \( y = f(x,z) \). To calibrate the cross-sensitivity for signal \( z \), we assume we can make use of

\[
a_3 \cdot \{ h_1(x) - y_1 \} \cdot \{ h_2(x) - y_2 \} / y_{ref}
\]

to the calibration function, to realize a second-order polynomial linearity correction. From there the flow diagram becomes a repetitive chain as the encircled part in Fig. 3-16 is repeated to increase the order of the polynomial correction. Because of the repetitive character, the calibration algorithm can be very well implemented in a (microcontroller) software routine. But it is also possible to implement the flow diagram in hardware, digital as well as analog.
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an additional sensor which senses $z$ independent of other variables, $z' = k(z)$. The sensor transfer function will be calibrated by the use of:

1. $N \times M$ calibration measurements of the sensor output at different input 'vectors', denoted by $f(x_n, z_m)$, with $n = 1$ to $N$ and $m = 1$ to $M$
2. $M$ simultaneous measurements of the output of the additional $z$-sensor, denoted by $z'_m = k(z_m)$, $m = 1$ to $M$
3. the $N$ desired values for the sensor output signal, according to the ideal linear transfer curve $y_n = g(x_n)$, $n = 1$ to $N$

After each calibration measurement, a corrected transfer curve $h_{nm}(x, z)$ is constructed, based on the preceding calibrated transfer functions and a calibration coefficient $a_{nm}$. Each coefficient can be calculated on the basis of the additional values obtained in the list above. Here, we will only show the calibration functions, but not the equations for calculation of the calibration coefficients.

We start at a fixed value $x_1$ for input variable $x$. We calibrate offset and the cross-sensitivity of the offset to variable $z$, by applying $M$ different conditions $z_1$ to $z_M$, and calculating the calibrated transfer functions respectively as:

$$h_{11}(x, z) = f(x, z) + a_{11}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3-33)}

$$h_{12}(x, z) = h_{11}(x, z) + a_{12} \cdot (z' - z'_1)$$

$$h_{13}(x, z) = h_{12}(x, z) + a_{13} \cdot (z' - z'_1) \cdot (z' - z'_2)$$

... 

$$h_{1M}(x, z) = h_{1,M-1}(x, z) + a_{1M} \cdot \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (z' - z'_m)$$

Each coefficient $a_{1m}$ can be calculated by using one calibration measurement $f(x_1, z_m)$, and the desired output value for $h_{1m}(x_1, z_m)$ which is $g(x_1, z) = y_1$ in all $z$-points.
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The set of equations in (3-33) can be compared with equation (3-22) in which the reference is left out and the coefficient $a_1$ is given an $M$-point polynomial calibration with respect to variable $z$.

We have now achieved that, at $x=x_1$, the calibrated transfer function $h_{1M}(x_1,z)$ equals to $y_1$ more or less independent of $z$. In the next set of calibration steps, we will rotate the transfer function around the line $(x=x_1,y=y_1)$ which runs along the z-axis, see Fig. 3-4 on page 58. This way we adjust the gain of the transfer function, without disturbing the previous calibration steps. To calibrate the gain we apply a second reference for the input variable $x=x_2$. The cross-sensitivity of the gain for variable $z$ is calibrated by applying $M$ different conditions $z_1$ to $z_M$ and computing:

$$h_{21}(x,z) = h_{1M}(x,z) + a_{21} \cdot \{ h_{1M}(x,z) - y_1 \} \quad (z' - z'_1)$$

$$h_{22}(x,z) = h_{21}(x,z) + a_{22} \cdot \{ h_{1M}(x,z) - y_1 \} \quad (z' - z'_1) \quad (z' - z'_2)$$

$$\ldots$$

$$h_{2M}(x,z) = h_{2,M-1}(x,z) + a_{2M} \cdot \{ h_{1M}(x,z) - y_1 \} \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (z' - z'_m)$$

The coefficients $a_{2m}$ can be calculated by using the calibration measurements $f(x_2,z_m)$ and the desired output value in all points $g(x_2,z)=y_2$.

Again, the set of equations (3-34) can be compared with the one-dimensional gain calibration of equation (3-24) in which the calibration coefficient $a_2$ is given an $M$-point polynomial cross-sensitivity compensation for variable $z$.

Next, a linearity calibration is obtained by adding a second-order correction term which is zero along the two previous calibration lines.
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\[(x=x_1, y=y_1) \text{ and } (x=x_2, y=y_2), \text{ and by measuring at a third series of input conditions } x=x_1 \text{ and } z=z_1 \text{ to } z_M:\]

\[
h_{31}(x, z) = h_{2M}(x, z) + a_{31} \cdot \{ h_{1M}(x, z) - y_1 \} \{ h_{2M}(x, z) - y_1 \}
\]

\[
h_{32}(x, z) = h_{31}(x, z) + a_{32} \cdot \{ h_{1M}(x, z) - y_1 \} \{ h_{2M}(x, z) - y_2 \} \{ z' - z'_1 \}
\]

\[
h_{33}(x, z) = h_{32}(x, z) + a_{33} \cdot \{ h_{1M}(x, z) - y_1 \} \{ h_{2M}(x, z) - y_2 \} \{ z' - z'_1 \} \{ z' - z'_2 \}
\]

\[\ldots\]

\[
h_{3M}(x, z) = h_{3,M-1}(x, z) + a_{3M} \cdot \{ h_{1M}(x, z) - y_1 \} \{ h_{2M}(x, z) - y_2 \} \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} \{ z' - z'_m \}
\]

\[\text{(3.35)}\]

In the same manner, the procedure can be continued to further calibrate the nonlinearity. Similar to the one-dimensional case, new input conditions for the input variable \(x\) need to be used, \(x=x_4\) to \(x=x_N\) in combination with the \(z\)-conditions described before. The \(N^{th}\) and last calibration can then be described by the following equations:

\[
h_{N1}(x, z) = h_{N-1,M}(x, z) + a_{N1} \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} \{ h_{nM}(x, z) - y_n \}
\]

\[
h_{N2}(x, z) = h_{N1}(x, z) + a_{N2} \{ z' - z'_1 \} \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} \{ h_{nM}(x, z) - y_n \}
\]

\[
h_{N3}(x, z) = h_{N2}(x, z) + a_{N3} \{ z' - z'_1 \} \{ z' - z'_2 \} \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} \{ h_{nM}(x, z) - y_n \}
\]

\[\ldots\]

\[
h_{NM}(x, z) = h_{N,M-1}(x, z) + a_{NM} \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} \{ z' - z'_m \} \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} \{ h_{nM}(x, z) - y_n \}
\]

\[\text{(3.36)}\]
After all the coefficients $a_{ij}$ to $a_{NM}$ have been calculated, the final calibration function, $h(x,z) = h_{NM}(x,z)$, has been given an $(N-1)^{th}$-order polynomial linearization for input variable $x$, and an $(M-1)^{th}$-order compensation for cross-sensitivity to variable $z$. If the linearization has to be improved, the polynomial order for input $x$ can be increased with an additional set of $(M)$ equations and measurements as expressed in equation (3-36). Only the new calibration coefficients need to be calculated, the previous ones remain valid. On the other hand, if the order of the cross-sensitivity polynomial needs to be increased, then each set of equations (3-33) to (3-36) gets one additional formula. We need $N$ additional calibration measurements for inputs $x_1$ to $x_N$ at a new condition $z_{M+1}$. It can be shown that, despite the nested (recursive) use of the functions $h_{nm}(x,z)$, the additional calibration coefficients can be calculated without having to recompute the previous calibration functions.

Practical implications and results of the two-dimensional calibration will be presented in chapter 6.

### 3.3.3 Multi-dimensional functions

In the same way as the polynomial calibration has been extended from one to two dimensions, it can be extended to a third dimension. All the calibration coefficients $a_{nm}$ in equations (3-33) to (3-36) then need to be calibrated for sensitivity to the third variable in a ‘nested’ series of measurements. It is also possible to put 2 two-dimensional calibrations ‘in series’, first calibrating for one cross-sensitivity as described above, then calibrate the resulting transfer curve for the other cross-sensitivity. Besides the mathematical complications, the practical complication of the $N \times M \times L$ calibration measurements with three controlled physical input signals will make such a three-dimensional calibration very unattractive. Using vector and matrix expressions it is possible to expand the polynomial calibration to even more dimensions, but it would be more expedient to concentrate on elementary ways to reduce the sensor’s cross-sensitivity to so many parameters.
3.4 Conclusion

The discrepancies that can be found in the sensor transfer have been distinguished to clarify what errors can be corrected by means of calibration. Generally, the aim of the calibration is to correct the sensor transfer for linear errors, like offset and gain (scale), as well as nonlinearity and cross-sensitivity.

Several linearization methods have been explained and applied to an sensor transfer function example. Without prior knowledge about the sensor characteristic, a general curve-fitting method offers the possibility to linearize the sensor transfer, using a low number of calibration measurements. The polynomial curve-fitting technique has been adapted in such a way that the sensor curve can be corrected right after each calibration step, without affecting previous calibration steps. The corrected sensor transfer function then progresses towards the desired (linear) transfer in a step-by-step manner. The proposed method can be extended to two-dimensional transfer functions, which enables a systematic calibration of linearity and cross-sensitivity.
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4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will focus on calibration techniques based on analog signal processing. Almost all sensors require some kind of analog signal conditioning or amplification before the sensor signal can be converted and processed digitally. Basically, sensors produce an analog output signal only. But even for modern smart sensors with digital output, a standardized analog output signal is often desired as well. Therefore, we will first consider the possibilities of adjusting the transfer of an analog circuit for the purpose of calibration.

Adjustable elements, like potentiometers or laser-trimmed resistors, can be used. An example will be explained in section 4.2. As mentioned in previous chapters, it is preferable to realize a digitally programmable calibration. This would allow batch calibration and in-situ calibration, and thus simplify automation of the (factory) calibration. It would also enable calibration of the sensors after packaging and allow (customer) re-calibration, and thus improve sensor performance. The laser-trimmed resistors in the conventional calibration circuit could be replaced by resistor arrays with switches, but instead we prefer to make use of Digital-
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to-Analog converters, as will be explained in section 4.3. Pulse-width and pulse-density modulation are very promising techniques for calibration, as will be shown in section 4.4. The examples in those sections will be limited to calibration for offset, gain, and the linear temperature coefficients of offset and gain. In section 4.5, it will be demonstrated that the polynomial linearization explained in the previous chapter can also be implemented in a programmable analog circuit.

4.2 Conventional sensor calibration

Before calibrating the transfer of a sensor electronically, other options to improve the sensor characteristics should be considered first; the less the size and number of errors to be calibrated the better the final performance will be. If cross-sensitivity to another physical parameter can be eliminated systematically in the sensor construction, this is preferable to cross-sensitivity compensation that requires calibration. Nevertheless some errors will always remain, and require calibration. Often the sensor output can only be related to the physical input signal through a calibration. The transfer may then be corrected by processing the electrical output signal, or for some sensors (modulating sensors), by modifying the electrical reference signal.

4.2.1 Resistor trimming

In discrete electronics, most passive elements are also available in mechanically adjustable implementations: potentiometers, variable capacitors, etc. An advantage of such elements is that they have inherent analog memory: potentiometers stay in their last position. Comparable adjustments in Integrated Circuit (IC) technology make use of laser trimming. A laser beam can be used to modify the geometrical properties of a resistor on the chip surface, in order to adjust the resistance value. An obvious disadvantage of the laser-trimming technique is that it alters the resistors permanently.

For example, with sensors based on a resistive bridge configuration it makes sense to use trimmable resistors. Fig.4-1 shows a Wheatstone bridge in which some extra resistors, R₁ to R₆, have been inserted [1,2,3]. The resistor combination R₁, R₂ makes it possible to adjust the bridge balance to calibrate offset. Resistor R₃ is a temperature-dependent resistor.
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which may be adjusted to compensate for the offset temperature coefficient. The voltage divider \( R_5, R_6 \) realizes an adjustment of the bridge reference voltage and its temperature gradient, so that gain errors can be compensated and the full-scale output (FSO) can be normalized. The voltage divider can only reduce the bridge voltage and thus decrease the signal. With normalization of the FSO, all sensors will thus be adapted to the one with the lowest sensitivity. It is preferable to obtain a gain-adjustment without reducing the bridge reference. This could be done with a laser-trimmed feedback resistor in an instrumentation amplifier as shown in Fig. 4-1.

Disadvantages of laser-trimming calibration techniques are:

- **the adjustments are not independent of each other (the offset resistors also affect the gain)**
- **resistors can often only be changed one way, usually resistance is increased**
- **the trimming is irreversible, so no re-calibration is possible**
- **in-situ calibration (under test) is difficult or impossible**
- **automation in a fabrication process is difficult**
- **it is a time-consuming expert operation, thus expensive**

An advantage of laser-trimming, and also a reason why it is still common practice, is that, besides the resistors, no other elements need to be integrated with the sensor. If enough research is done to make IC technology and sensor technology compatible, the integration of active elements with the sensor may not be a problem in the future. Smart sensor
electronics will then provide more attractive solutions than laser-trimming techniques.

### 4.2.2 Programmable resistor-arrays

A direct approach to overcome some of the disadvantages of laser-trimming calibration is to replace the trimmable resistors with programmable resistor arrays. A requirement, then, is that switches, such as MOS transistors, can be integrated with the sensor (interface), and their position/state can be stored in an on-chip (permanent) memory. An example of an instrumentation amplifier with programmable gain is shown in Fig. 4-2. The feedback is built-up with an array of binary-scaled resistors that can be switched in parallel. The result is that the voltage gain of the amplifier can be programmed digitally, in this case with a 4-bit resolution. Likewise, other trimmable resistors in conventional configurations could be replaced with programmable resistors. However, if IC-technology is available, it is better to investigate more advanced circuit techniques rather than to adapt conventional sensor calibration techniques and inherit many of their disadvantages.

#### Fig. 4-2 Instrumentation amplifier with programmable feedback resistor.

\[
\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = G \cdot \left( \frac{1}{16} + a_0 \frac{1}{16} + a_1 \frac{1}{8} + a_2 \frac{1}{4} + a_3 \frac{1}{2} \right)
\]

### 4.3 Analog calibration circuits

When an analog signal has to be influenced in a programmable way the use of some sort of Digital-to-Analog (DA) conversion is unavoidable. Despite the many DA-conversion techniques that exist and are being
developed [4], we will concentrate on the use of a conventional multiplying DA-converter (DAC) configuration.

The principle of this DA-conversion is based on the creation of binary-scaled portions of an analog reference signal, which can then individually be switched on or off by the bits of the digital input. The parts that are switched on need to be summed together in the analog signal domain somehow. Current signals can be summed easily on a common low-impedance node, whereas voltage signals have to be made time-discrete (sampled) before they can be summed in a switched-capacitor circuit. When sampling of the analog signal has to be avoided, it is logical to create binary-scaled currents and use current switches. Fig.4-3 shows a simple 4-bit example of a multiplying DAC in both CMOS implementation and bipolar implementation. Instead of connecting an analog reference, we apply an input signal. The operation will be explained in short, so that the application of the DACs in the next section will be clear.

![Diagram of a simple 4-bit multiplying DAC](image)

\[
I_{out} = I_{in} \left( d_0 \frac{1}{16} + d_1 \frac{1}{8} + d_2 \frac{1}{4} + d_3 \frac{1}{2} \right)
\]

Fig. 4-3 Simple 4-bit multiplying DAC examples, using CMOS voltage switches (left), or bipolar current switches (right).

1 unless reliable analog electrical memories become available
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The CMOS circuit on the left uses a resistor ladder network to obtain binary-scaled currents. Depending upon the digital bit values, the vertical resistors are either short-circuited to ground by the PMOS transistor (bit low) or to a virtual ground node by the NMOS transistor (bit high). The effective resistance of the ladder network from input to ground equals $R$. The input voltage signal results in an input current $I_{IN} = V_{IN}/R$ which scales down by a factor of two at each successive node in the ladder. The input of an IV-converter can be used as a virtual ground and summing node for the binary parts.

In the bipolar version, a cascode with scaled transistors is used to create the binary portions of the current. If resistor matching is better than transistor matching, the emitter resistor network as shown will improve the accuracy of the binary division. The currents are switched by differential pairs which are controlled by digital signals with limited amplitude.

The formula in Fig. 4-3 shows that the analog input current is multiplied by the digital number applied at the switches. The next section will show how such multiplying DACs can be used for calibration of the transfer of an analog sensor read-out circuit.

### 4.3.1 Classical offset and full-scale calibration

The multiplying DACs can only reduce the signal. Therefore, it is necessary to first amplify small sensor signals to a signal level which is high enough to leave some 'headroom' for processing. In other words, the dynamic range between signal amplitude and noise+distortion must be sufficient before applying the signal to the multiplying DACs.

Fig. 4-4 shows a straightforward application of the DACs to make the gain and offset of an analog read-out circuit programmable. The sensor output signal $V_{sensor}$, presumably a voltage, is amplified or buffered at the input of the circuit and the voltage signal is then converted by the DAC into a current. The magnitude of the current is controlled by the switches of the DAC. The position of the switches can be stored in a very small and simple digital memory (register), which is not shown in the figure. The memory should be programmable and preferably non-volatile.

---

1 Other kind of sensor signals could be converted to a voltage signal, instead of just amplified.
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Fig. 4-4  Analog calibration circuit, using multiplying DACs for a programmable gain and offset control.

The output current of the DAC is converted back into a voltage by the IV-converter. The digital number applied at the switches of the DAC controls the gain of the transfer. When there are no other signal paths, the gain can be varied over the full range, from zero to the maximum. Often the gain needs only a small adjustment relative to the full range. This can be achieved by connecting a resistor $R_0$ across the DAC, as illustrated with the dashed wires. Now an additional current $I_0$ proportional to the sensor signal will contribute to the output voltage. Depending on the ratio of $R_1$ and $R_0$, only a fraction of the full-scale signal (gain) can be varied.

Correction of offset of the transfer requires a reference which is independent of the sensor signal. The reference voltage $V_{REF}$ is treated in the same manner as the input voltage which results in a programmable current $I_2$. The current is added to the other signals at the low-impedance input node of the IV-converter, and thus realizes a shift of the output voltage level. The offset correction range depends upon the value of the reference voltage and the ratio of $R_2$ to $R_1$. Here, too, a resistor could be placed across the DAC in order to create an additional prefixed offset correction (not shown in figure).

4.3.2 Classical cross-sensitivity calibration

Clearly the circuit construction of Fig. 4-4 allows the addition of many correction signals at the input of the IV-converter. For example, this can be done to realize a correction for cross-sensitivity to temperature, provided
that a signal is available which depends linearly on the operating temperature of the sensor device only, and not on the sensor signal itself. Such a signal can be generated by using a PTAT source or a resistor with a linear temperature coefficient. As pictured in Fig. 4-5, the temperature signal $V_T$ can also be controlled by a programmable DAC and added to the other signals. This results in a temperature effect for the offset of the circuit's signal transfer, which can be used to compensate for the offset temperature coefficient (TC) of the sensor. The correction range for the offset TC is set by the amplification $A_4$ and the choice of $R_4$. For the correction of the TC of the gain, a correction signal is used which depends on the input signal and is linearly proportional to the temperature. This correction signal is obtained by multiplication of the temperature signal $V_T$ and the sensor signal $V_{sensor}$ in an analog multiplier circuit. The multiplier output voltage signal is also converted to a current, controlled by a DAC, and added to the other signals.

Fig. 4-5  Analog circuit with multiplying DACs for offset, gain, gain TC, and offset TC control.

1 For piezoresistive bridges with a constant current excitation, sometimes the bridge voltage can be measured and used as a temperature signal.
In principle, the four DACs control the four different errors, offset, offset TC, gain, and gain TC independently. But the different correction signals may also have transfer errors which need to be measured. Therefore, in the calibration procedure, each of the four signal contributions has to be measured separately at two different physical input signals and at two temperatures (2x2 conditions). This can be done by respectively setting each DAC on maximum and the other three on zero. These 2x2x4 output measurements can be used to characterize all four signal contributions. Then the required values for the DACs can be calculated and programmed in the DACs, so that the desired calibration is obtained.

The schematic of Fig.4-5 can be worked out in a bipolar implementation. In that case, we prefer to make use of current multiplying DACs, see the beginning of section 4.3. The input amplifiers must then be replaced by VI-converters, the current signal of a PTAT source can be used as temperature signal, and a (Gilbert) multiplier with current output can be applied for multiplication. The idea is illustrated in Fig.4-6.

In the schematics of Fig.4-4 to Fig.4-6 we have ignored the fact that the errors may have a different polarity than expected. For example, the TC of...
the offset can be either positive or negative. By realizing the calibration circuit in a differential implementation, it becomes possible to give the correction signals a positive or negative sign. The input amplifiers are replaced by differential instrumentation amplifiers, and the output IV-converter is replaced by a differential equivalent, see also section 4.5. The programmable output signals of the DACs can then be switched to either the positive or the negative input of the IV-converter to control the polarity of the correction. A differential circuit also offers an improved performance with respect to the common-mode and supply rejection ratios.

### 4.3.3 Improved analog calibration circuit

In the analog calibration circuits proposed in the previous section, the calibration settings are not independent of each other. This means that the offset has to be re-adjusted after a gain calibration, and the other way round. Unless the individual signal contributions are measured separately, and the required calibration factors are calculated externally, it turns into an iterative calibration.

According to the progressive polynomial calibration method introduced in chapter 3, this problem can be overcome. Using the equations for the transfer functions in a $2 \times 2$ calibration:

\[
\begin{align*}
h_{11}(x, z) &= f(x, z) + a_{11} \\
h_{12}(x, z) &= h_{11}(x, z) + a_{12} \cdot (z' - z'_1) \\
h_{21}(x, z) &= h_{12}(x, z) + a_{21} \cdot \{h_{12}(x, z) - y_1\} \\
h_{22}(x, z) &= h_{21}(x, z) + a_{22} \cdot \{h_{12}(x, z) - y_1\} \cdot (z' - z'_1)
\end{align*}
\]  

with $x$ as the sensor input signal, and $z'$ the measured temperature signal, we can construct the desired transfer of the calibration circuit.

For simplicity, we choose the first sensor calibration point at the input level $S_1$ where we want the output signal to be zero, so $y_1=0$. Suppose, furthermore, that we can make use of a voltage signal $V_{T_1}$ which is zero at a known temperature $T_1$. Next, the functions in equation (4-1) are
replaced by voltage signals. Then, we can derive that the following transfer is desired:

\[
V_{12} = V_{\text{sensor}} + a_{11} \cdot V_{\text{REF}} + a_{12} \cdot V_{T-T0}
\]

\[
V_{\text{OUT}} = V_{22} = V_{12} + a_{21} \cdot V_{12} + a_{22} \cdot \frac{V_{12} \times V_{T-T0}}{V_{\text{REF}}}
\]

This transfer can be implemented in an analog calibration circuit as illustrated in Fig. 4-7. It is, in fact, a slight modification of the original circuit shown in Fig. 4-5.

Fig. 4-7 Alternative analog circuit for independent calibration of offset, gain, and temperature coefficients.

The calibration can now be executed in the manner of the progressive calibration method. First, all the 'DAC coefficients' are set to zero. At temperature \( T_1 \), and a zero physical input signal \( S_1 \) for the sensor, DAC coefficient \( a_{11} \) is adjusted in such a way that the desired zero output voltage is obtained. Second, at another temperature \( T_2 \), \( a_{12} \) is adjusted to compensate the temperature gradient in the offset of the sensor. Now the signals \( I_{12} \) and \( V_{12} \) are zero for a zero sensor input signal. At the next calibration step another sensor input \( S_2 \) is provided, and at temperature \( T_1 \) the gain can be adjusted with \( a_{21} \). At the other temperature \( T_2 \), the temperature coefficient (TC) of the gain can be compensated with \( a_{22} \). In that way, the calibration settings can be controlled separately. This is achieved because, independent of the DAC settings, the signal
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Contributions for the gain corrections are zero when the sensor input signal is equal to the calibration point \( S_1 \), and the signal contributions for TC compensation are zero at temperature \( T_1 \).

4.4 Classical pulse-modulated calibration

The performance of the multiplying DACs depends on the matching of the transistors and resistors used. In particular, it is the monotonicity of output versus increasing digital code that is affected by mismatches [4]. Without taking special measures the highest resolution for which monotonicity can be guaranteed is about 7-8 bits. With special transistor and resistor layouts to improve matching, the resolution may be improved to 10 bit. Further improvements require more advanced techniques such as dynamic element matching.

As long as the maximum correction signals are only a small fraction of the full-scale signal, the limited resolution of the calibration is not such a problem. If high resolutions are desired, we need another type of DA-conversion, based on scaling in the time (or frequency) domain. Instead of creating binary divisions of the signal, we create (binary) scaled time slots in which the signal is turned on or off. Using techniques known as pulse-width modulation and pulse-density modulation we multiply the analog signal with a digitally controlled high-frequency pulse signal [5]. The low-frequency average of the pulsed analog signal can thus be accurately controlled by the digital signal. The resolution is now determined by the time accuracy of the pulses and the maximum pulse width. These properties relate respectively to the stability of the digital clock signal (jitter) and the required analog signal bandwidth.

The analog calibration circuit of Fig.4-5 can be very much simplified by replacing each multiplying DAC by a single resistor or VI-converter and a (current) switch. This is displayed in Fig.4-8. Each switch is controlled separately by a digital pulse train or stream. The four pulse trains regulate the average contribution of the current signals \( I_1 \) to \( I_4 \) to the input of the IV-converter. The averaging function can be realized by placing a capacitor across the feedback resistor of the IV-converter. The low-pass filtering achieved suppresses the high-frequency contents of the pulse trains. Although the analog circuit is simplified, the complexity is now moved to the digital circuit which has to generate the four pulse train signals. There are several options for the implementation of a digital pulse
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generator which creates a digital 1-bit pulse signal of an n-bit digital number. One option is to use the digital equivalent of a sigma-delta converter, which outputs a so-called bitstream signal. This technique will be elaborated in chapter 5 and combined with a sigma-delta AD-converter in place of the IV-converter.

The circuit of Fig. 4-8 should preferably be implemented in a differential version for the same reasons mentioned in the previous section. But also to improve resistance against the digital interference, which is expected to increase considerably.

Furthermore, it must be noted that there is no longer a time-continuous analog signal path; the analog signals are interrupted by the switches. To prevent interference and aliasing effects, the bandwidth of the analog signals must be limited in such a way that it does not overlap the frequency band of the pulse-train signals.

Fig. 4-8  Analog calibration circuit using switched-current DACs.
4.5 Analog implementation of a polynomial calibration

The circuit examples discussed so far have shown the possibilities of correcting *linear* errors in the transfer of an analog circuit in a very straightforward way [6]. As discussed in *chapter 3*, there are several methods to correct the *nonlinearity* of the sensor transfer. A very effective linearization could be obtained with the presented progressive polynomial calibration method. In this section we will describe a complete analog implementation and realization of a four-step linearity calibration. For clarity, the signal flow diagram explained in section 3.3 is repeated below in Fig. 4-9.

![Graphical diagram for four steps of the polynomial calibration method.](image)

4.5.1 System configuration

To demonstrate the feasibility of an analog hardware implementation, the flow diagram of Fig. 4-9 has been implemented as a programmable analog circuit in a low-cost bipolar process [7,8]. Fig. 4-10 shows the block diagram of the analog part. When compared carefully, it shows great similarity with the diagram of Fig. 4-9. All signals are represented by differential currents which are superimposed on common-mode bias currents. Current signals \( i_n(V_{IN}) \) in Fig. 4-10 correspond to calibration functions \( h_n(x) \) in Fig. 4-9; currents \( I_n \) correspond to calibration points \( y_n \), and current \( I_{REF} \) to \( y_{ref} \).

The input voltage \( V_{IN} \), coming from the sensor output, the reference signal \( V_{OS} \), and the set-points for the calibration \( V_1, V_2, V_3 \) are all converted to differential current signals, using Voltage-to-Current (VI) converters. At
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The adding and subtracting is done by correctly connecting the differential current signals (Kirchoff's law).

The multiplication of the analog current signals is implemented in a modified Gilbert multiplier, a well-known translinear circuit, using only a few transistors [9].

The calibration coefficients $a_1$ to $a_4$ are implemented as multiplying Digital-to-Analog Converters (DAC), according to the principle explained in section 4.2.2. The DACs are combined with programmable digital registers which are connected to the digital inputs of the DACs, indicated by $A_1$ to $A_4$. The digital registers are not shown in Fig.4-10.

As can be seen in the flow diagram of Fig.4-9, a duplication of the signal is necessary at the nodes numbered 1 to 5. This is implemented in current duplicator blocks. Inside each of
these blocks an IV-converter turns the current into a voltage which is then used to generate two differential current signals, using two VI-converters, as explained in Fig.4-10.

In the next sections the implementation of these function blocks will be elaborated. The operation of the complete system will be further explained in section 4.5.6.

4.5.2 Analog current multiplier

In bipolar technology, it is possible to make use of the well-known exponential relation between collector current and base-emitter voltage in so-called translinear circuits:

\[ I_c = I_s \cdot e^{\left(\frac{q}{kT}V_{BE}\right)} \leftrightarrow V_{BE} = \frac{q}{kT} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{I_c}{I_s}\right) \quad (4-3) \]

A special class of circuits is based on the principle that when the sum of base-emitter voltages of a set of transistors is constant, this also applies for the product of the collector currents \[9,10\]. An advantage of this principle is that it is valid for a very large range of values, because the exponential relation is a physical property of the bipolar transistor. The best known example of a translinear circuit is probably the current multiplier.

A variant of the translinear multiplier for the multiplication of two differential current signals is shown in Fig.4-11. It consists of two transistor mazes, one with Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4 and another with Q1,Q2,Q5,Q6. The transistors are connected in such a way that the sum of base-emitter voltages on both sides of a maze are equal, thus \(V_{be3}+V_{be2}\) equals \(V_{be1}+V_{be4}\) and \(V_{be5}+V_{be2}\) equals \(V_{be1}+V_{be6}\). Using equation (4-3), it results in the following translinear relation:

\[ V_{be1}-V_{be2} = V_{be3}-V_{be4} = V_{be5}-V_{be6} \leftrightarrow \frac{I_{c1}}{I_{c2}} = \frac{I_{c3}}{I_{c4}} = \frac{I_{c5}}{I_{c6}} \quad (4-4) \]

At all four input terminals at the bottom of the circuit, currents are pulled down to the negative supply or ground. The bias voltage at the base of Q1 and Q2 determines the voltage level at the current inputs.
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Because of the differential set-up, each input current consists of two parts, $I_{in+}$ and $I_{in-}$. Each part is made up of a common-mode component, $I_{in}$, and a differential component, $\Delta I_{in}$. When neglecting the base currents, we see for $input1$ that $I_{in1+} = I_{c3} + I_{c4} = I_{c3} + I_{c4}$ and $I_{in1-} = I_{c5} + I_{c6} = I_{c5} + I_{c6}$ and for $input2$ that $I_{in2+} = I_{in2} + \Delta I_{in2} = I_{c1}$ and $I_{in2-} = I_{in2} - \Delta I_{in2} = I_{c2}$, which can be worked out in combination with equation (4-4) into:

$$
I_{c3} = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{\Delta I_{in2}}{I_{in2}} \right) \cdot I_{in1+}, \quad I_{c4} = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta I_{in2}}{I_{in2}} \right) \cdot I_{in1+},
$$

$$
I_{c6} = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta I_{in2}}{I_{in2}} \right) \cdot I_{in1-}, \quad I_{c5} = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{\Delta I_{in2}}{I_{in2}} \right) \cdot I_{in1-}.
$$

(4-5)

Furthermore, we see in Fig.4-11, for the two parts of the output current that $I_{out+} = I_{c3} + I_{c6}$ and $I_{out-} = I_{c4} + I_{c5}$. When substituting $I_{in1+} = I_{in1} + \Delta I_{in1}$ and $I_{in1-} = I_{in1} - \Delta I_{in1}$ into equation (4-5) we find for the output currents:

$$
I_{out+} = I_{in1} + \Delta I_{in1} \cdot \frac{\Delta I_{in2}}{I_{in2}},
$$

$$
I_{out-} = I_{in1} - \Delta I_{in1} \cdot \frac{\Delta I_{in2}}{I_{in2}}.
$$

(4-6)
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With $\Delta I_{out} = I_{out+} - I_{out-}$ it simply follows for the differential output current that:

$$\Delta I_{out} = 2 \cdot \frac{\Delta I_{in1} \cdot \Delta I_{in2}}{I_{in2}} \quad (4-7)$$

So, using a small six-transistor circuit, we have obtained a differential output current which is proportional to the product of the two differential input currents scaled by the common-mode component of the second input current. From the circuit it can be found that the common-mode component of the output current is practically equal to the common-mode of the first input current.

The multiplication property is tested by means of PSPICE simulations. Fig. 4-12 shows the simulation results. The first picture shows the differential output current as a function of one differential input current for different values of the other differential input current. The second picture shows the two differential input currents sweeping between plus and minus 16μA, and the resulting output current. Clearly, the multiplication works in all four quadrants, i.e. for negative and positive values of both differential input currents. The common-mode input currents were biased at 20μA.

Fig. 4-12 Simulation results showing the operation of the multiplier.
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4.5.3 Programmable current divider DAC

The programmable calibration coefficients are implemented in the form of so-called multiplying DACs. As explained in section 4.2.2, a DAC can be used to obtain a multiplication of an analog signal with a digital number. By connecting the DAC's digital input to a programmable digital storage register, the desired function is realized. Fig. 4-13 shows the 8-bit DA-converter designed for differential current signals.

![8-bit differential current-mode DAC](image)

Fig. 4-13 8-bit differential current-mode DAC.

The currents on the positive input \( I_{in^+} \) and on the negative input \( I_{in^-} \) are divided into 8 binary-scaled parts, using cascode dividers [4]. Each binary part is switched to either the positive or the negative output by using a differential pair. The circuit is configured in such a way that the differential input current \( \Delta I_{in} = (I_{in^+} - I_{in^-}) \) is multiplied with the two's complement value of the 8-bit digital signal \( D_{[7:0]} \) applied at the switches. This is obtained by reversing the connections of the differential pair for the most significant bit (MSB) \( D_7 \), and by connecting the remainder of the current division \( \frac{1}{256} \cdot \Delta I_{in} \) in opposite phase to the output. When the base currents of the transistors are neglected, the following transfer for the differential current signal can easily be derived:

\[
\frac{\Delta I_{out}}{\Delta I_{in}} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot D_7 + \frac{1}{4} \cdot D_6 + \frac{1}{8} \cdot D_5 + \frac{1}{16} \cdot D_4 + \frac{1}{32} \cdot D_3 + \frac{1}{64} \cdot D_2 + \frac{1}{128} \cdot D_1 + \frac{1}{256} \cdot D_0 - \frac{1}{256}
\]

(4-8)
in which the digital bits \( D_n \) can have a value of \(+1\) (high) or \(-1\) (low). The differential pair switches in the DAC in Fig. 4-13 are all biased with one base to a reference voltage \( V_{bias1} \). The other side of each switch either gets a lower or a higher voltage. As a differential voltage of 200mV is sufficient, the switches can be controlled by the output of a digital ECL (Emitter-Coupled Logic) circuit. The other bias voltages, \( V_{bias2} \) and \( V_{bias3} \), need to be set at such a level that saturation of the transistors is prevented. \( V_{bias3} \) can be used to control the voltage level at the current inputs.

To allow a normal interpretation of the digital bits with values of \( 1 \) and \( 0 \), equation (4-7) can be rewritten as:

\[
\frac{\Delta I_{out}}{\Delta I_{in}} = -1 + D_7 + \frac{1}{2} D_6 + \frac{1}{4} D_5 + \frac{1}{8} D_4 + \frac{1}{16} D_3 + \frac{1}{32} D_2 + \frac{1}{64} D_1 + \frac{1}{128} D_0
\]  

(4-9)

The range of the differential output current spans from \(-1 \cdot \Delta I_{in}\) to \(+\frac{127}{128} \Delta I_{in}\). The digital signals \( D_{[7:0]} \) can now be interpreted as a digital "two's complement" encoded 8-bit number with value \( d \). Which makes it possible to simply write the transfer as:

\[
\Delta I_{out} = d \cdot \Delta I_{in}
\]  

(4-10)

The digital number can have positive as well as negative polarity. This, naturally, also applies for the differential input current, thus, again, a four-quadrant multiplication is obtained. It is clear from the schematic that the common-mode output current is practically equal to the common-mode input current.

Because of transistor and resistor mismatch, the scaling in the binary dividers of the DAC is not perfect. This limits the resolution for which monotonicity can be guaranteed [4]. For this reason a low resolution of 8 bits was chosen for the experimental realization. Higher resolutions, 10 to 12 bit, would be possible when taking special measures for improved component matching. More advanced circuit techniques (e.g. dynamic element matching) are necessary when resolutions in the order of 12-16 bit are desired. This is not elaborated because it would complicate the design of the complete system considerably.
4.5.4 VI-converters and IV-converters

For the VI-conversion that is needed at the voltage inputs of the system, a standard cell VI-converter was available in the analog library. The schematic is shown in Fig. 4-14. It originates from [4]. Transistors Q1 and Q2 deliver the output currents, while Q7+Q3 and Q8+Q4 perform a voltage following action from the input voltage to the resistor R1. The local feedback loops with Q1,Q3,Q5 and Q2,Q4,Q6 are constructed in such a way that the currents through Q3,Q7 and Q4,Q8 are, in first approximation, independent of the signal. The differential input voltage is copied exactly (besides offset) to the emitters of Q1 and Q2, across the feedback resistor R1. The differential output current, $\Delta I_{out}=I_{out+}+I_{out-}$, is twice as large as the current through the resistor, which is simply determined by the input voltage difference and the resistor value, neglecting the base currents of Q1 and Q2:

$$\Delta I_{out} = 2 \cdot \frac{V_{in+} - V_{in-}}{R} = 2 \cdot \frac{\Delta V_{in}}{R}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-11)

Because of the constant current through the voltage following transistors, the linearity of the circuit is considerably improved with respect to a normal degenerated differential pair. Another advantage of the circuit is that the input common-mode voltage can be biased on "ground-level"; one voltage input can be connected to the negative rail (ground), while the voltage input signal is applied at the other input.
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For the current duplication blocks, see section 4.5.1, a combination of one IV-converter and two VI-converters is used. In fact, this combination forms a sort of current mirror, but then only for the differential current signal. The IV-converter turns the differential input current into a voltage which is then used by two VI-converters to generate two differential current signals.

Fig.4-15 shows both converters. The VI-converter, on the right, is just a differential pair with Darlington transistors and a degeneration resistor.

![IV-converter (left) and VI-converter (right), as used in the current duplicators.](image)

The transfer of the VI-converter is not linear over the full signal range, but this problem is tackled by building the IV-converter around the same kind of differential pair. As shown on the left side of Fig.4-15, the same differential pair is used as a feedback from the output voltage to the input current. The loop is closed by the cascode transistors Q5 and Q6. Thus, the IV-converter has exactly the reciprocal transfer of the VI-converter. A common-mode control loop is made by splitting the resistor in two, and inserting Q7 and Q8. This is necessary to fix the common-mode output voltage level, independent of the common-mode input current.

The simulation result displayed in Fig.4-16 shows the IV-VI-transfer from differential current signal to a differential voltage, and then back to a differential current for the case that the IV-converter output is connected to the VI-converter input. The feedback resistors in the IV-converter
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(R1+R2) and in the VI-converter (R1) were given equal values (50 kΩ). The upper graph shows the relative error between differential input and output current, before and after a gain correction. We see that the linearity error in the current duplication will be small enough (<< ±0.2% = ½ LSB for 8 bit) when the current range is limited to about [-30μA, 30μA].

In the current duplicator blocks used in Fig. 4-10, two VI-converters are connected to the outputs of the IV-converter, so that two ‘copies’ of the differential current are obtained. By choosing different values for the feedback resistors, the output currents can be scaled up or down. This makes it possible to set the error-correction-range of each of the calibration steps.

The common-mode output current of the duplicator blocks can be adjusted independently of the input current. The common-mode (CM) voltage level at the current inputs is determined by the bias voltage at $V_{bias}$ in Fig. 4-15. In all described function blocks, the CM-voltage level at the outputs has to be higher than the CM-voltage level at the inputs, with the exception of the IV-converter shown in Fig. 4-15. Here, the CM-level can go down. This is necessary to avoid a high ‘stack’ of function blocks and the need for a large supply voltage.

Fig. 4-16 Total transfer of I-to-V and V-to-I conversion.
4.5.5 System implementation

To further clarify the system implementation, the schematic of Fig. 4-10 is recalled in the figure below. The function blocks are implemented as described in the previous sections. Only the IV-converter at the output has not been described. It makes use of a simple differential amplifier which will also be used in chapter 5 and will be explained there in detail.

Fig. 4-17 Programmable analog signal processor for progressive polynomial calibration.

The system of Fig. 4-17 is completed with the circuitry for the biasing of all the different analog blocks, and a digital circuit in Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL), as presented in Fig. 4-18.

The digital circuit consists of four 8-bit registers and a small serial interface which makes it possible to program each register separately. The digital outputs of the registers are connected directly, without level-shift, to the 8-bit digital inputs of the DACs. These digital signals are on ECL level which is equal to $V_{CC}$ for high bits and $V_{CC} - V_{ECL}$ for low bits. $V_{CC}$ is the positive supply voltage and $V_{ECL}$ is the small differential voltage used in the ECL gates, approximately 300 to 400 mV. As a reference for the switches in the DACs, a voltage halfway high and low, $V_{CC} - \frac{1}{2} V_{ECL}$, is derived in the digital part and buffered to the analog part of the circuit.

The other bias voltages needed in the analog blocks are generated as shown in the figure. The bias voltages are chosen in such a way that
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saturation of transistors is avoided when the blocks are connected as shown in Fig. 4-17, and the supply voltage is 4.5 Volt or higher.

The digital inputs of the serial interface are connected to small buffer circuits which convert digital input signals on CMOS-level [0-5 Volt] to signals on ECL-level [4.7-5 Volt]. This makes it easier to program and test the Integrated Circuit, using standard digital signals.

4.5.6 System operation

The circuit of Fig. 4-17 has a straightforward path through which the main signal flows: at the input the voltage signal is converted into a differential current, which then goes through the current duplicator blocks numbered 1 to 3, and at the output it is converted back into a differential voltage signal. The output currents of the DACs are added at several places in the forward path. When the calibration starts, all DACs are programmed to give a zero output current. As a result, the differential output voltage is directly proportional to the differential input voltage. The gain is determined by the ratio of the resistors in the input VI-converter and the output IV-converter, and the current scaling in the duplicators 1 to 3:

$$\frac{V_{OUT}}{V_{IN}} = G = 2 \cdot \frac{R_{IV}}{R_{VI}} \cdot G_1 \cdot G_2 \cdot G_3$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-12)
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The resistors $R$ in Fig. 4-17 are all equal, and the current duplicators 1 to 3 have scale factors one, thus the overall gain $G$ is 2. However, by choosing different resistor ratios it is possible to obtain a larger gain.

**Calibration Procedure**

At the voltage inputs $V_1$, $V_2$, and $V_3$, reference signals have to be applied to fix the rotation set-points of the calibration. Using a stable reference signal which relates to the minimum/maximum of the input voltage range (sensor signal), the voltage inputs of the calibration circuit can be connected as shown in Fig. 4-19. This results in calibration points for the input signal at respectively $V_{in} = V_1 = -V_{reference}$, $V_{in} = V_2 = +V_{reference}$, $V_{in} = V_3 = 0$ Volt. Through equation (4-12) the corresponding calibration points on the output voltage range can be found.

![Connection of the voltage inputs of the calibration circuit to input and reference voltage sources.](image)

To follow the procedure, suppose that a sensor with a voltage output is connected to the input of the calibration circuit, and also a reference voltage is connected as shown in Fig. 4-19. The combination of sensor and calibration circuit is then inserted in a test environment to calibrate the overall transfer.

The calibration starts by providing a first sensor reference signal ($\Phi_{min}$), which leads to an input voltage $V_{IN}$ at the circuit. DAC1 is then programmed in such a way that the output voltage of the circuit obtains the desired value for the first measurement ($V_{OUT} = -G \cdot V_{reference}$). The required digital value can be calculated simply by taking two measurements of the output signal for two different values stored in the DAC (for example, 0 and $+1/2$ or $-1/2$), and interpolating the two measured output signals.

Then, a second input reference ($\Phi_{max}$) can be provided to the sensor and DAC2 can be programmed to obtain the desired output voltage for the second measurement ($V_{OUT} = +G \cdot V_{reference}$). Because of the system set-up, it will not be necessary to reprogram DAC1.
Then, a third calibration step is done to program DAC3, and a fourth step for DAC4, according to the calibration principle explained in section 3.3. After calibration, the combination of sensor and circuit has a signal transfer which resembles the desired transfer, and matches it exactly in the calibration points.

**Simulation**

By means of a PSPICE simulation, the circuit is tested for an input voltage which is swept through the input range. The input range is set to $[-250 \text{ mV}, +250 \text{ mV}]$, $V_{OS}$ to 250 mV, and the successive calibration points are set by voltages $V_1= -250 \text{ mV}$, $V_2= +250 \text{ mV}$, and $V_3= 0 \text{ mV}$.

With $R=25\kOmega$, the corresponding signal range for the *differential current* is approximately $[-20 \mu\text{A}, +20 \mu\text{A}]$ and the full scale is $40 \mu\text{A}$. The function blocks in the calibration circuit are biased accordingly for operation in class-A mode. Fig.4-20 shows the differential current signals at the inputs of the DACs as a function of the input voltage $V_{IN}$, when all DACs are set to zero.

![Fig. 4-20 Simulation result showing the input current signals of the DACs as a function of the input voltage.](image-url)
The current signals in Fig. 4-20 represent the maximum correction signals that can be applied for, respectively, offset, gain, and second-order and third-order linearity calibrations. In this case the maximum offset correction is almost ±50% of the full scale. This might be adjusted by changing the voltage applied at the V_{OS} input. The output currents of current duplicators 1 and 4 are scaled in such a way that the maximum gain correction signal is ±50% of the full-scale signal. The scaling in duplicators 2, 3, 4, and 5 is such that the second-order correction is maximum ±8%, and the third-order approximately ±2% of the full-scale output. All the corrections can be done with an 8-bit resolution.

**Calibration Errors**

The limited resolution in the calibration of the offset leaves a remaining offset error in the calibration point: in the worst case, it could be plus or minus a half LSB (Least Significant Bit) of the offset calibration range. The gain correction at the next calibration step makes use of the error signal, which is now not exactly zero in the previous calibration point. This can have a negative effect on the remaining offset error, as illustrated in Fig. 4-21. The transfer will not rotate around the intended point in the origin but around a different point.

![Fig. 4-21 Effect of an error in the first rotation point.](image)

When the offset calibration error was calibrated down to $\frac{1}{2}$ LSB, and, next, the gain is increased by 50%, then the offset error will be magnified to $\frac{1}{4}$ LSB. The same effect also applies for the succeeding steps, but with less severity. In order to limit the effect of error magnification, the correction ranges of succeeding calibration steps should decrease, or the resolution of the first steps should be higher.
Fig. 4-22 shows the error curve after calibration for a worst-case example. Four calibration steps were done at calibration points corresponding to -250mV, +250mV, 0mV, and -125mV on the input range. The considered 0.5% example curve required almost maximum gain and linearity corrections. Initially, at the first calibration step, the offset error at $V_{IN}=-250\text{mV}$ was reduced to $\frac{1}{2}\text{LSB}$, or 0.2% ($=\frac{1}{2}\times2^{-8}\times100\%$) of the full-scale signal. But after the gain and linearity correction it increased to approximately 0.35%. The gain calibration itself left an error at $V_{IN}=250\text{mV}$ of $\frac{1}{2}\text{LSB}$, or -0.2%. Because of the much smaller signal range for the linearity corrections, the same 8-bit resolution leads to a much smaller error in the third and fourth point. The resulting integral error over the input range is relatively small, despite the larger error values at the edges of the range.

To keep the error within the $\pm \frac{1}{2}\text{LSB}$ band, the resolution of the DACs should be adapted to the correction ranges for each calibration step. For practical reasons the use of the same 8-bit DAC and 8-bit registers for all four steps was preferred in the presented realization.

### 4.5.7 Realization

For the digital part of the circuit, the developed ECL standard cell library for the DlMES-01 process was used. The layout of the digital circuit has been generated automatically by the computer layout program L-Edit.

Correspondingly, the presented analog function blocks have been laid out as analog standard cells, so that they could also be used in the automatic ‘Place and Route’ routine of the same layout program. The standard cells...
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on transistor level were laid out manually. Where necessary, transistor pairs were placed in a cross-coupled double pair configuration (quad) to minimize the offset. Where the ratio of feedback resistors was important, the resistors have been put close together in a standard cell to improve matching. On the system level the connections were made automatically. The analog and the digital part also had to be connected by hand. Fig. 4-23 shows a photograph of the resulting chip, which measures approximately 5×5.5mm². This seems large, but it has to be considered relative to the minimum dimensions of the process. The DlMES-01 process is not very dense; an NPN transistor measures 40×56µm², and a metal2-metal1 via is 12×12µm². In a modern high-density bipolar process, the square chip size would scale down by a factor of four at least.

![Chip photograph of the realized calibration circuit.](image)

The functionality of the integrated circuit has been tested in a measurement set-up as illustrated in Fig. 4-24. Only the supply of 5 Volt is not shown. A constant voltage signal from a DC source is applied at the reference inputs in such a way that \( V_I = -250\text{mV} \) and \( V_O = V_2 = 250\text{mV} \). The third input is short-circuited so that \( V_3 = 0\text{mV} \). Using a signal generator, a low-frequency triangle-wave signal with an amplitude of approximately 300mV is applied at the input \( V_{IN} \). The CM-level of the input voltage was set at the ground rail (0V). From a PC using the
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data-acquisition program LabView, the digital registers which control the DACs could be programmed via the four digital inputs of the circuit. The resulting differential output signal was observed on an HP digital storage oscilloscope. Because of a gain of two, the output signal is twice as large as the input signal. However, the output voltage is limited by the circuit’s signal range at approximately +600mV and -600mV.

The triangular signal observed on the oscilloscope shows the transfer of the circuit for the considered input range. The four registers of the calibration circuit were programmed with different values, and the output traces were stored on the scope. This made it possible to display several traces simultaneously on the oscilloscope, which is shown in the scope plots of Fig. 4-25. The first picture shows the traces for different values programmed in the first register for the offset. The second picture shows the traces for different values stored in the second register for the gain. Idem ditto for the third and the fourth picture.

The pictures clearly show the rotation points in the output range at -500mV, +500mV, and 0V. The first three calibration points thus have to be chosen at those output values. The fourth and last calibration point can be chosen freely, but the best choice for a third-order linearity correction is around plus or minus 250mV.

Because the analog signal goes through a cascade of local-feedback amplifiers (I/V-converters and V/I-converters) with a relatively large bandwidth, the bandwidth of the complete circuit can be large as well. So,
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Fig. 4-25 Measured output traces on the oscilloscope (x-axes: 5ms per division, y-axes: 200mV per division).

after the sensor transfer is calibrated, using low-frequency or static reference signals, the correction also works for analog signals of high frequencies. Depending on the power invested in the bias currents of the different circuit blocks, bandwidths in the order of MHz can be achieved. To reduce output noise, the bandwidth of the realized circuit has been limited on purpose with a low-pass filter to approximately 10kHz. The specifications are summarized in the table below.

4.6 Conclusion

Several programmable analog calibration circuits, based on the use of Digital-to-Analog Converters, have been presented. For uncomplicated sensor calibrations requiring a limited resolution for the correction factors (8-10 bit), these circuits can be advantageous. With respect to conventional sensor trimming techniques, the advantage lies in the possibility to digitally program the calibration and hence facilitate automation. Furthermore, digitizing of the sensor signal can be avoided,
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Table 4-1 Specifications of the analog calibration circuit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply Voltage $V_{cc}$</td>
<td>4.5-12</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Consumption $A=$Analog, $D=$Digital</td>
<td>$1.2^A + 1.6^D$</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input CM-range (for $V_{cc}=5$ V)</td>
<td>$-0.3-0.6$</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum differential input signal</td>
<td>±450</td>
<td>mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Gain</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Offset Correction $^b$</td>
<td>±50% of FS, 8 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Gain Correction</td>
<td>±50% of FS, 8 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. 2$^{rd}$-order Linearity Correction</td>
<td>±10% of FS, 8 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. 3$^{rd}$-order Linearity Correction</td>
<td>±2% of FS, 8 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Error after calibration (peak value)</td>
<td>±0.4% of FS$^c$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conditions: $V_{cc}=5$ Volt, $V_{os}=-V_{1}=V_{2}=250$ mV, $V_{3}=0$ Volt, $FS_{in}=0.5$ Volt, $FS_{out}=1$ Volt

---

$^a$ Provided that the digital inputs can be scaled up accordingly

$^b$ Adjustable with $V_{os}$

$^c$ Provided that the nonlinearity of the original signal fits within the correction range.

and thus the analog calibration option offers the possibility to maintain the bandwidth and dynamic range obtainable with compact analog circuitry.

The polynomial linearization method presented in the previous chapter can be worked out systematically in a programmable analog calibration and linearization circuit. The implementation of such a circuit was elaborated and demonstrated by a bipolar chip realization. However, the implementation in such analog circuitry is feasible only for a small number of calibration steps or for sensors requiring a high bandwidth.
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5.1 Introduction

In section 4.4 the use of pulse modulation techniques to control the signal transfer of a smart sensor was already suggested. The pulsestream or bitstream modulation can be combined nicely with sigma-delta bitstream techniques. A digital sigma-delta (noise shaper) may be used to generate programmable pulsestreams or bitstreams which modulate the analog signal, and a sigma-delta AD-converter is used to convert the modulated analog sensor signal into a digital bitstream.

Before presenting the application of this technique for smart sensor calibration, the explanation of the sigma-delta converters of section 2.4 will be extended to the frequency domain in section 5.2. In section 5.3 we will then explain the principle of the bitstream modulation, and the effects on the transfer and the performance of the AD-conversion. Implementation of a first-order sigma-delta converter in bipolar circuits will be presented in section 5.4. In section 5.5, we will present a smart temperature sensor with programmable calibration as an example for the application of the technique. Realizations of such smart temperature sensors, including one with a bus-interface, will be shown in section 5.5.
5.2 Sigma-delta AD-converters

For clarity, we recall the differential configuration of a first-order continuous-time sigma-delta AD-converter in Fig. 5-1. Instead of using two switched reference currents, as in Fig. 2-14, they have been assembled in one current source of twice the reference value. This is possible provided that the differential amplifier has an input common-mode (CM) control which takes care of the CM-component of the input current. The converter further consists of an integrator, which can be regarded as a first-order low-pass filter, and a clocked comparator, which can be viewed as a combination of a 1-bit quantizer and a clocked gate.

![Differential sigma-delta converter configuration.](image)

Despite the quantization accuracy of only 1-bit, a high resolution conversion can yet be obtained on the basis of two well-known principles: oversampling and noise shaping. The oversampling is achieved by running the clock at a frequency much higher than the Nyquist sample frequency. The noise shaping is obtained by the low-pass filter function in the loop.

A high resolution multi-bit digital output can be obtained by digitally processing a long series of output bits. This is referred to as decimation. These digital output samples become available at a sample rate much lower than the original sample frequency, hence the often-used terms downsampling and decimation filter. Similar to the oversampling ratio, see equation (2-5), we can define a downsampling ratio $DSR$ as the ratio of the original sample frequency $f_s$, and the decimated sample frequency $f_{ds}$:

$$DSR = \frac{f_s}{f_{ds}}$$ (5-1)
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Usually, the maximum down-sample ratio $DSR=OSR$ is chosen, and the decimated digital output samples are available at the Nyquist rate again.

Fig. 5-2 explains the complete signal processing schematically. As the 1-bit serial output of the sigma-delta converter is a very convenient sensor output signal, the digital filter is usually not incorporated in the smart sensor design. Instead, it may be implemented in software on the system’s computer or microcontroller. Or, it can be implemented in digital hardware on a separate chip which is, for example, connected to the sensor bus.

![Signal processing chain of a sigma-delta AD-converter](image)

**Signal Domains:**
- analog
- 1-bit digital

**Frequencies:**
- baseband
- (over)sample rate
- Nyquist rate

The three principles involved in the sigma-delta type of AD-conversion will be explained shortly and intuitively. More elaborate discussions can be found in [1,2,3,4].

### 5.2.1 Principle of oversampling

The effect of quantization is often studied under the practical assumption that the probability of the input signal is distributed uniformly between the quantization levels. The quantization error is then distributed uniformly between $-1/2\,LSB$ and $+1/2\,LSB$, with the Least Significant Bit representing the smallest quantization step $q_s=1\,LSB$. By integration of the square error over that range, the average power of the quantization error can be estimated as [5]:

$$
\varepsilon^2 = \frac{1}{12} q_s^2 = \frac{LSB^2}{12}
$$

(5-2)
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The error introduced by the quantization is then considered as an additional noise source. It is further assumed to be uncorrelated to the sampled input signal. The noise will thus be spread evenly over a frequency band equal to half the sample frequency, as shown in Fig. 5-3.

When sampling at the Nyquist rate, all the quantization noise falls in the baseband. However, when oversampling with a certain ratio OSR, the quantization error is spread over a much larger bandwidth [2, 6, 7, 8]. The part outside the baseband can be removed by a filter and does not affect the attainable signal-to-noise ratio. The baseband noise power is thus reduced by a factor equal to the OSR. Accordingly, the signal-to-noise ratio is improved with 3 dB for each doubling of the sample frequency. The improvement is given by:

$F_{0,\text{dB}} = -20\log\sqrt{\text{OSR}}$ (5-3)

5.2.2 Principle of noise shaping

To explain the principle of noise shaping a discrete-time model of the sigma-delta converter is most often used [1, 2]. Even when using a continuous integrator rather than the inherently time-discrete switched-capacitor integrator. The model remains valid because the comparator processes the integrator output at discrete time steps only. For a linear
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The output voltage at discrete time steps, $t=nT_{\text{clk}}$, is determined by the previous output and the input current:

$$V_{\text{out}}[n] = V_{\text{out}}[n-1] + I_{\text{int}} \cdot T_{\text{clk}} / C_{\text{int}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-4)

A general model of a first-order converter, also called noise-shape coder, is shown in Fig. 5-4. The input signal $X(z)$ is normalized with respect to the reference of the converter, so that the reference signal could be omitted from the model.

Fig. 5-4 Discrete-time model of a first-order sigma-delta converter.

The quantizer is modeled by the noise source $N(z)$ and the gate by a unit delay $z^{-1}$. As we will see, the transfer of the integrator is essential for the noise shape. It is given by:

$$H(z) = \frac{1}{1 - z^{-1}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5-5)

Using the figure, the transfer from the signal input $X(z)$ and the noise input $N(z)$ to the quantized output $Y(z)$ can easily be found, and expressed as:

$$Y(z) = z^{-1} \cdot X(z) + (1 - z^{-1}) \cdot N(z)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5-6)

Whereas the input signal is only delayed (phase-shift), the quantization noise is shaped by the factor $(1-z^{-1})$. The effect on the noise magnitude characteristic is obtained by calculating $|1-z^{-1}|^2$ with substitution of
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\[ z = e^{j \omega T}, \quad \omega = 2\pi f, \quad \tau = T_{\text{clk}} = 1/f_s. \] As a result, we find the following function for the shape of the quantization noise power:

\[ |N(z)|^2 = 2 \left( 1 - \cos \frac{2\pi f}{f_s} \right) \] (5-7)

The function shows that the quantization noise is suppressed at low frequencies, in the baseband, and elevated at higher frequencies, around half the sample frequency. The noise-shape function is shown in Fig. 5-6.

By integration over the baseband, \( f = 0 \) to \( f = f_s/2, f_s/\text{OSR} \), we can find a noise reduction factor with respect to the normal oversampled uniform noise [2]:

\[ F_1 = \sqrt{\frac{2 - 2\sin \left( \pi f_s/\text{OSR} \right)}{(\pi/\text{OSR})}} \] (5-8)

For sufficiently large oversampling ratios, this can be worked out, using a Taylor expansion for \( \sin(\pi/\text{OSR}) \). Expressed as an improvement factor for the signal-to-noise ratio in dB, it is given by:

\[ F_{1, \text{dB}} = -20 \log \sqrt{3} \left( \frac{\text{OSR}}{\pi} \right) \] (5-9)

For each doubling of the sample frequency, a 6dB improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio in the baseband may be obtained by the noise shaping, in addition to the 3dB improvement obtained by the oversampling action (equation (5-3)).

![Possible model for a second-order sigma-delta configuration.](Fig. 5-5)
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Further improvement can be obtained with higher order noise-shape functions. With higher order noise shapers, the number of possible configurations also increases, and the stability becomes an issue for concern [9,...,14]. We will restrict ourselves to a second-order sigma-delta modulator as modeled in Fig.5-5.

With integrator functions $H_1(z)$ and $H_2(z)$ as given by equation (5-5), a transfer of the quantization noise $N(z)$ to the output $Y(z)$ proportional to $(1-z^{-1})^2$ is obtained. The corresponding amplitude characteristic gives the following noise-shape function:

$$|N(z)|^2 = |(1-z^{-1})^2| = 6 - 8\cos\frac{2\pi f}{f_s} + 2\cos\frac{4\pi f}{f_s}$$  \(5-10\)

Both the first-order and second-order noise-shape function are shown in Fig.5-6. Clearly, the second-order function suppresses the quantization noise in the baseband even further.

By integration of the equation (5-10) over the baseband, we find the noise reduction factor, again with respect to the uniform case, expressed as a function of the oversampling ratio [2]:

$$F^2_2 = \sqrt{6 - 8\sin\frac{\pi}{OSR} + \sin\frac{\pi}{OSR}}$$  \(5-11\)

By means of Taylor expansions this can also be simplified. The improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio can then be expressed in dB by:

$$F_{2,dB} = -20\log \sqrt{\left(\frac{OSR}{\pi}\right)^2}$$  \(5-12\)

Thus a 12 dB improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio for each doubling of the sampling frequency can be achieved with the second-order noise shaping, in addition to the 3 dB for the oversampling action.
Fig. 5-6 Noise-shape functions of a first-order and second-order sigma-delta modulator for OSR=16.

The above described method can be applied for a generalized $n$-bit noise shaper (sigma-delta) of order $L$, to find a signal-to-quantization noise ratio that can be estimated by [3]:

$$\frac{S}{N} = \frac{q_s 2^n}{q_s \sqrt{2}} \cdot \frac{2^{n/2}}{\sqrt{12}} \cdot F_0 \cdot F_L = 2^n \sqrt{3\pi} \left( L + \frac{1}{2} \right) \cdot \frac{OSR}{\pi} \left( L + \frac{1}{2} \right)$$

(5-13)

A maximum sine-wave signal with a peak-to-peak value of $2^n q_s$ was assumed. For low resolution (low $n$) noise-shaping coders, however, van de Plassche proposes a correction factor for the maximum signal amplitude [2]. For a 'one-bitter', the maximum peak-to-peak value of the sine wave signal would be $4q_s/\pi$ instead of $2q_s$.

In practice, the quantization noise of sigma-delta converters does not follow the explained noise-shape function smoothly. The first-order modulator in particular shows very discrete spectrum components, which relate directly to the input and the clock signal. These spectrum components correspond to so-called limit cycles which occur when a bitstream pattern of limited length repeats itself continuously. For DC input signals the behavior is completely deterministic.
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Fig. 5-7 shows the spectrum of the bitstream output of a first-order sigma-delta converter with a -3dB sine-wave input signal at \( f = f_{b} \), and one hundred times oversampling. It was obtained by means of a simulation in the data-acquisition program, LabView. The figure also indicates the theoretical noise-shape function.

Fig. 5-7 Frequency spectrum of a first-order sigma-delta bitstream output, for OSR=100.

Fig. 5-8 Frequency spectrum of a second-order sigma-delta bitstream output, for OSR=100.
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Fig. 5-8 shows the output spectrum for a second-order modulator, under certain conditions, and the theoretical noise-shape function. The spectrum clearly resembles the theoretical noise-shape function much better than in case of the first-order modulator. The quantization error is decorrelated more from the signal, and, hence, the assumption of white quantization noise is more applicable.

Despite the better performance of the second-order sigma-delta converter, the first-order converter is sometimes preferred in smart sensor configurations because of the simple implementations and a guaranteed stability. The typically low bandwidth signals of sensors (<1kHz) allows a large oversampling ratio (>1000) so that sufficiently high resolutions can be obtained, even with a first-order sigma-delta converter [4].

5.2.3 Principle of decimation

To retrieve the baseband input signal from the high-frequency (HF) digital one-bit output signal, some kind of low-pass filter is needed. Suppression of the HF signals is important in order to reduce the noise that folds back into the baseband when downsampling the signal. Digital signal processing offers many advanced filtering techniques [15,16,17], but we restrict ourselves to the simplest technique used for bitstream decimation.

Each decimated output sample is obtained by processing the bitstream output for a certain number of clock periods, equal to the DSR. The considered series of bitstream pulses, as seen through a ‘window’, are processed by applying weighting factors and summing the weighted pulses. This is explained schematically in Fig. 5-9. The values of the weighting factors depend on their position in the window, and are defined by a weighting function, or so-called window function. The resulting decimated output value must be interpreted in relation to the minimum (all pulses low) and the maximum filter output (all pulses high). The calculation of the decimated output occurs each time a window is filled with fresh output pulses. This leads to a downsampling of the digital signal by a factor DSR equal to the window size.

A uniform window function corresponds to counting the high pulses (ones) in the bitstream output during a certain number of clock periods. The Fourier transform of the uniform time-domain window is a sinc-shaped low-pass function, as shown in Fig. 5-10. Hence the name sinc filter is used for this simple first-order decimation filter.
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Fig. 5-9 Application of window functions for decimation of the sigma-delta bitstream.

![Diagram showing the application of window functions for decimation of the sigma-delta bitstream.]

Fig. 5-10 Frequency transfer functions of decimation filters with uniform and triangular window (of the same size).

A triangular window function, as explained in Fig. 5-9, corresponds to a low-pass filter function with a sinc-square characteristic. The transfer of such a second-order or sinc\(^2\) filter is also shown in Fig. 5-10. For both cases the same window size was used. Clearly the suppression of the higher frequencies by the sinc\(^2\)-filter is stronger than for the sinc-filter.\(^1\)

Steeper filter shapes can be obtained with more advanced window functions, such as Hanning, Hamming, Blackman, etc. [18]. Theoretically,
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A sinc-shaped time-window (with infinite window length) would realize the ideal uniform baseband filter in the frequency domain. In contrast to the advanced windows or filters, both the uniform and the triangular filter are very easy to implement in hardware, using digital counters and adders [15], as will be shown in section 5.4. The configuration is then somewhat different as the FIR (finite impulse response) structure explained in Fig. 5-9, in order to reduce the amount of hardware (imagine the delay line for large OSR).

If the order of the decimation filter is one higher than the order of the noise shaper, it provides enough digital resolution for the obtainable signal-to-noise ratio. The spectrum of the digital output signal of a first-order sigma-delta converter with a sine-wave input signal, after decimation with a triangular window function is shown in Fig. 5-11. The filter shape, also shown in the figure, clearly suppresses the HF quantization noise. The peaks appearing in the spectrum are the higher harmonics of the square-wave digital output signal representing the sampled sine-wave.

![Figure 5-11: Output spectrum of decimated first-order sigma-delta output with OSR=100 and a sinc^2 filter with DSR=100.](image)

---

One may recognize that when a rectangular window function is used in a moving-average filter (the average is computed every clock period), this corresponds to a triangular-shaped weighting function for a window that is twice as large.
5.2.4 Transfer from analog input to digital output

Now that we have explained all the processing required for the sigma-delta analog-to-digital conversion, we can show the input-output transfer. Fig. 5-12 shows the transfer of a differential first-order sigma-delta converter in combination with a decimation filter based on a triangular window, using an oversampling ratio and window size of 128.

The input signal is normalized with respect to the sigma-delta reference, and the output signal is normalized with respect to maximum and minimum digital output.

Fig. 5-12  Transfer and error of a first-order sigma-delta converter using a \( \text{sinc}^2 \) filter for normalized signals and \( \text{OSR}=128 \).
In most parts of the input range the error is quite small, in accordance with expectations based on equation (5-13) \((s/N = 2000)\). However, for input signals just around basic fractions of the reference, such as \(-0.5\), \(-0.33\), \(0\), \(0.33\), and \(0.5\), the error can get much larger. Around zero the error is approximately as large as \(1/\text{OSR}\), which is due to long limit cycles occurring for small non-zero signals. These result in very low frequency components in the bitstream output, which can not be filtered out by the decimation filter. The error must be reduced sufficiently by choosing a large oversampling ratio.

The peak errors can be reduced by applying a technique known as *dithering* \([8,19,20]\). By adding some (white or pseudo-random) noise at the quantizer input in the sigma-delta loop the bitstream behavior becomes more chaotic. The limit cycle lengths will be randomized so that the discrete peaks in the frequency spectrum are smoothened and the spectrum approaches the theoretical noise shape.

5.3 Alteration of the sigma-delta transfer

We will explain in this section how we can modify the transfer of a sigma-delta AD-converter for the purpose of calibration of a smart sensor. We will multiply analog signals by programmable digital 1-bit signals. These 1-bit signals are generated by a so-called bitstream generator, which will be explained first.

5.3.1 Digital sigma-delta bitstream generator

The discrete-time model of the first-order sigma-delta converter, shown in Fig. 5-4, can be implemented quite literally in digital circuitry. Such a circuit would convert a multi-bit digital number or LF signal into a 1-bit HF digital bitstream with a noise-shaped spectrum\(^1\). Different terms are presently in use for such a converter, including noise-shaping coder, sigma-delta (de)modulator, sigma-delta DA-converter, and fractional-N generator. As for the sigma-delta AD-converter there are also many

\(^1\) The same technique is applied for inexpensive high-accuracy DA-converters, for example the well-known ‘one-bitters’ for CD players. The one-bit digital-to-analog converter is easy to implement and inherently linear, and the subsequent analog filter can be very simple because most quantization noise is shifted to high frequencies.
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different implementations and several orders of noise shaping possible [2,21,22,23].

We will settle for a simple first-order configuration as shown in Fig.5-13, and refer to it as a bitstream generator, in accordance with its function. The clocked register and the full adder clearly realize the discrete-time integrator function as shown in Fig.5-4. A shift register provides the digital input signal to the other input of the full adder. In that way, the input value can easily be programmed by a serial interface.

![Figure 5-13: Configuration of a first-order sigma-delta bitstream generator.](image)

Because the N-bit full adder outputs a carry signal each time the digital output exceeds the maximum value \(2^{N-1}\), it thus functions as a digital comparator with a built-in reference level. The full adder continues its count at a shifted output value as it loses the bits above the most significant bit (MSB). Hence the subtraction of a reference, needed in a sigma-delta converter, is also inherently fulfilled in the digital full adder. The carry signal, which corresponds to a comparator output, is used as the bitstream output signal, proportional to the programmed N-bit input signal. Matters are clarified in Fig.5-14, by showing the signals of a simple 4-bit implementation of the bitstream generator.

One may also notice the difference in the bitstream signal with a pulse-density or pulse-width modulated signal [24]. In fact, the configuration
operates as a first-order sigma-delta converter with a (pre-)quantized input signal. Because only quantized input levels are possible, corresponding to a multiple of the fraction $2^{-N}$, the length of the produced limit cycles is always limited to $2^N$. Assuming a constant digital input signal, the lowest frequency component which may occur in the noise-shaped bitstream output spectrum is the clock frequency divided by $2^N$. When filtering the bitstream output at half that frequency or lower, the original digital input signal can be recovered with the same $N$-bit resolution.

As with the differential sigma-delta AD-converter, we can introduce a polarity to the bitstream signal by assigning a value of -1 (instead of 0) to a low output state. The $N$-bit input value can be 2’s complement coded by inverting the MSB. The maximum symmetrical signal range that can be used goes from $-(2^{N-1}-1)/2^{N-1}$ to $+(2^{N-1}-1)/2^{N-1}$, avoiding the use of a constant (not-switching) bitstream signal. For large $N$ the range practically equals ±1.

In the following sections we will explain that the generated bitstream signal can be used to modulate the analog input signals of a (normal) sigma-delta AD-converter in order to realize a programmable multiplication factor.
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5.3.2 Modulating the input signal for gain calibration

Just like the reference current, the input current may also be switched between the positive and negative input of the integrator, as illustrated in Fig. 5-15. The switch is controlled by a bitstream generator as described in section 5.3.1.

![Diagram of a sigma-delta converter with modulated input current.](image)

Fig. 5-15  **Sigma-delta converter with modulated input current.**

Imagine, for example, that the input current $I_{in}$ is being switched to the negative side just as many times as to the positive side, the average contribution will then be zero. In fact, the analog input current is simply modulated by the programmable bitstream signal. After averaging or low-pass filtering by a decimation filter, the sigma-delta output will be proportional to the multiplication of the current ratio $I_{in}/I_{ref}$ and the input value of the generator, indicated as gain in the figure.

The average of the generated bitstream, and thus the gain, can be programmed with an accuracy that is determined by the resolution of the bitstream generator. The resolution of this fully digital circuit can be made very high.

In the configuration of Fig. 5-15, the gain may be controlled almost from -1 to +1. Such a large correction range may not be desired. Fig. 5-16 presents an alternative configuration in which a down-scaled copy of the input current is being modulated and added at the integrator inputs.

Provided that the input signal can be duplicated and scaled by a factor $\alpha$ ($\alpha<1$), a gain ranging from $1-\alpha$ to $1+\alpha$ is now possible. The next figure, Fig. 5-17, shows the transfer of the complete sigma-delta converter (with $\text{sinc}^2$ decimation) for different values of the gain. The resolution of the bitstream was 6-bit, $\alpha$ was 0.25, and the window size of the decimation
filter was 128. For this test case, the digital 2’s complement numbers 0, plus and minus $13/32$, and $26/32$ were programmed in the bitstream generator, corresponding to gain values of approximately 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2.

It is clear that we can map a larger or smaller range of input signals, compared to the usual $\pm I_{ref}$, onto the normalized output range $\pm 1$, so that
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the correction can be used for a programmable gain calibration of a sensor signal.

To understand the effect on the performance of the AD-conversion and under which conditions the modulation can be used, we examine the behavior in the frequency domain. The first picture in Fig. 5-18 shows the frequency spectrum of the bitstream output of a sigma-delta with a normal unmodulated sine-wave input signal, and an oversampling ratio of 100.

The dotted lines in the next picture are the frequency components of the digitally generated bitstream used for the gain correction. Because of the fixed (DC), quantized (digital) input, and the first-order generator, there are only a few discrete spectrum components. The DC-component, not visible because of the logarithmic frequency axis, represents the average bitstream value corresponding to the programmed digital input. The spectrum is shaped in the same way as that of a first-order sigma-delta converter.

The sine-wave input signal that is being modulated by the bitstream results in sideband signals next to each bitstream component, as indicated in the same figure with solid lines. Also, at the signal frequency, a component results which represents the gain correction. Because the amplitude of these sideband components is proportional to that of the modulating frequency (of the bitstream), also the modulated correction signal has a shaped noise spectrum.

The modulated correction signal is added at the input of the sigma-delta converter, and thus some additional shaped ‘noise’ is introduced. The level of the noise can be lowered by reducing $\alpha$, which controls the amplitude of the correction signal. Furthermore, the presence of this ‘noise’ effects a dithering of the integrator signal, which results in generation of a much denser noise spectrum. The last picture of Fig. 5-18 shows the spectrum of the bitstream generated by the sigma-delta AD-converter with modulated input signal. To demonstrate the effect, a large factor $\alpha=1$ was chosen. It can be seen that extra noise peaks appear, that the shape of the quantization noise has been preserved, and that the amplitude of the input signal has been reduced by the gain calibration.

The effect of the modulation is thus twofold. On one side the performance of the AD-converter is affected in a negative way: an extra noise source is added.
Fig. 5-18 Spectra of, respectively, the unmodulated bitstream output, the correction signal, and the modulated output.
introduced at the input. The (frequency-)shape of that noise is determined by the digital sigma-delta, and the amplitude depends on the factor $\alpha$, which also controls the range of the gain correction. If $\alpha$ is small enough, suppose a 25% gain correction range is sufficient, or if the noise shaping of the correction signal is better than that of the sigma-delta AD-converter, the introduced noise can be neglected.

On the other side, the behavior of the AD-converter is improved due to a dithering effect on the input signal. The noise-shaped output spectrum, which for a first-order usually consists of many discrete peaks, is smoothened to approach the theoretical shape more closely. This improvement especially applies for DC-input signals.

### 5.3.3 Modulating an additional signal for offset calibration

In the same way as for the gain correction, we may add a modulated reference current at the input of the sigma-delta converter, as shown in Fig. 5-19. This allows a programmable offset correction of the transfer of the sigma-delta converter. Also here the correction range can be set by a scale factor $\alpha$, for the copy of the reference current.

![Fig. 5-19 Sigma-delta converter with modulated additional reference current.](image)

The effect on the transfer is shown in Fig. 5-20, using the same conditions as for the gain correction: DSR=128, $\alpha=0.25$, and a 6-bit bitstream generator programmed with the digital numbers 0, plus and minus $\frac{13}{32}$, and $\frac{26}{32}$.
5.3.4 Sigma-delta calibration configurations

The offset and gain corrections, as presented in the previous sections can simply be combined in one sigma-delta AD-converter. Even more signals can be added in the same manner, to introduce a programmable correction of the cross-sensitivity or the nonlinearity [25,26], provided that the required analog (current) signals are available or can be generated easily. The analog correction signals must be modulated by separate bitstream generators\(^1\), which can be made programmable through a common serial interface.

As an example, Fig.5-20 shows a sigma-delta configuration with a modulated current \(\alpha_1 I_{in}\) for gain control, a modulated current \(\alpha_2 I_{ref}\) for offset control, and, additionally, a temperature dependent current \(I_T\) for control of the temperature-coefficient in the offset of the transfer. To avoid confusion, it must be mentioned again that the aim of the circuit is to calibrate the overall transfer of a smart sensor, not that of an AD-converter.

\(^1\) Multiple use of a single bitstream generator through multiplexing is also possible, but somewhat complicated, because for the integration value must also be preserved. Another option is to multiplex the generator over very long time-slots (oversampling factor). Then the window size of the decimation must be increased accordingly.
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The input current should be deducted from the sensor signal, the temperature current can be obtained by use of a PTAT source or another temperature sensor.

Fig. 5-21 Sigma-delta configuration with programmable offset, offset temperature-coefficient, and gain.

To realize a correction possibility for the temperature-coefficient in the gain of the transfer, a signal proportional to the product of $I_{in}$ and $I_T$ is needed. One approach may be to use an analog multiplier, as suggested in section 4.4. However, the multiplication can also be achieved with an additional modulated sigma-delta AD-converter for the temperature signal, as illustrated in Fig.5-20. First, a bitstream which is proportional to the temperature and a programmable calibration factor is generated. This bitstream is used to modulate an additional current source proportional to the input signal which realizes the multiplication.

Even more configurations become possible when it is conceived that the bitstream signals can also be added in the digital signal domain, as suggested in [28,31]. This would require a separate sigma-delta converter for each analog signal, and a noise-shaping digital adder at the output, in which the bitstreams are weighted and added\(^1\).

\(^1\) The author believes there still lies a research field here to be explored, but already initiated by [28,…,34]
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Two things become very apparent in the presented configurations when looking at the many (modulated) input signals that are summed at the input of the integrator.

First, the integrator is loaded with a much larger input current than usual, because at some point in time all the currents may get summed. To avoid clipping of the integrator output, either the integration capacitors must be increased, or the input currents must be scaled down. The first requires a larger bias current of the integrator output stage and demands a larger dynamic range for the comparator input. The latter affects the dynamic range requirements at the integrator input. In both cases more bias current is required to maintain the (analog) signal-to-noise ratio.

Second, the multiple randomized input signal improves the dithering effect, because all the bitstream generators add a sort of pseudo-random noise on top of the DC average correction signals. This especially manifests itself when the bitstream generators produce wide, but shaped noise spectra. This happens for irregular bitstream patterns generated by high-resolution input values (123/512, for example) or with higher-order modulators.
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The positive effect on the noise shaping of the AD-converter’s bitstream output can be seen in the spectrum shown in Fig. 5-23. It resulted from a sigma-delta converter with an arbitrary offset and gain calibration, using modulation depths $\alpha_1=\alpha_2=0.25$. The spectrum shows a good resemblance to the theoretical first-order noise shape.

Fig. 5-23 The bitstream spectrum of a first-order sigma-delta converter with modulated input signals, and OSR=100.

Fig. 5-24 Error versus input-level for a first-order curve sigma-delta converter with modulated input signals, using a second-order decimation with a window size of 128.
The positive effect on the error for DC input signals is demonstrated by the error function shown in Fig. 5-24. It was obtained by simulating a sigma-delta modulator with a small offset and a small gain calibration, and by using a second-order decimation with a window size of 128. When comparing Fig. 5-24 with the original error curve in Fig. 5-12, we see that the error has been smoothened, but that the average has gone up slightly.

To summarize, we list the disadvantages and advantages of the presented technique for smart sensor calibration:

- the progressive polynomial linearization method proposed in chapter 3 cannot easily be applied here, since the method is based on summation of correction signals
- preferably, a small correction range should be used, say below 50% of the full-scale
- the demands on the dynamic range of the analog components will be more severe

+ accurate digital calibration, resolutions up to 16-bit or higher are feasible
+ simple, robust, and accurate analog-to-digital conversion which does not rely on device matching
+ one-bit serial correction signals are used, thus requiring a minimum number of routing wires from the digital to the analog part of the circuit

As a concluding remark, it must be mentioned that the presented bitstream modulation technique can also be used in combination with higher-order modulators. The order of the digital sigma-delta modulator (bitstream generator) as well as the order of the sigma-delta AD-converter can be increased. Because of the noise spectrum added to the input signal, the order of the digital sigma-delta should be at least as high as the order of the AD-converter. In that case, the small increase of quantization noise can easily be compensated with a small increase of the oversampling ratio.

### 5.4 Implementation of the sigma-delta AD-converter

The main analog building blocks of the sigma-delta converter are the differential amplifier and the clocked comparator. The implementation of those blocks will be addressed in the subsequent sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
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The current switches have been implemented simply by differential pairs, preceded by emitter followers to obtain a level shift. The circuitry for the generation of the current signals depends on the sensor application. For example, the PTAT and reference current source of section 2.3.1 and the VI-converters of section 4.5.4 can be used. The operation of the presented blocks is demonstrated by a simulation shown in section 5.4.3.

The digital blocks were designed in such a way that implementation is possible, using standard digital CMOS cells or the bipolar ECL cells, developed for the Dimes01 process. The latter option, although not very compact, allows integration with the bipolar analog part on one chip. Therefore, the ECL logic was used for the bitstream generators.

A second order decimation filter was realized as a test-chip in DiMOS01, a 1.6μ CMOS process which only recently became operational in Dimes. It will be issued in section 5.4.4. Besides the hardware implementation of the bitstream decimator, a first-order decimation (counter) in the read-out software on a PC was also available for testing the sigma-delta converter.

5.4.1 Differential integrator amplifier

The differential amplifier is used in the integrator of the sigma-delta converter. The integrator amplifier fixes the voltage level at the input, and reduces negative influence of the Early effects in the currents sources and switching transistors, while providing the integrated large-swing voltage signal at the output.

The amplifier used is shown in Fig.5-25. It is a very simple 2-stage amplifier design, built up with a differential pair input stage Q1-Q4 (quad), a folded cascode, Q7 and Q8, and two voltage followers, Q11 and Q12, for providing the output current. The voltage amplification is realized by the input stage cascode combination only. The dominant pole is at the bases of the output stages. No compensation capacitors were needed so that the amplifier has no internal slew-rate limit. A voltage gain of 66dB (2000) and unity-gain bandwidth of 20MHz were obtained. The current gain was comparable (~1200). These figures are sufficient to neglect integrator leakage for sigma-delta resolutions up to 10-12 bit [4,35].

Furthermore, the amplifier contains two common-mode (CM) control loops, one at the input and one at the output. Transistors Q5 and Q6, in combination with the level-shifted connection through R5 to the common emitter node of the input stage, fix the CM input level to a few hundred
millivolts under the supply. This allows to drive the current switches, that are connected to the integrator input, by digital voltage signals on ECL level (see section 4.5.5) without saturating them.

The second CM-control does not really fix the CM-level of the output voltage, but regulates the maximum of both voltages. The degenerated differential pair, Q9 and Q10, detects which of the two output voltages is higher, and the common node (with R9 and R10 connected) follows that voltage. A feedback through the cascode transistors Q7 and Q8 combined with emitter resistors R7 and R8 prevents the output voltage from rising too far. The CM-control ‘gently’ clips the voltage at the rising output node just below the supply level, while the voltage the other output can go down. The asymmetry of this control with respect to the differential signal, is compensated by the differential feedback configuration in which the amplifier is used. The scope plot shown in Fig.5-26 demonstrates the operation of the control loop. While the individual output voltages are distorted, the differential output voltage amplifies the input correctly.

An advantage of such a control is that when the differential voltage is small, and the connected comparator has to make a precise decision, the absolute voltage levels are close to the supply voltage. This means the (NPN) input stage of the comparator has to be operational only in a small range around the positive supply (not, as usual, halfway the supply rails).
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The presented amplifier design has been completed with the bias circuitry for the current sources and was implemented in a very compact standard layout cell for the analog library. It is shown in Fig. 5-28.

5.4.2 Clocked comparator

The clocked comparator uses the familiar master-slave configuration and is shown in Fig. 5-27. The amplifying stage, Q1 and Q2, and the latching stage, Q3 and Q4, are turned on and off alternately, controlled by the clock signal. The other combination, Q5, Q6 and Q7, Q8, is switched in the opposite way. On positive clock edges, the input voltage amplified onto R1 and R2, is latched by Q3, Q4, and passed on by Q5, Q6 to the output. At the negative clock edge the second latch Q7, Q8 holds the output state.

The input pair is biased with an additional current source I1 to avoid that it is switched off completely. The emitter followers, Q13 and Q14, buffer the clock signal onto the clock switches, so that the digital clock signal can also be provided on ECL level. Saturation of the transistors will not occur, provided that the input signal is provided at a high CM level, as discussed at the end of the previous section.

1 Especially in low-voltage applications the proposed asymmetrical cm-control will thus be very practical.
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Fig. 5-27  Differential design of the clocked comparator.

Also, the comparator has been completed with the transistors for the current sources, and laid out in a compact standard cell. It was added to the analog cell library, which was also used for the design in chapter 4. Fig.5-28 gives an impression of the layout cells of the two function blocks discussed here.

Fig. 5-28  Standard layout cells of the differential amplifier and the clocked comparator.
5.4 Implementation of the sigma-delta AD-converter

5.4.3 Sigma-delta converter

The functionality of the blocks has been tested by means of a Pspice simulation of the differential sigma-delta configuration. Depending on the clock frequency the value of the input currents and the supply voltage, smaller or larger integration capacitors must be used. Fig. 5-29 shows the result of a simulation for a clock frequency of 200 kHz, a reference current of 12 μA, and integration capacitors of 40 pF. The supply voltage was 3 Volt. After start-up the integrator signal clearly shows the desired behavior for a first-order sigma-delta modulator.

![Fig. 5-29 Integrator output signal and bitstream signal of the differential first-order sigma-delta converter, (Pspice simulation).](image)

The next figure, Fig. 5-30, shows the simulation result for the same sigma-delta converter, but then with a modulated input current. The modulating signal is shown on top. The effect on the slopes of the integrator signal is clear: there are now 4 possible input conditions. The maximum voltage-swing also increases.

The computation effort for the Pspice simulations is too much to simulate enough clock periods for determination of the resolution on the basis of the bitstream output signal.

Using the laid-out analog library cells presented in the previous sections, completed with layout cells for a PTAT bias source, for the current switches...
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Fig. 5-30 Integrator output signal and bitstream signal of the first-order sigma-delta converter with modulated input signal.

and for the capacitors, the layout for different sigma-delta configurations could be generated automatically. It can be combined with automatically generated digital designs for the bitstream generators, as will be shown in section 5.5. Fig.5-31 shows one of the sigma-delta converters on a chip photograph.

Fig. 5-31 Chip photograph of a sigma-delta converter with two 60pF (6×20pF) integration capacitors.
5.4 Implementation of the sigma-delta AD-converter

5.4.4 Digital decimation filter implementation

As a test chip for the new DiMOS process, a bitstream decimation filter with smart sensor bus interface has been developed. Fig. 5-32 shows the configuration.

After reset, an 8-bit up/down counter generates the triangular shaped weighting function for a window size of 512 clock periods. Each clock period, the weighting factor from the up/down counter will be added to the memorized sum if the bitstream input is high. When the count returns to zero, at the 512th clock period, the total sum will be stored in the output register. The maximum output equals $512 \times 256/2 = 65386$, hence the 16-bit resolution for the full-adder and the register in the loop. The decimation result can be shifted out of the output register serially, which makes it easy to pass it through to the bus interface. It also makes it possible to process the bitstream and read out the converted signal at different clock frequencies.

![Fig. 5-32 Configuration of the 16-bit sinc² decimation filter.](image)

The bus interface is connected in such a way that any bitstream put on the bus by a sensor will be decimated by the filter. The bus master must first address a sensor which outputs a bitstream, then, after at least 512 clock periods, it can address the filter to read out the decimated value.

A digital standard cell library was adapted to the DiMOS design rules, so that the layout could be generated by the place & route routine of the
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layout program L-Edit. Fig. 5-33 shows a photograph of the resulting CMOS chip, which measures approximately 3×2 mm².

The chip can be used to connect any sigma-delta output to the integrated smart sensor bus, for easy read-out and testing on a PC-controlled measurement set-up. It has been tested, using the integrated smart sensor (IS²) bus and several smart temperature sensors, as presented in the next section.

Fig. 5-33 Chip photograph of the CMOS realization of the 16-bit decimation filter.

5.5 Smart temperature sensor realizations

The techniques presented in section 2.3.1 and section 5.3 can be combined in the design of a smart temperature sensor with programmable offset and gain calibration. The goal of the calibration is to overcome the device-to-device variations by means of calibration, so that all sensors can then be delivered with a fixed transfer from temperature to output. It is also possible to allow a customer programmable (variable) temperature range. These possibilities have been worked out in the next sections.
5.5 Smart temperature sensor realizations

5.5.1 Smart temperature sensor with calibration and IS\(^2\) bus interface

Fig. 5-34 shows the configuration of a smart temperature sensor based on the combination of (1) a PTAT and bandgap reference circuit, (2) a sigma-delta AD-converter, (3) an IS\(^2\) bus interface, and (4) two programmable bitstream generators. The combination of a PTAT temperature sensor and a sigma-delta AD-converter has been reported earlier [36].

The analog circuit for the temperature sensor is constructed in such a way that a temperature signal \(I_T\) and a reference signal \(I_{\text{ref}}\) are generated, as well as copies of both currents which are scaled down by a factor of 16. It is aimed to obtain a ratiometric signal \(I_T/I_{\text{ref}}\) which varies from 0 to 1 for the temperature range of -30°C to +70°C. The ratiometric conversion is obtained by the sigma-delta converter. Relatively large integration capacitors 60pF are used, because the maximum sigma-delta clock frequency that currently can be obtained on the smart sensor bus with a PC bus master is low, about 70kHz.

The signal \(I_{\text{ref}}/16\) is used to correct the offset error in the transfer. It can be added or subtracted from the normal input signal with a 4-bit precision, using the first bitstream generator. In the same way, the signal \(I_T/16\) is
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modulated by the output of the second bitstream modulator, and added at the sigma-delta input for correction of gain errors. The maximum correction for offset and gain is thus approximately ±6.25% of the full range. This is sufficient to compensate for the errors that can be expected to result from process variations, provided that the process is characterized well so that the actual nominal (average) sensor transfer is close to the desired transfer (see section 3.1.2).

The two 4-bit digital values for the offset and gain can be programmed through the bus interface. At one of the two sensor addresses the sensor can receive this calibration byte programmed by the bus master. At the other bus address of the sensor, the bus interface sends out the bitstream of the sigma-delta converter which can be received by the bus master.

Fig. 5-35 shows a photograph of the chip which was realized in the Dimes-01 bipolar process of the research institute DIMES. It measures approximately 4.4×5.3mm². A commercially more feasible chip size may be obtained by integration in a high-density bipolar or in a CMOS process (CMOS temperature sensors have been reported in [37,38], for example) which would reduce the size of the digital part especially. In addition, the
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The size of the analog part may be reduced by shrinking the integration capacitors, and running the sigma-delta converter at a higher clock frequency. In all, the chip size can be reduced to below 1×1 mm².

Through the use of the smart sensor bus, several sensors can be measured at the same time, including a reference temperature sensor for calibration purposes. In addition, the decimation filter presented in section 5.4.4 can be connected to the bus for decimation of the bitstream output of each addressed temperature sensor. An impression of the measurement set-up is given in Fig. 5-36. Multiple temperature sensors can be connected to the bus and inserted together in a temperature chamber (oven) for collective calibration.

Fig. 5-36 Impression of the measurement set-up using the integrated smart sensor bus for communication.

Fig. 5-37 presents the transfer and error of two measured temperature sensors before and after calibration of offset and gain.

Clearly, the curves can be calibrated onto the desired transfer curve. After calibration, the error remains almost within the ±0.5% range, corresponding to an 8-bit resolution. The calibration step size (LSB) was 0.8%, however a noise error was present as well. The parabolic error curve, remaining after offset and gain calibration, can be recognized with difficulty.

The table below summarizes the specifications of the chip. Because of the ECL realization, the digital part consumes a considerable amount of supply current which explains the self-heating of about 0.5 °C.
Fig. 5-37 Measured temperature transfer and relative error of two smart temperature sensors, before and after calibration.
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Table 5-1  Specifications of the smart temperature sensor with gain and offset calibration, and bus interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature range</td>
<td>-30 to +70</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration accuracy (LSB)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>% of FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration range, offset &amp; gain, 4-bit</td>
<td>±6.25</td>
<td>% of FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful output resolution</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum error after calibration</td>
<td>±0.8</td>
<td>% of FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock frequency</td>
<td>50-200</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Voltage, Vcc</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply current, analog part</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply current, digital part</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-heating</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conditions: Vcc=5, DIL16 package

5.5.2 Temperature sensor with linearity calibration

For a more accurate temperature sensor, a correction of the nonlinearity is needed. When using the ratio of a PTAT signal and a bandgap reference, the error typically shows a parabolic curve [36,...,39]. It can be shown that this is in fact a logarithmic error, of which the Taylor polynomial has a dominant quadratic component [39]. This can be compensated with a signal based on the product of a PTAT signal with a positive temperature coefficient, and a \( V^{1/g} \) signal which has a negative temperature coefficient. The multiplication can be obtained with a simple analog current multiplier, as shown in Fig.5-38.

The PTAT, \( V_{BE} \), and reference signals are derived from a temperature sensor signal as presented in section 2.3.1.

The temperature signals can be combined with the bitstream calibration technique, as proposed in the configuration of Fig.5-39. This smart temperature sensor has been presented in [27].
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Fig. 5-38 Current multiplier for generation of a parabolic compensation signal, and output current $I_{nl}$ versus temperature.

Using high-resolution bitstream generators the three different current signals $I_{ref}$, $I_T$, and $I_{nl}$ can be accurately weighted with a digital value, and summed at the input of the sigma-delta converter. The sum is converted with respect to the sigma-delta reference current, into a digital output. The three ratiometric signals $2I_{ref}/I_{ref}$, $I_T/I_{ref}$, and $I_{nl}/I_{ref}$ have respectively
5.5 Smart temperature sensor realizations

zero-order (constant), first-order (linear), and second-order (quadratic) dependency on the temperature, as shown in Fig.5-40. The supposedly linear signal, however, has a small quadratic error. The contribution of each of these signals can be varied from -1 to +1, so we have full control of the overall temperature transfer. Through a serial interface the bitstream generators can be programmed in such a way that the temperature can be measured accurately over a certain range.

![Graph showing the three ratiometric temperature signals used in the second smart temperature sensor.](image)

Fig. 5-40 *The three ratiometric temperature signals used in the second smart temperature sensor.*

A calibration should proceed as follows. At three different temperatures, preferably ‘spaced’ as far apart as possible, each of three programmable signals must be measured separately. This can be done by consecutively programming the bitstream generator of each signal with a fixed value, and the other two with zero. The three signals can then be characterized precisely, using second-order polynomials for the two temperature-dependent signals. For a desired linear temperature transfer it can then be calculated what the contributions of each of the three signals should be. The required values can then be programmed in the shift registers of the chip. The sigma-delta output range can be mapped on a temperature range of at least 75°C, and in between the operation limits of the IC, from -40°C to 130°C.

Fig.5-40 shows how the parabolic linearity error, remaining after offset and gain calibration, can be reduced to a much smaller third-order linearity error, using the addition of a quadratic temperature signal.
5.6 Conclusion

The construction of the sigma-delta Analog-to-Digital converter allows modification of the transfer by summing several analog input signals which are modulated by digitally generated bitstream signals. The sigma-delta (noise-shape) techniques can also be applied in the digital bitstream generation, which makes it possible to calibrate very accurately. However, the suggested configurations only allow for a low order of calibration.

The bitstream technique is appropriate for integration in the smart sensor concept, as demonstrated with the implementation of a smart temperature sensor with bus-interface and programmable calibration in a bipolar chip. For high accuracies, the required digital circuitry can only be integrated in a feasible manner, using a more compact CMOS technology.
5.6 Conclusion
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6.1 Introduction

It is not the aim of this chapter to investigate or discuss all the possible digital forms of sensor calibration techniques, but rather to demonstrate the feasibility of the progressive polynomial calibration method proposed in chapter 3.

It is acknowledged that digital compensation is the most attractive technique for high-resolution sensor calibration. The implementation in software for a digital processor enables an advanced, complex but also flexible correction of sensor signals. Hence, for most linearization techniques explained in chapter 3, examples of computer software implementations can be found in literature [1,2,3,4]. For the simpler linearization techniques, implementation in microcontroller programs has also been attempted [5,6].

On the other side, a hardware implementation allows to optimize for speed, chip area, or power consumption, but lacks flexibility [7,8]. In the next section we will first shortly consider the possibility to implement the proposed polynomial calibration method in digital hardware.
Using modern computers, it obviously is possible to realize an advanced digital sensor calibration with high orders of linearization and cross-sensitivity compensation. Such might be interesting for instrumentation systems, but not for the integration on a smart sensor. We must recall our purpose: to produce smart sensors of which the output signal is standardized with respect to a reference signal, and to achieve this at minimum production cost.

When a digital (either dedicated or standard) processor can be (hybridly) integrated at an acceptable price, still another cost aspect must be considered. Namely the time required per calibration per sensor. This time can be minimized not only by using an effective calibration method, but also by minimizing the data communication needed between the sensor(s) and the calibration controller (computer). Such can be obtained if the sensor calibration circuit or program is capable of calculating its own calibration coefficients. In that case, the calibration controller only has to send a signal to indicate which reference signal is applied during the calibration phase, see section 1.4.2. The signal can be sent to many sensors at a time, which then process their own output signal and calculate their own calibration coefficient, all in parallel. It is clear this may save time with respect to the situation in which a central computer has to read each sensor output, calculate each calibration coefficient, and store it in each sensor, one at a time.

For the proposed polynomial calibration method the calculation of the calibration coefficients is not complicated, and may very well be incorporated in the digital implementation.

### 6.2 Hardware implementation

For clarity the equations for the one-dimensional polynomial calibration procedure, explained in section 3.3.1, are summarized in Table 6-1. Since we now deal with digital numbers and not with physical signals, the reference signal $y_{ref}$ has been left out. It means a different ‘unit’ is incorporated in each calibration coefficient.

It was already clear from the *cascaded* implementation shown in Fig. 3-16 on page 82, that the procedure has a repetitive character. The same algorithm is repeated for each calibration step, using the previous output $h_{n-1}(x)$ and the polynomial product $\Pi\{h_i(x)-y_i\}$ as inputs. While in analog
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Table 6-1  Overview of equations for the one-dimensional progressive polynomial calibration technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Calibrated function</th>
<th>Calibration coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initial</td>
<td>$y = f(x)$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>step 1 $h_1(x)$</td>
<td>$f(x) + a_1$</td>
<td>$a_1 = y_1 - f(x_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>step 2 $h_2(x)$</td>
<td>$h_1(x) + a_2 \cdot {h_1(x) - y_1}$</td>
<td>$a_2 = \frac{{y_2 - h_1(x_2)}}{{h_1(x_2) - y_1}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>step 3 $h_3(x)$</td>
<td>$h_2(x) + a_3 \cdot {h_1(x) - y_1} \cdot {h_2(x) - y_2}$</td>
<td>$a_3 = \frac{{y_3 - h_2(x_3)}}{{h_1(x) - y_1} \cdot {h_2(x) - y_2}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>step n $h_n(x)$</td>
<td>$h_{n-1}(x) + a_n \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{n-1} {h_i(x) - y_i}$</td>
<td>$a_n = \frac{y_n - h_{n-1}(x_n)}{\prod_{i=1}^{n-1} {h_i(x) - y_i}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hardware the multiplication and summing actions can be realized very compactly, in digital hardware such arithmetic functions require complex circuitry. Therefore, it makes more sense to include the algorithm in a loop as proposed in Fig. 6-1, and so reduce the number of multipliers and adders. The highlighted algorithm is the same as used in Fig. 3-16, besides the absence of $y_{\text{ref}}$. The signals indicated in Fig. 6-1 are for the $n$-th and last calibration step, supposing the calibration points $y_1$ to $y_n$ are known, and the coefficients $a_1$ to $a_n$ have already been calculated and stored.

The output and correction term of a calibration step are stored in ‘sample & hold’ registers, so that they can be used as inputs in the next calibration step. For each calibration step $i$ the values of $y_{i-1}$ and the required coefficient $a_i$ are multiplexed from a memory, and the loop is executed once. The first calibration step, for offset, may be simplified and executed first, outside the loop as shown in the figure. At the second calibration step the inputs are connected in such a way that the first multiplier outputs the signal $(h_1(x) - y_1)$ which is used for the gain correction. At succeeding
calibration steps the inputs are switched to the previous output values stored in the SH registers, and so the product term for the polynomial corrections is built-up.

As mentioned in the introduction, it is desirable that the calculation of the coefficients, during the calibration phase, is incorporated in the implementation itself, and not externally. Knowledge about the desired output values \( y_1 \) to \( y_n \) can be built in or received from the calibration controller. By expanding the block diagram as illustrated in Fig. 6-2, the calibration coefficient can then be calculated internally. During calibration the controller sends a signal to indicate which input reference is being applied to the input of the sensor.

At the \( n \)-th calibration step, the reference signal \( x_n \) is applied by the calibration controller, corresponding to the desired output \( y_n \). The input \( f(x_n) \) is sampled, and processed through \( n-1 \) correction steps. The \( n \)-th step is then executed with \( a_n=0 \), and \( h_{n-1}(x_n) \) is obtained at the output. The output signal is subtracted from the desired output \( y_n \), and the result \( \{y_n-h_{n-1}(x_n)\} \) is used to obtain the correct value for \( a_n \). This can be achieved in two ways. As shown in the figure, the signal \( \{y_n-h_{n-1}(x_n)\} \) can be divided by the value of the available correction term \( \Pi\{h_i(x)-y_i\} \), in
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Fig. 6-2 Algorithmic loop implementation with calculation of the calibration coefficient, at the n-th step of the calibration phase.

accordance with the formula’s in Table 6-1. The other way is to compute $a_n$ algorithmically. As in a Successive-Approximation converter, the bits of $a_n$ are determined, and programmed one by one from MSB to LSB, based on the polarity of the signal $\{y_n-h_{n-1}(x_n)\}$. Bit by bit that signal is reduced to zero, the output is equalized to the desired value, and the resulting value for $a_n$ is stored in memory.

When considering implementation of the block diagrams in Fig. 6-1 and Fig. 6-2 in digital hardware, the following objection comes to mind. The digital implementation will turn out to be very similar to a standard microprocessor. Adders and multipliers are needed; these functions are usually efficiently implemented in the Arithmetic Logic Unit (alu) of a microprocessor. Furthermore, the necessary memory addressing is also present in any microprocessor, and the sample & hold registers are available for example as ‘stack’ memory. The question rises whether the development of an custom processor for digital calibration would be worth the investment. The only advantages of a dedicated digital processor for the digital calibration would be the possibility to optimize for speed, power consumption or chip area, whereas flexibility and debugging...
options have to be missed. Hence the option to implement the progressive polynomial calibration method in a small software program for a standard microcontroller is preferred for experiments. It is presented in the next section.

### 6.3 Software implementation

#### 6.3.1 Sensor system configuration

The purpose of the implementation of the two-dimensional calibration procedure in a microcontroller program [9,10], is to eventually apply it in a smart sensor system set-up as proposed in Fig. 6-3.

![Smart Sensor Interface Circuit](image)

**Fig. 6-3** Pressure sensor system configuration for including a calibration function in microcontroller software.

Using a smart sensor interface chip with IS$^2$ bus interface the microcontroller can read out the pressure sensor and an integrated PTAT temperature sensor [11]. A multiplexer controlled by the bus interface makes it possible to read out both sensors using a single sigma-delta AD-converter. The output of the pressure sensor is determined by the applied pressure and, because of cross-sensitivity, to the operating temperature of the sensor. The sensor interface with PTAT sensor should thus be integrated close to the pressure sensor so that the measured temperature is related closely to that of the pressure sensor. Different levels of integration are possible, depending on which components can be
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integrated on the same chip, multi-chip module, or package. It is also possible to keep the microcontroller external, so it can be used for multiple sensors in a larger bus-wired system.

For the development of the microcontroller program it was assumed that the microcontroller can invoke samples of the pressure and temperature sensor\(^1\), and that it must autonomously compute the corrected output pressure based on stored calibration data. Furthermore, it is desirable that the microcontroller program can autonomously compute the required calibration coefficients, when the sensor system is inserted in a calibration set-up. Through a computer interface the microcontroller must then be signalled about the reference inputs being applied and the desired output value.

The calibration program and the calibration coefficients must be stored in the memory of the microcontroller, preferably a non-volatile memory such as PROM.

6.3.2 Calibration algorithm

The two-dimensional polynomial calibration method has been explained shortly in section 3.3.2. The equations for an \(N \times M\) calibration are adapted for a pressure sensor calibration, and summarized in Table 6-2. The computation of the calibration coefficients, using \(N \times M\) calibration measurements \(f(p_m, T_m)\) is presented in Table 6-3.

The pressure sensor output signal is represented by \(y=f(p, T)\), whereas \(h_{nm}(p, T)\) represent the subsequent calibrated sensor functions. The calibrated output signal is given by the last calibration function \(h_{NM}(p, T)\). For the calibration of the sensor, \(N\) different pressure values have been used, corresponding to desired output values \(y_1\) to \(y_N\). At each pressure value, \(M\) different temperatures have been used for calibration. The signal \(T\) represents the output of the temperature sensor rather than the actual temperature. Also for the temperature calibration points \(T_m\) the temperature sensor outputs, measured in the calibration phase, must be used. In that way calibration of the errors of the temperature sensor will be included automatically.

\(^1\) For this purpose the microcontroller needs to be equipped with an IS\(^2\) bus interface, which can be realized either in hardware or in software. These developments have not yet been completed.
Table 6-2  Overview of calibration functions for the two-dimensional progressive polynomial calibration method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$h_{11}(p, T) = f(p, T) + a_{11}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$h_{1M}(p, T) = h_{1,M-1}(p, T) + a_{1M} \cdot \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T - T_m)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>$h_{21}(p, T) = h_{1M}(p, T) + a_{21} \cdot {h_{1M}(p, T) - y_1}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$h_{2M}(p, T) = h_{2,M-1}(p, T) + a_{1M} \cdot {h_{1M}(p, T) - y_1} \cdot \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T - T_m)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>$h_{N1}(p, T) = h_{N-1,M}(p, T) + a_{N1} \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} {h_{nM}(p, T) - y_n}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$h_{NM}(p, T) = h_{N,M-1}(p, T) + a_{NM} \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T - T_m) \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} {h_{nM}(p, T) - y_n}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6-3  Overview of calibration coefficients for the two-dimensional progressive polynomial calibration method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>( T = T_1 )</th>
<th>( T = T_M )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( a_{11} = y_1 - f(p_1, T_1) )</td>
<td>( a_{1M} = \frac{y_1 - h_{1,M-1}(p_1; T_M)}{\prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( a_{21} = \frac{y_2 - h_{1M}(p_2, T_1)}{{h_{1M}(p_2, T_1) - y_1}} )</td>
<td>( a_{2M} = \frac{y_2 - h_{2,M-1}(p_2; T_M)}{{h_{1M}(p_2; T_M) - y_1} \cdot \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>( a_{N1} = \frac{y_N - h_{N-1,M}(p_N; T_1)}{\prod_{n=1}^{N-1} {h_{nM}(p_n; T_1) - y_n} \cdot \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m)} )</td>
<td>( a_{NM} = \frac{y_N - h_{N,M-1}(p_N; T_M)}{\prod_{n=1}^{N-1} {h_{nM}(p_n; T_M) - y_n} \cdot \prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m)} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The arrows in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3 indicate the direction of execution. Along the rows of the tables the temperature dependency is calibrated, whereas the columns represent the calibration steps on the pressure axes. It is important that at each pressure calibration step the sensor curve is first corrected for temperature before proceeding to the next pressure calibration steps. Otherwise the temperature dependency gets multiplied by the pressure corrections, and gets harder to rectify. The example may clarify this. It is assumed that generally the sensor signal depends more on pressure than on temperature.

The algorithm for the two-dimensional polynomial calibration has been tested, using the mathematical computer program MATLAB. This gives the obvious advantage that we can study the behavior of the calibrated sensor response, where in practice this would require an impractical number of measurements. For that purpose, several fictive sensor responses were generated, using mathematical descriptions of two-dimensional functions with different kinds of nonlinearity and cross-sensitivity. Fig. 6-4 shows one such a uncalibrated sensor response used for testing. It clearly shows a slightly nonlinear pressure dependency and a small cross-sensitivity to temperature. The frame indicates the ideal transfer function.

**Fig. 6-4** Sensor transfer function (example), output versus normalized pressure and temperature.
The calibration is now started by measuring the sensor output at one pressure $p_1$, for different temperatures. After correction at for example three temperature points $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, the output is more or less constant along the axis $p=p_1$, $y=y_1$. Fig. 6-5 shows the sensor transfer in that situation.

![Sensor transfer curve, after calibration at one pressure point and three points along the temperature axis.](image)

Fig. 6-5  *Sensor transfer curve, after calibration at one pressure point and three points along the temperature axis.*

It is now possible to rotate the response surface around that axis, using \{h(p,T)-y_1\} for the gain correction. Because the error at $p=p_1$ is already made very small, it will not get affected much by the gain correction. At the next pressure calibration point $p_2$ the gain correction is determined. And again the temperature-dependency is reduced first by calibration at temperature points $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, before proceeding to the next calibration step.

After $5\times3$ correction steps the transfer curve seems practically identical to the desired transfer curve, see Fig. 6-6.
The progress in the calibration can be examined better by looking at the error surface. Fig. 6-7 shows the error between the actual sensor output and the desired output as a function of pressure and temperature, without calibration.

After correction based on a 5x3 calibration, the error surface is flattened as shown in Fig. 6-8. The error is made zero in all the used calibration points \((p_1, T_1)\) to \((p_5, T_3)\). Along the temperature and the pressure axes the third-order and fifth-order polynomial may be identified. The labeled points on the “ground” surface indicate the calibration order. After calibration the peak in the error surface is reduced to about 1 percent of the full-scale output.

Further reduction of the error may be obtained by using more calibration points. Fig. 6-5 shows the error surface in case the correction was based on a 7x5 polynomial calibration. The remaining error peak was reduced to a value smaller than 0.2%.
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Fig. 6-7  Initial error surface.

Fig. 6-8  Error surface after correction based on a 5x3 polynomial calibration.
The reduction of the error has been examined for several different sensor transfers, and different numbers of calibration steps. More examples can be found in [12].

**Calibration coefficients**

The calculation of the calibration coefficients suggested in Table 6-3, implies a certain order of the calibration measurements. The calibration coefficients in the table are calculated row by row. In case of a pressure sensor the order is disadvantageous, namely at each pressure calibration point $p_m$, the output must be measured for different temperatures $T_1$ to $T_M$. This means that a lot of temperature sweeps, $N \times M$, would have to be made. Because of the large settling time of a temperature chamber (oven), in which pressure sensors are calibrated, the calibration would take a long time and become expensive. For most pressure sensors, the test pressures for the calibration can be generated much quicker. Hence it is preferred to minimize the number of temperature steps, and perform multiple pressure measurements at each temperature.
Fortunately the calculation of the calibration can easily be modified to enable a different arrangement of the calibration measurements. Looking at the equations of the calibration functions, see Tables 6-2, we can observe that for $T=T_1$:

$$h_{1M}(p_2, T_1) = h_{11}(p_2, T_1).$$

Thus we don't have to compute the first row completely to be able to calculate the calibration coefficient $a_{21}$ on the second row, as suggested in Tables 6-3. Because for all equations in the first column:

$$h_{n-1,M}(p_n, T_1) = h_{n-1,1}(p_n, T_1),$$

the calculation of the calibration coefficients can be modified as shown in Table 6-4. Now the coefficients can be calculated column by column as indicated with the arrows. Accordingly, the calibration measurements are done in that order as well. In that case the number of temperature sweeps is minimized to $M$, whereas the pressure needs to be changed $M \times N$ times.

In fact the calibration coefficients can be calculated in any order working through a similar table but always from left to right or downwards. In that way the calibration can also be expanded afterward, using extra columns and/or rows of calibration measurements.
Table 6-4
Overview of calibration coefficients for the two-dimensional progressive polynomial calibration method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>T(=T_M)</th>
<th>(y'<em>1 = h</em>{1,1}(p_1, T_1))</th>
<th>(y'<em>2 = h</em>{1,1}(p_2, T_1))</th>
<th>(\ldots)</th>
<th>(y'<em>N = h</em>{1,1}(p_N, T_1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>a_{1,1}</td>
<td></td>
<td>(a_{1,1} = \frac{y'<em>1 - y_1}{M-1}) (\prod</em>{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m))</td>
<td>(a_{2,1} = \frac{y'_2 - y'<em>1}{M-1}) (\prod</em>{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m))</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(a_{N,1} = \frac{y'<em>N - y'</em>{N-1}}{M-1}) (\prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>\vdots</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>a_{N,M}</td>
<td></td>
<td>(a_{N,M} = \frac{y'<em>N - y</em>{N-1}}{M-1}) (\prod_{m=1}^{M-1} (T_M - T_m))</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.3 Calibration program

The microcontroller we used for evaluation of the calibration method is the 80c552 which is an inexpensive 8-bit microcontroller driven by a 12 MHz clock. The system software consists of a program written in C, which is compiled, assembled, and then downloaded into the microcontroller memory through an RS232 interface. And the program could be tested on microcontroller evaluation board, using PC-communication.

The program consists of two parts. First the calibration part, to calculate the calibration coefficients when applying reference signals to the sensors. At each calibration step the output signals are measured, and processed according to the equations in Table 6-2, to compute the calibration coefficients as described in Table 6-4. Second the measurement or correction part, to calculate the corrected values of the pressure output, according to equations in Table 6-2, using the sensor outputs and the values of calibration coefficients already calculated during the calibration cycle. From the implementations of the one-dimensional polynomial calibration it was already clear that both the calibration and the correction can be implemented algorithmically. In programming this means that the calculations are based on the repetitive use of the same procedure. For the two dimensional calibration a nested loop is needed. Altogether it results in a very compact program. The complete calibration program, together with the calibration coefficients and reference data for a 5x5 calibration, required only 6.6 kilobytes memory of the microcontroller.

Initially the program is developed as an interactive program which during the calibration process inquires the user about the reference data and the desired output signal, at each stage of the calibration process. Then the microcontroller proceeds with the necessary calculations, which involves calculating a new calibration coefficient and checking the error limit supplied by the user. Once this limit has been reached, entering more calibration data can stop, and the measurement cycle can start. Once the optimal number of calibration points and reference signals has been chosen, the system can be made autonomous by storing the program and the reference data in the microcontroller PROM, and by using hardware interrupts to indicate that certain reference signals (pressure and temperature) have been applied for calibration. During batch calibration, many of such pressure sensor systems can then be connected to the same interrupt signals, and each system independently calculates and stores its own calibration coefficients.
The microcontroller program was operated and tested, using the fictive sensor data already used in the simulations. As expected, the actual results from the microcontroller program were found to coincide with the simulation results [12]. With the microcontroller type already mentioned, and 32-bit precision floating point arithmetic, it was found that the time required to calculate one corrected value during the measurement cycle was approximately 30 ms based on 5×5 calibration steps. This is fast enough for sensors with a signal bandwidth lower than 15 Hz. Of course speed and accuracy can be exchanged. To increase speed one could for example reduce calibration accuracy to 5×3 or 3×3 steps, chose a lower arithmetical resolution, or chose a faster 16-bit (more expensive) microcontroller. Maximum speed can then be in the order of 100-1000 samples per second.

Finally, Fig.6-10 gives an overview of the remaining peak errors after several calibration steps, for six different sensor curves that were used for testing of the two-dimensional calibration method.
6.4 Conclusion

For the six test cases, different pressure and temperature dependencies have been combined, using polynomial, root, exponential, and logarithmic functions. The large bars represent the initial linearity error, since with a 2x2 calibration only the linear errors are corrected. The figure shows how the linearity error reduces when increasing the number of calibration measurements to respectively 3x3, 5x3, 5x5, and 7x5. One has to keep in mind that the bars indicate the maxima of the error surfaces.

6.3.4 Future work

Still some work remains to be done before the calibration program can actually be applied in the intended smart sensor configuration of Fig. 6-3 and tested with real sensor data. The developed pressure sensor interface described in section 2.3.2 needs to be combined on one chip with a smart temperature sensor as described in section 5.5.1. The microcontroller program must be expanded with a bus-interface for sensor read-out. Also the packaging for the combination of the sensor, the interface IC, and the microcontroller must be investigated. Further investments are required to set up a (computer-) controlled measurement configuration for pressure and temperature, which is needed to calibrate and test such smart sensor.

6.4 Conclusion

In the consideration of digital implementations of calibration techniques we concentrated on the proposed polynomial calibration method. The step-by-step correction of the sensor transfer curve can be set up in an algorithmic way. For each calibration step the same calculation procedure is then used. This applies for the correction of the sensor transfer function as well as for the computation of the calibration coefficients. It allows a compact realization in hardware in the form of an algorithmic loop implementation. When implemented in software, the required calibration program can also be made very compact. The latter option can be successfully applied in future microcontroller-based smart sensors. With respect to the implementations of the previous two chapters, it offers the advantage of an advanced two-dimensional calibration, at the costs of (hybrid) integration of a microcontroller, and some sacrifice in sensor signal bandwidth.
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Summary and Conclusions

Smart Sensors

Electronic sensors are applied in industrial machines, as well as in consumer products, in order to enhance functionality, or to improve performance and reliability. Currently, the application of sensors requires a high-level expertise, due to the large diversity in sensors and, correspondingly, in sensor output formats, and in the required electronic sensor interfaces. The application of electronic sensors will be greatly stimulated if the sensors are equipped with smart electronics, which provide conversion of the sensor signal to a standardized digital output and bus interface. Using modern silicon IC-technology, such smart sensors can be produced in high volume and at low cost. This will make them available for application in more products, and may also lead to new products. A smart sensor configuration, composed of silicon sensor(s), analog front-end circuit, one-bit sigma-delta AD-converter, and a serial bus interface, forms a suitable concept for complete integration.

Calibration

For standardization, a fixed transfer from sensor input to electrical output is desired for each sensor (type). Due to variations in the production, most sensors exhibit some unpredictable errors with respect to the desired transfer. Each sensor needs to be calibrated individually to accomplish the
Summary and Conclusions

desired fixed transfer. This has to be realized in an inexpensive way, which means that the calibration procedure has to be automated in the sensor production line. Currently, sensor calibration requires an expensive (time consuming) laser-trimming technique. Automated calibration could become feasible if electronics are included in the smart sensor, to enable correction of the sensor transfer function in a digitally programmable (computer-controlled) way. Furthermore, the costs of calibration in a sensor production line can be reduced by executing a minimum number of calibration measurements, and by measuring a maximum number of sensors at a time. The latter is facilitated if the smart sensors are equipped with a bus interface. The first must be obtained by choosing an effective linearization method.

Linearization

Different linearization methods have been examined. Generally, the use of a single (full-range) interpolation function, or a set of (sub-range) interpolation functions (splines), is the best choice for linearizing the sensor transfer curve, using a minimum number of measurement data. Classically, the sensor transfer curve is first measured completely (all calibration points), and then all the required calibration coefficients are calculated. The progressive polynomial calibration method is proposed, which linearizes the sensor transfer curve in a step-by-step manner. At each step, one calibration measurement is done, and one calibration coefficient is calculated and applied immediately. Every succeeding calibration step is done in such a way that the previous calibration(s) remain undisturbed. At each step, the calibrated transfer curve progresses towards the desired transfer curve. In addition to the linearization of a one-dimensional sensor transfer function, the progressive method is also worked out for the two-dimensional polynomial calibration of sensors, showing a cross-sensitivity error.

Implementation

At several places in the signal processing chain of a smart sensor, the overall transfer function can be modified. Traditionally, the sensor transfer function is adjusted in the analog (physical) signal domain, by means of trimmable components, or in the digital domain, by using a digital memory with a look-up table, or by using a data-acquisition computer. These three options are problematic concerning the desired features for the calibration function, respectively, programmability, a low number of calibration points, and integration with the sensor.
It was shown that an advanced two-dimensional calibration procedure, based on the progressive polynomial linearization method, can be implemented in a simple microcontroller program. The calibration program has been tested with computer-generated fictive sensor data, for different numbers of calibration steps, up to 7x7 measurement points. This (software) calibration feature can be added to one sensor exclusively, by hybrid integration of a microcontroller die and a sensor die in one package. After the packaging, an automated sensor calibration procedure can be inserted in the production line in order to manufacture calibrated smart sensors. At the current technology level, it is often more cost-effective to use one microcontroller, in a complete (bus-wired) data-acquisition system, for readout and calibration of multiple sensors. However, this implies that the sensors will still have to be calibrated by the customer who applies the sensors in the data-acquisition system. Alternative options have therefore been examined.

In the analog signal path, the sensor transfer function can be altered in a digitally programmable way, by using Digital-to-Analog (DA) converters. Calibration of offset, gain, and cross-sensitivity errors can be implemented in a classical approach. These implementations can be modified in accordance with the progressive calibration method, to eliminate influence between successive settings (offset, gain, etc.), and to circumvent iteration of the adjustments. A programmable analog circuit is presented which implements four steps of the progressive polynomial calibration method. Programmable analog circuits can be used for sensor calibration with limited resolution (8-10 bit) and limited correction of higher-order effects (nonlinearity/cross-sensitivity). As an advantage, a large bandwidth can be maintained for the (analog) transfer function, as it is not limited by any digital sampling or processing speed.

As an alternative for the DA-conversions, digital pulse modulation can be used to modify the transfer of an analog signal. This technique has been elaborated in combination with sigma-delta AD-conversion. The technique multiplies analog input signals with digitally-controlled bitstream (pulsed) signals. This offers the possibility of a high-resolution correction. Because the signals are all summed at one point, the technique should be applied only to calibration of (lower-order) non-idealities that can be compensated with additive correction signals. The use of the bitstream modulation technique is demonstrated by the realization of two smart temperature sensor configurations, providing calibration of offset, gain, and second-order linearity errors.
Summary and Conclusions

To summarize, the Table 7-1 rates the important features of the examined implementations of a programmable calibration function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calibration Features</th>
<th>Analog Signal Processing</th>
<th>Bitstream Modulation, AD-conversion</th>
<th>Digital Signal Processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offset, Gain Cal.</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linearity Calibration</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sensitivity Cal.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Polynomial Calibration</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with Sensor (interface)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

--- = impossible/very low, +++ = very suitable/very high

For low-resolution calibration of a small number of error corrections, the use of an analog circuit with programmable DA-converters is feasible. It is suitable for integration with the sensor or sensor interface, provided that a high-density (VLSI) integration technique, compatible with the sensor technology, is available. If the advantages of the analog circuit technique, namely, a compact integration (relatively low number of transistors) and large 'analog' bandwidth, are not really needed, then a digitally oriented calibration technique is favored.

For a low number of high-resolution corrections, the bitstream modulation technique is the best option. It is also a suitable technique for integration of the calibration circuit in the proposed smart sensor concept. Because of the amount of digital circuitry required for the generation of the bitstream signals, a CMOS implementation would be more compact and thus preferable.
For high-resolution calibration with an advanced correction method (such as for higher-order polynomial linearization and cross-sensitivity compensation), the use of a microcontroller or a dedicated digital signal processor is the best option. Advances will still have to be made to make the integration of such digital signal processors with sensors economically feasible.

Several techniques have been presented which make it possible to include a digitally programmable calibration function in a sensor interface circuit. To become useful, these techniques must be combined with (existing) non-volatile memory techniques for storage of the digital calibration coefficients. A calibration circuit can be integrated with each sensor at an increase in the production costs, which is related to the silicon surface of the total calibration circuit. However, by making use of this enhanced functionality of the sensor for automation of the calibration procedure, the production costs of accurate (factory-calibrated) sensors can be reduced. Some costs per calibration measurement will remain (heating a temperature chamber costs time). For some kinds of sensors the netto effect will be a reduction of production costs per sensor. Considering the rapidly increasing integration densities and decreasing price per transistor, an integrated smart sensor with calibration feature will become more and more viable in the future. Furthermore, the calibration function that can be integrated with a sensor will become more advanced (faster, more accurate, or a higher-order linearization). As usual in circuit technology, and also for the calibration circuits, accuracy, speed, and circuit complexity can be exchanged.

Finally, it should be recognized that calibration techniques can only improve some aspects of a sensor, and at a relatively high price (calibration measurements). If a sensor transfer function can be improved in another way, for example by using an improved construction or material or an auto-calibration, this is given preference. Research on such sensor developments deserves to be stimulated.
Summary and Conclusion:

In this chapter, we have discussed the importance of a single calibration tool that integrates both hardware and software components. The integration of these components allows for more accurate and efficient calibration processes. We have outlined the requirements for such a tool and have provided examples of how it can be implemented in real-world applications. The next steps in this research will involve the development and testing of this calibration tool.

Conclusion:

This research has demonstrated the benefits of integrating smart sensor technology with the latest advancements in computer science. The development of a single calibration tool that combines hardware and software components will be a significant step forward in improving the accuracy and efficiency of sensor calibration. The future of sensor technology is promising, and we look forward to seeing how this research can be applied in various fields.
Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft diverse mogelijkheden om een kalibratiefunctie in slimme sensoren (‘smart sensors’) te integreren. Verschillende aspecten zijn in de voorgaande hoofdstukken aan bod gekomen: de configuratie van geïntegreerde slimme sensoren, de kalibratie en de linearisatie van de signaal-overdrachtsfunktie en kalibratieschakelingen die gebruik maken van, respectievelijk, analoge signaalbewerking, van sigma-delta analog-digitaal omzetters (ADC’s) of van digitale signaalbewerking. Deze aspecten worden hieronder kort samengevat.

Hoofdstuk 1: Introductie

Dankzij de snelle ontwikkelingen in de techniek van geïntegreerde schakelingen (ICs), zijn de mogelijkheden van elektronische signaalbewerking enorm toegenomen. De krachtige elektronische signaalbewerking zou ook rechtstreeks toegepast kunnen worden op niet-elektrische signalen, door gebruik te maken van elektrische sensoren. Dit biedt vele nieuwe toepassingsmogelijkheden, bijvoorbeeld om de functionaliteit van apparaten uit te breiden of de betrouwbaarheid te vergroten. Deze ontwikkeling zal gestimuleerd worden bij beschikbaarheid van sensoren die eenvoudig toepasbaar en goedkoop zijn. Door silicium sensoren (IC-compatible) te combineren met geïntegreerde elektronische functies, in zogeheten ‘integrated smart sensors’, kan dit worden gerealiseerd.

Om toepassing van sensoren, bijvoorbeeld in combinatie met PC's of microcontrollers, te vereenvoudigen, is het wenselijk dat zij beschikken over een een standaard uitgangssignaal en een digitale bus aansluiting (‘bus interface’). In een productieproces vergt de standaardisatie van de signaal-overdrachtsfunktie echter voor iedere sensor een kostbare individuele kalibratie. In een meetopstelling en met behulp van een fysisch referentiesignaal, wordt dan bij een aantal ingangs-signaalniveaus het sensor-uitgangssignaal gemeten. Op basis van deze kalibratie-meetpunten, worden dan de sensoereigenschappen aangepast, bijvoorbeeld door middel van ‘laser-trimming’, zodanig dat de gewenste standaard overdrachtsfunktie verkregen wordt. Door het integreren van een digitaal programmeerbare kalibratie-schakeling en een digitale bus-interface-
Schakeling op elke slimme sensor, wordt het mogelijk om vele sensoren tegelijk, computergestuurd, te kalibreren. Bij de fabricage van nauwkeurige sensoren kan, met een dergelijke automatisering van de kalibratie, een reductie in de produktiekosten per sensor bereikt worden.

Hoofdstuk 2: Geïntegreerde slimme sensoren

Door de grote verscheidenheid aan sensoren, bestaat er ook een grote variatie aan sensor-uitgangssignalen. Bovendien vindt men zelfs bij hetzelfde type, per sensor, verschillen in de uitgangssignaalniveaus. Voor omzetting naar het gewenste standaard uitgangssignaal dat over een digitale bus door een microcontroller of computer uitgelezen kan worden, dient een viertal functies in de slimme sensor geïntegreerd te worden.

Ten eerste dient het, over het algemeen zwakke, sensorsignaal omgezet te worden naar een sterk spannings- of stroomsignaal, met behulp van een specifieke analoge sensor-uitleesschakeling (interface).

Vervolgens dient het analoge signaal omgezet te worden naar een digitaal signaal door middel van een analoog-digitaal (AD) conversie. Het gebruik van een zogeheten sigma-delta AD-omzetter biedt in dit geval een aantal belangrijke voordelen: er zijn weinig componenten voor nodig, een hoge resolutie is haalbaar en het digitaal uitgangssignaal is klok-synchroon en serieel (pulsreeks).

Ten derde zou een slimme sensor uitgerust moeten worden met een bus-interface-schakeling. Dit levert de mogelijkheid om, op eenvoudige en goedkope wijze (weinig bedrading), een meetstelsel op te zetten met meerdere sensoren. De eenvoudige 'inter-integrated-circuit' (I2C) bus is hiervoor geschikt, alhoewel alleen bedoeld voor communicatie van bytes-gecodeerde signalen. De speciaal ontwikkelde 'integrated-smart-sensor' (IS²) bus biedt de mogelijkheid om met nog minder componenten een bus-interface te integreren, door ook de communicatie van digitale pulsreeksen en zelfs van analoge signalen toe te staan.

Tot slot dient ergens in bovenstaand signaalpad een correctie plaats te vinden van de fouten in de signaal-overdrachtsfunctie van de sensor, zodanig dat de gewenste (standaard) overdrachtsfunctie gerealiseerd wordt. Het is gewenst om deze correctie digitaal programmeerbaar te maken. In dat geval kunnen de kalibratiemetingen en de correctie makkelijk geautomatiseerd worden. Door de busaansluiting op iedere sensor kan zo'n kalibratie bovendien voor veel sensoren tegelijk worden
uitgevoerd (‘batch’-kalibratie). Het is dus gewenst de mogelijkheden te onderzoeken voor integratie van een digitaal programmeerbare kalibratieschakeling, passend in het beschreven concept van een slimme sensor.

**Hoofdstuk 3: Kalibratie en linearisatietechnieken**

De fouten die in de overdrachtsfunctie, van fysisch ingangssignaal naar elektrisch uitgangssignaal, kunnen voorkomen zijn op verschillende manieren te onderscheiden. We kunnen verschillende soorten fouten typen, te weten; nulverschuiving (offset), schaalfout (scale), niet-lineariteit, kruisgevoeligheid of overspraak (cross-sensitivity), hysterese en verloop van de sensoreigenschappen in de tijd (drift). Sommige van deze fouten, met name drift en hysterese, kunnen niet eenvoudig met behulp van een kalibratie gecorrigeerd worden. Andere methodes, bijvoorbeeld auto-kalibratie, zullen dan onderzocht of gezocht moeten worden.

Het is verstandig in alle gevallen onderscheid te maken tussen systematische en willekeurige fouten (gemiddelde en spreiding). De eerste dient bij voorkeur ook systematisch geëlimineerd of gecorrigeerd te worden, zodat alleen de willekeurige fouten resten voor correctie door middel van een kalibratie. De kalibratie is dus niet per se bedoeld om het sensor-uitgangssignaal te relateren aan het fysisch ingangssignaal (definitie), maar juist om de spreiding in de overdrachtsfunctie van een set geproduceerde sensoren binnen een beperkte foutmarge te krijgen. Binnen deze foutmarge vertonen al deze sensoren dan, na kalibratie, een standaard signaaloverdracht.

De fouten in de overdrachtsfunctie, ten opzichte van de ideale, lineaire functie, kunnen ook onderscheiden worden in lineaire (bijv. offset, schaal, en temperatuursoëfficiënten) en niet-lineaire fouten (vervorming). De fouten van de eerste soort kunnen meestal op eenvoudige wijze gekalibreerd worden, aan de hand een paar kalibratie-meetpunten. Voor de tweede soort is een geavanceerder kalibratie nodig en gebruik van een linearisatie-techniek. Hiervoor kunnen verschillende linearisatie-methoden toegepast worden, gebaseerd op bijvoorbeeld een opzoek-tabel (look-up table), op partieel-lineaire (piece-wise linear) interpolatie, op partieel-polynomische interpolatie (splines), of op een volledige functie-interpolatie. De eerste twee methoden hebben als nadeel dat een groot aantal kalibratie-meetpunten nodig zijn om een bepaalde niet-lineariteit te corrigeren, wat zich in een sensorproductie vertaalt in hoge kosten voor de

Hoofdstuk 4: Kalibratie in het analoge signaaldomein

Met gebruikmaking van digitaal-analoog omzetters (DAC's) kan op digitaal te programmeren manier in het analoge signaalpad gecorrigeerd worden. In rechttoe rechtan ontworpen analoge schakelingen, gecombineerd met DAC's, kan zo bijvoorbeeld de offset en de schaal digitaal geprogrammeerd worden, alsmede de temperatuurcoëfficiënt van beide. Nadeel van deze implementaties is dat bij de offsetcorrectie rekening gehouden moet worden met het effect op de schaalfout en vice-versa. Met behulp van de eerder voorgestelde kalibratiemethode, kan dit verholpen worden. De stapegwijsse polynomische kalibratie kan in een analoge kalibratie-schakeling geïmplementeerd worden, zoals aangetoond met de realisatie van een analoge signaalprocessor. Deze schakeling maakt het mogelijk om in vier stappen, c.q. kalibratie-meetpunten, een derde-orde polynomische linearisatie te verkrijgen. De resolutie van de kalibratiecoëfficiënten is door de gebruikte DACs beperkt tot 8 bit. Voordeel is dat de ruime bandbreedte van de analoge overdracht behouden kan blijven. In het algemeen heeft deze analoge signaalbewerkingstechniek voor deze toepassing beperkingen wat betreft resolutie en uitvoering van geavanceerdere kalibratietechnieken (zoals hogere orde polynomische linearisatie)
Hoofdstuk 5: Kalibratie in de overdracht van de sigma-delta analoog-digitaal omzetter

Met behulp van pulsmodulatie-technieken kunnen AD- en DA-conversies met veel hogere resoluties uitgevoerd worden. Sigma-delta modulatoren kunnen worden gebruikt om een signaal om te zetten naar een digitaal (één-bits) pulsreeks, waarvan de quantisatiefout een naar hogere frequenties in het spectrum geschoven is (noise-shaping). Dit kan zowel toegepast worden voor de omzetting van een analoog signaal (sigma-delta AD-omzetter), alsook van een digitaal signaal (digitale sigma-delta modulator, ook gebruikt voor DA-omzetter). Beide technieken kunnen fraai gecombineerd worden in een kalibratieschakeling. Het analoge ingangssignaal van een sigma-delta AD-omzetter wordt gemoduleerd met een digitaal gegenereerde pulsreeks. Zo kan de gemiddelde (laagfrequent) bijdrage van het ingangssignaal digitaal, en desgewenst ook zeer nauwkeurig, ingesteld worden. Door op deze wijze meerdere gemoduleerde analoge signalen op te tellen aan de ingang van de sigma-delta AD-converter, wordt een programmeerbare overdracht gerealiseerd. Dat deze techniek goed gecombineerd kan worden met de overige schakelingen benodigd in een slimme sensor, wordt aangetoond met de volledige integratie van een temperatuur (PTAT) sensor, AD-omzetter, digitale kalibratie-schakeling en een IS2 bus interface. Ook hier gelden beperkingen, niet zozeer wat betreft resolutie, maar wel wat betreft toepassing van geavanceerdere linearisatie technieken.

Hoofdstuk 6: Kalibratie in het digitale signaaldomein

Het is aantrekkelijk om de voorgestelde stapsgewijze polynomische kalibratiemethode uit te voeren met digitale signaalbewerking. Een voordeel is dan dat voor de signaalbewerking een hoge resolutie gebruikt kan worden. Bij implementatie van de methode in een digitale schakeling (hardware) zal een grote gelijkenis blijken aan de ‘arithmetic logical unit’ (ALU) architectuur zoals toegepast in standaard microcontrollers en microprocessors. Het verdient dan ook de voorkeur om de kalibratiemethode te implementeren in software voor een standaard low-cost microcontroller. Dit biedt ook meer flexibiliteit en de mogelijkheid om geavanceerdere linearisatietechnieken toe te passen.

De polynomische kalibratiemethode is uitgewerkt voor toepassing op bijvoorbeeld drucksensoren met een ongewenste temperatuursgevoeligheid. In dit geval wordt de overdrachtscurve geregistreerd door een tweedimensionale functie, het sensor-uitgangssignaal als functie van de druk en
de temperatuur. Ook dan kan de stapsgewijze polynomische kalibratie worden toegepast, zodanig dat bij elke meetpunt één nieuwe kalibratiecoëfficiënt wordt berekend. Er wordt bij elke stap één polynomische correctiefactor aan de kalibratiefunctie toegevoegd, zonder de voorgaande correcties te verstoren. Dit is uitgewerkt in een compact microcontrollerprogramma, dat is getest voor diverse fictieve sensoroverdrachtsfunkties. Tot aan een aantal van 7×7 meetpunten is de reductie van de niet-lineariteit geverifieerd. Bij een druksensor voorbeeld met een initiële fout van 50% van de volle schaal, wordt deze fout gereduceerd tot onder de 0,1%. De berekening van een op 5×5 meetpunten gebaseerde (floating-point) correctie vergt ongeveer 30 ms processortijd in de gebruikte low-cost microcontroller (8-bit, 12 MHz). De bandbreedte van het gekalibreerde sensor-uitgangssignaal wordt hierdoor dus aanzienlijk beperkt.

Voor toepassing op echte druksensoen wordt een slimme sensor configuratie voorgesteld bestaande uit druksensor, microcontroller en een druksensor-uitleesschakeling gecombineerd met een temperatuursensor. Voor low-cost integratie van deze drie componenten in één IC of ‘multi-chip-module’ (MCM) is nog verdere ontwikkeling vereist. In dat geval kunnen slimme druksensoen gefabriceerd worden die zeer nauwkeurig gekalibreerd zijn, terwijl de kosten voor de kalibratie, in geval van massaproduktie, laag zijn ten opzichte van de momenteel toegepaste kalibratietechnieken.
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1. Een sensor kan alleen dan nuttig gebruikt worden wanneer het model van de signaaloverdracht bekend is, of wanneer de sensor in een zelflerend systeem is opgenomen, of wanneer de sensor gekalibreerd is.

2. De kosten van de sensorkalibratie in een sensorproduktieproces kunnen gereduceerd worden door het aantal kalibratiemeetpunten te minimaliseren, en het aantal sensoren (batch-grootte) per kalibratiemeting te maximaliseren.

3. Het aantal meetpunten voor de kalibratie van een sensor met een fysisch-bepaalde niet-lineaire overdrachtskarakteristiek kan gereduceerd worden door het aanbrengen van een elektronische overdrachtskarakteristiek met inverse niet-lineariteit.

4. Bij integratie van een kalibratieschakeling en sensor, is het wenselijk dat de berekening van de kalibratiecoëfficiënten zo min mogelijk externe rekenkracht behoeft.

5. Het is mogelijk om de sensoroverdrachtscurve stapsgewijs polynomial te lineariseren, zodanig dat per toegevoegd kalibratiemeetpunt, slechts één kalibratiecoëfficiënt berekend hoeft te worden om de orde van het polynoom met één te verhogen.

6. Indien fouten in een sensoroverdracht op andere wijze gecorrigeerd kunnen worden dan door middel van kalibratie, bijvoorbeeld door middel van een systematische correctie, dan verdient dat de voorkeur.
7. Het automatiseren van IC-ontwerptaken met behulp van geavanceerde computerprogramma's vergt van de ontwerper vaak meer kennis van zaken en niet minder.

8. Ter verbetering van het (wervings)beleid ten aanzien van Assistenten In Opleiding, zou een duidelijker onderscheid gemaakt moeten worden tussen de opleiding en de betaalde taken van een AIO. Uitwisseling van beide biedt dan de mogelijkheid voor een heldere flexibele salarisregeling.

9. De invoering van ATV/ADV leidt op papier tot extra werk, met name bij de administratie van vrije dagen.

10. Dat de strubbelingen op een hoog beleidsniveau ook de sfeer en de prestaties op de werkvloer beïnvloeden, wordt ondermeer aangetoond in het eredivisie voetbal in het seizoen 96-97.

11. In veel doe-het-zelf zaken geldt ook voor de bediening en service dat devies.

12. Politici zouden gebaat zijn bij een cursus regeltechniek, waarin een verhandeling over dode tijd niet mag ontbreken.

13. "Niets is dwazer dan verstandig te zijn op het verkeerde moment."

Erasmus